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Izvleček

Elektromagnetna indukcija je pomembna, vendar kompleksna fizikalna tema, ki je
vključena v hrvaški gimnazijski učni načrt. Da bi ugotovili kako dijaki razumejo omenjeno temo
skozi klasično metodo poučevanja, je bil dotični projekt razvit kot dvostopenjska raziskava. V
kvalitativni del raziskave je bilo vključenih devet hrvaških dijakov, katerih nivoji znanja fizike
so bili različni. Intervjuvani so bili ob uporabi šestih demonstracijskih poskusov iz
elektromagnetizma (trije med njimi so se navezovali na temo elektromagnetne indukcije).
Dijaki so bili naprošeni, da opazujejo, opišejo in razložijo poskuse. Analiza njihovih razlag je
pokazala obstoj številnih konceptualnih težav in težav pri sklepanju glede osnovnih pojmov
elektromagnetizma, zlasti pri prepoznavanju in razlagi pojava elektromagnetne indukcije.
Opisani so trije miselni modeli razumevanja elektromagnetne indukcije, ki so nastali skozi
intervjuje in so se ponovili med delom z dijaki. Drugi del projekta je vključeval kvantitativno
raziskavo in je temeljil na ugotovljenih težavah dijakov v zvezi z razumevanjem
elektromagnetne indukcije. Glede na rezultate intervjujev je bil zasnovan vprašalnik, ki ga je
izpolnilo 541 hrvaških dijakov (v starosti od 16 do 17 let), potem, ko so pri pouku fizike
obravnavali elektromagnetno indukcijo. Vprašalnik je vseboval 8 vprašanj odprtega tipa, med
katerimi so bila tudi vprašanja izbirnega tipa in podvprašanja. V prvem delu analize smo za
testiranje delovanja vprašalnika uporabili Raschev model. Rasch analiza je pokazala, da je
vprašalnik deloval zadovoljivo in zagotovil zanesljivo merilno linearno lestvico za težavnost
nalog. Analiza standardne frekvence in Rasch analiza sta opozorili na težave nekaterih dijakov
pri razumevanju elektromagnetne indukcije. Rezultati vprašalnikov so bili primerjani z rezultati
predhodnih intervjujev, diskutirani in analizirani v okviru modela »delčki znanja« (angl.
knowledge-in-pieces ).

Keywords: srednja šola, elektromagnetna indukcija, fizikalno izobraževanje, raziskava
PACS: 01.40.ek
01.40.Fk
01.50.My
01.40.Ha
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Abstract

Electromagnetic induction is an important, yet complex, physics topic that is a part of
Croatian high school curriculum. In order to investigate students’ understanding of the topic
this project was developed as a two step research. The qualitative part of the research
included nine Croatian high school students of different abilities in physics to be interviewed
using six demonstration experiments from electromagnetism (three of them concerned the
topic of electromagnetic induction). Students were asked to observe, describe and explain the
experiments. The analysis of students’ explanations indicated the existence of many
conceptual and reasoning difficulties with the basic concepts of electromagnetism and
especially with recognizing and explaining the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction.
Three student mental models of electromagnetic induction formed during the interviews,
which reoccurred among students are described. The second part of the project, the
quantitative research, was based on the uncovered difficulties students had with
electromagnetic induction. Using the results of the interviews, a questionnaire was designed
and administered to 541 high school students in Croatia (aged 16-17) after they had learned
about electromagnetic induction in their physics class. The questionnaire consisted of 8 main
open-ended questions with some of them having multiple-choice parts and sub questions. In
the first step of the analysis, we used Rasch modelling to analyse the functioning of the
questionnaire. The Rasch analysis showed that the functioning of the questionnaire was
satisfactory and produced reliable scale of linear measures of item difficulties. The standard
frequency analysis and Rasch analysis pointed to several student difficulties with
electromagnetic induction. These difficulties were compared to the difficulties identified
through preliminary interviews, discussed, and analyzed in the knowledge-in-pieces
framework.

Keywords: high school, electromagnetic induction, physics education research
PACS: 01.40.ek Secondary school
01.40.Fk Research in physics education
01.50.My Demonstration experiments and apparatus
01.40.Ha Learnining theory and science teaching
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Preface
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation for this work and why it is important to study
electromagnetism and electromagnetic induction (EMI). It explains when students first
encounter electromagnetism topics during their formal education. There is also a short
overview of the project and the list of research questions that motivated this work.
In Chapter 2 the literature review is presented. This review covers relevant physics
education research results in the domain of electromagnetism. It describes the results of most
research studies conducted on university students and high school students.
Chapter 3 describes relevant theoretical frameworks used for scaffolding of our
framework. It defines mental models and describes their formation, describes the knowledgein-pieces theory and looks into students’ resources perspective.
Chapter 4 brings a brief introduction of the electromagnetism curriculum in Croatia
and a list of topics covered by most high schools that follow the four-year physics program. It
also describes the presumed knowledge of an excellent high school student in the topics
necessary for this research.
In Chapter 5 the first, qualitative part, of the research is presented with the process of
sampling and interviewing the students, the analysis and the results of the research. It
addresses the question of how students formed their mental models and how consistent were
these models throughout the interviews. The parts of the interviews will be presented to
illustrate the possible activation of student cognitive resources and how this activation fits
with our theoretical framework.
The second, quantitative part of the research is presented in Chapter 6. It describes
the process of the testing of students’ understanding of EMI concepts using the questionnaire
that was developed for this purpose. The chapter describes the analysis of the research
instrument using the Rasch model and the standard frequency analysis of the students’
answers. Many students’ difficulties that were identified are presented and discussed.
The last chapter, Chapter 7, presents the summary and conclusions of the research and
makes connections between findings of the two performed studies. It describes implications
for teaching and plans for the future work that will be based on these findings and how it
might contribute to the Croatian educational system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation for this work
It is hard to ignore the impact that EMI phenomenon has in everyday life. From
generators in power plants to electromotors in majority of households. Childrens’ first formal
encounter with the phenomenon occurs in the eight grade of elementary school in Croatia. It
is mentioned in the curricula of two compulsory subjects: physics and technical education. The
EMI phenomenon is then only presented, but not explained, since the pupils do not hold
necessary knowledge for understanding the phenomenon. It is used descriptively, to acquaint
pupils with current production and generators. In technical education, the phenomenon of
EMI is phenomenologically described for introducing electromotors, but only for stating that
if we can move a magnet inside a coil to produce a current, then we can produce movement
by running alternating current through the coil. This is then used for discussing the principles
on which many household appliances work.
In most high schools, the EMI phenomenon is introduced in the second or third year of
physics education. It is prescribed by the national curriculum for physics and as such is a
compulsory topic. In technically oriented high schools, it is introduced also in other
compulsory subjects of electrotechnical nature and not only in physics.

B. Research questions
The general motivational guideline is simple: How to make electromagnetic induction
lessons more comprehensible to high school students? This question motivated the extensive
plan for this research which is described in the next section.
The research questions that motivated the qualitative and quantitative parts of the research
were:
1) What are the main high school student difficulties in reasoning about electromagnetic
induction and the related concepts from electromagnetism?
2) What mental models of electromagnetic induction students hold and are they
consistently used after traditional instructions?
After the qualitative research, we designed additional guidelines within the research
questions to help us organize the quantitative part of the research:
1) How well do high school students represent the shape of magnetic field lines around
current-carrying wires and coils?
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2) In what ways do high school students understand the occurrence of magnetic force
exerted on a moving charge?
3) What alternative explanations of EMI do high school students use?
4) What alternative explanations of Lenz’s law do high school students use?

C. Overview of the project
The project was designed in two parts: qualitative and quantitative research study.
The qualitative study was designed as an interview based research about
electromagnetic induction and concepts related to the phenomenon. It was planned to be
performed in the school year 2011./2012. with 9 high-school students. The students were
chosen by a non-probability sampling called convenience sampling [1]. This sampling was used
since the benefits of convenience sampling outweigh the disadvantages, such as easy access
to the participants and more motivated participants. Probability sampling would not provide
participants who would offer much more insight into their reasoning about electromagnetic
induction than the conveniently sampled ones. It was anticipated that nine students would be
the target number of participants. Interviewing as a research method usually does not need a
wide range of participants and it is frequently shown that ideas, concepts or mental models
often repeat even in a small sample [2]. For this reason, only 9 interviewees were chosen,
among whom their physics grades varied from average (3) to excellent (5). Croatian grading
system is a five-level system, with the lowest, unsatisfactory grade (1) to the highest, excellent
(5). The lower-grade students were not included since it was considered that they might be
less motivated to participate and provide insight into their reasoning about EMI than their
higher-grade colleagues. The purpose of the research and the procedure of the interviews was
explained to each student and their written approval for participation was obtained. Following
the Ethical codex for investigation including children [3] by the Council for children in Croatia,
the participants over 16 years could have provided the approval for participation on their own,
as they did. The interviews were recorded with a video camera and later transcribed.
The quantitative research was planned as a wider population investigation of the ideas
and concepts uncovered to be of interest in the qualitative part of the research. Based on the
guidelines, the questionnaire about EMI and the related concepts was developed. The target
number of participants was around 500. Again, the non-probability sampling was applied. The
schools chosen for participation were from Zagreb, Varaždin, Vrbovec and Ivanec. These are
all cities in Croatia. All schools followed the same curriculum in physics, prescribed by the
Croatian Ministry of Education, with two 45-minute lessons of physics per week throughout
all four years of high-school. Only one high school (5th gymnasium, Zagreb) had an extra
physics lesson per week in a form of laboratory work, but not as an extension of the physics
curriculum. The students had approximately 30 minutes to answer the questionnaire, but if
necessary they could have used more time (around 10 minutes more). All students were
2

informed in advance of the investigation that was to take place in their schools and their
parents were informed timely. Students and their parents were given a notice a week before
the investigation and the ones that did not want to participate had the right not to partake in
the testing. In agreement with students’ teachers, to incentivize the students to answer as
much as possible, the students that provided answers to all questions were awarded an
excellent grade for participation. The grade did not reflect their achievement on the
questionnaire tasks, i.e. whether the answers were correct or incorrect, rather their level of
involvement.
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II.

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

Electromagnetic induction is a complex physics topic which combines the knowledge
of many laws and concepts from electromagnetism. When reasoning about electromagnetic
induction, students have to integrate and apply their knowledge about basic concepts, such
as magnetic field, magnetic flux, Lorentz's force, emf, electric field, electric current and
electromagnetic force. Prior research in the field of electromagnetism suggests the existence
of many student difficulties regarding electromagnetic induction, but also many difficulties
with the underlying electromagnetic concepts.
There exists a considerable amount of research on student difficulties with the basic
concepts in the domain of electricity and magnetism [e.g. 4 – 16], but relatively few studies
focus on the difficulties that students face while tackling the topic of electromagnetic
induction (EMI) [17 - 22]. Yet, EMI might be the most difficult topic in the domain of electricity
and magnetism at the introductory level, as some studies suggest [5], at least of those covered
by the widely used Conceptual Survey in Electricity and Magnetism (CSEM) [4].
Several student difficulties with electromagnetism concepts, concerning both
underlying concepts as well as electromagnetic induction, were revealed by the CSEM [4,5].
Students were often confusing magnetic force with electric force, and had difficulties
determining the direction of the magnetic force on an electric charge, applying the concepts
of electric and magnetic field, recognizing changing of the magnetic flux and implementing
Faraday’s law. Students’ success on conceptual surveys in electromagnetism, such as CSEM
[4] and BEMA [23], was found generally to be relatively low for traditional curricula, even after
instruction [4, 5, 23, 24], indicating that electromagnetism is a difficult domain for them.
Guisasola et al. [25] addressed this problem by developing a teaching sequence at the
university level intended to help students develop and apply Ampere’s model of the source of
magnetic field and improve their understanding of magnetic field and magnetic force.
Regarding student understanding of electromagnetic induction several studies
documented students' poor ability to recognize and explain the phenomenon and the related
experiments. In search on how students form explanatory hypotheses, Park [12] interviewed
six college physics education majors prior to their electricity and magnetism course, and found
that students did not recognize the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in the
experiment with a magnet falling inside an aluminium pipe. All six of them expected the same
falling time in plastic and aluminium pipe. Loftus [18] investigated secondary school students’
difficulties with understanding of electromagnetic induction. Students had to explain three
experiments (closed ring levitating and open ring not levitating over electromagnet, lighting
of a lamp when moving a solenoid over an electromagnet, heating up of a cooking pot on an
induction cooker). The study showed that students had problems with the interpretation of
experiments and only a few students succeeded in interpreting each experiment correctly.
The incorrect reasoning usually included an agent sending and an object receiving something
4

(e.g. force, charge, light) to explain the observations. Some students expected that the agent
and the object needed to be in physical contact for the phenomenon to occur.
The cause of the induced emf, the difference between the induced emf and the
induced current, and the ways how to determine the direction of the induced current, seem
generally not to be clear to students. The study of Bagno and Eylon [11] found that only 10%
of students mentioned magnetic field variation as a cause of the induced emf and that
students had difficulties applying Lenz's law correctly. Students often seemed to misinterpret
the phrase „opposes the change“ as „being in the opposite direction“, when determining the
direction of the induced current or induced magnetic field. Guisasola et al. [17] found that
more than 20% of the first-year university students explained induced current or emf as being
due to the presence of (unchanging) magnetic field in that area or space. Students seemed to
think that the field lines crossing the loop are the cause of the induced emf. Thong and
Gunstone report [21] that most investigated students (undergraduate second-year students,
who studied physics as a main subject) were unaware of the difference between Coulombic
and induced electric field and attempted to describe the induced field with electrostatic
potential. Students were found also to have difficulties recognizing the induced emf when
there was no induced current [18].
Magnetic flux seems to be a difficult concept which students tend to confuse with the
magnetic field. This tendency of first-year university students, and their failure to notice the
change of the magnetic flux as a cause of electromagnetic induction was documented in some
studies [6, 21]. Saareleinen, Laaksonen & Hirvonen [6] found many student difficulties with
the concepts of electric and magnetic field and suggested that students’ poor understanding
of electric and magnetic fields as vector fields may explain students’ difficulties to shift from
the Coulombian conceptual profile (relying primarily on the concept of force) to Maxwellian
one (using primarily the field concept). These difficulties will also be reflected in student poor
understanding of the concept of magnetic flux, which in addition to difficulties with the
concept of field, involves difficulties with understanding of field lines [7, 8] as well as requires
assigning a vector to the surface [6]. Because of the difficulties with the concept of magnetic
flux as well as the rate of change concept, students often use Faraday’s law without sufficient
understanding [17, 21].
At the more advanced level, some studies demonstrated university students' problems
in recognizing the correct integration path for implementation of Faraday's law, especially in
problems concerning calculations of motional emf [19, 20], and their inability to understand
the equivalence of the Lorentz's force and field model explanations of the electromagnetic
induction phenomena [20].
Based on the results of the existing studies, Zuza et al. [22] presented an overview of
student difficulties regarding EMI, which we bring here in a more condensed form, with the
addition of difficulty regarding Lenz's law [11]. The main identified student difficulties seem
to be the following:
5

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

difficulty recognizing EMI in phenomena taught in curriculum
difficulty recognizing EMI when there is no induced current
explaining EMI as being caused by the magnetic field
poorly understanding the concept of the magnetic flux and identifying
magnetic flux with the magnetic field
v. applying Faraday's law without proper understanding
vi. difficulty understanding and applying Lenz's law
vii. difficulty understanding the equivalence of the explanation of induction
phenomena based on a field model (Faraday’s law) and on Lorentz's force
viii. confusing circuit area with the integration area in Faraday's law
The same study [22] presented a teaching sequence for the first-year university
students, which helped many students (about 60%) to achieve a more satisfactory
understanding of the electromagnetic induction. However, that sequence is not applicable for
teaching high school students, since they do not use calculus. Yet, they may exhibit all the
difficulties listed above except the second part of the last one, which is related to integration.
Another layer of student difficulties, documented in previous research, may be of
epistemological nature. Bagno and Eylon investigated the structure of final-year secondary
school students' knowledge of electromagnetism [11], and found that students lack a
hierarchy of ideas in electromagnetism and generally do not recognize the central ideas. Their
results suggest that students’ knowledge structure lacks organization, resulting in difficulties
when retrieving information and that students tend to memorize mathematical relationships,
without developing the necessary conceptual understanding. Lack of organization of
knowledge and lack of students’ need for its coherence [26] may be additional sources of
difficulties when students reason about electromagnetic phenomena.
Obviously, EMI requires multilevel reasoning, which is complex and difficult for
students of all levels, especially high school students. But the above list of difficulties suggests
that many of them are conceptual in nature and can be related to students' wrong or nonexisting conceptual mental models of EMI. Since these models start to form in high school, we
wanted to investigate their early formation, which could potentially be of interest also for the
understanding of the formation of mental models of EMI in university students. We hope that
this research will ultimately lead towards a high school teaching sequence for EMI that could
help teachers to teach electromagnetic induction through an active-learning process, since
this topic is an important part of physics high school syllabus in many countries, Croatia and
Slovenia included. High school physics teaching in Croatia, where the research was conducted,
is still mostly lecture-based and centred on standard problem-solving with not enough
emphasis on conceptual understanding, although efforts are underway to change that. Such
approach usually misses student difficulties which are prevalent in many domains of physics.

6

III.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Mental models

Changes occur in various physical situations and people often use processes to
describe them [27], as for example, boiling a pot of water or accidentally dropping a basket of
apples on the floor. People are often able to predict with some accuracy what will happen to
the apples, in what direction are they going to roll, how far will they go, etc. For these
predictions we use mental models. Gentner [28] defines that “a mental model is a
representation of some domain or situation that supports understanding, reasoning and
prediction.” They are used in everyday life, as described in the example above, but sometimes
can be inaccurate. To study these inaccurate models is important, because they provide
insight into students learning processes, and also point the researchers and educators in the
direction of minimising the chances of triggering concepts that lead to these erroneous mental
models [28]. Fortunatelly, Gentner states, these erroneous models can be diminished with
increasing expertise.
Mental models are formed in interaction with the environment, with other people, and
with artefacts of technology [29] as internal representations of the world. In physics
education, students’ mental models are important because of their predictive and explanatory
power for understanding physics phenomena. According to Norman [29], when considering
mental models, we need to consider four different things: the target system, the conceptual
model of that target system, the user’s mental model of the target system and the
researcher’s conceptualization of that mental model. The system that the person is learning
about or using is the target system (in our study the phenomenon of electromagnetic
induction). A conceptual model, the one underlying Faraday’s law, was invented in physics to
provide an appropriate representation of that phenomenon. The model relies on the idea
(concept) of the rate of change of magnetic flux through some surface or alternatively on the
concept of Lorentz’s force. Through the interaction with the target system (e.g. performing,
observing and explaining experiments demonstrating electromagnetic induction), students
form mental models of this phenomenon. For each student, the model will be modified until
it reaches a functional state, which means that it can serve to predict and explain. However,
as mentioned above, students’ mental models need not be technically accurate, and it is often
demonstrated in physics education research that they are not, but they need to be functional
for the student. Obviously, when scientists study students’ mental models, they are making a
model of a model, which constitutes the fourth element, researcher’s conceptualization of a
student’s model. Among the most important characteristics of mental models [29] are their
incompleteness, instability, lack of firm boundaries, and parsimony, which reflects the human
tendency to avoid mental complexity and strive for simplified reasoning.
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B. Knowledge in pieces
Electromagnetic concepts and phenomena are, unlike those in mechanics, generally
not a part of students’ everyday language and experience, and students are therefore less
likely to have strong pre-formed concepts in electromagnetism than in mechanics [30]. This
would be especially noticeable in high school students, since the domain of electromagnetism
is not something that they would have much contact with before instruction in high school,
except very briefly in elementary school. Most PER studies on student understanding of
electromagnetism concepts involve college or university students, and only seldom high
school students. Yet, in high school (where possible) students could form a conceptual basis
of physics, including some mental models of physics phenomena which can later be further
expanded and refined.
Some researchers introduced the idea of small cognitive elements for explaining why
students’ answers are sometimes not consistent, but rather formed on-the-spot and context
dependent. DiSessa [31] refers to them as phenomenological primitives or p-prims, while
Hammer et al. speak more generally of cognitive resources [32]. Hammer [33] points out that
stable and robust cognitive structure, such as firm misconceptions, do not often occur in
students, but rather smaller cognitive structures play more vital roles when students think
about a physics problem. Explaining some phenomena relies on activation of p-prims. The
activated p-prims sometimes produce correct explanations, but in some situations they might
be activated inappropriately and produce incorrect explanations. The activation of cognitive
elements, such as p-prims, is context – dependent and the elements are in themselves neither
correct nor incorrect, and can be perceived as potentially productive resources, depending on
the appropriateness of their use. There are many p-prims which can be activated. Some of the
most important/common ones are [31]: “force as a mover” (a directed impetus acts in a burst
on an object, which causes the motion of the object in the same direction), “continuous force”
(steady effort causes steady motion), “Ohm’s p-prim” (increased effort leads to more result,
increased resistance leads to less result), “dying away” (all motion gradually dies away),
“equilibrium” (a system with multiple influences has a natural domain of stability), “dynamic
balance” (a pair of forces or dynamic influences are in conflict and happen to balance each
other), “overcoming” (one force or influence overpowers another), “cancelling” (an influence
may be undone by an opposite influence), “guiding” (a determined path directly causes an
object to move along it), “generalized springiness” (disruptive influence on equilibrium creates
a displacement from equilibrium) and “equilibration” (a return to equilibrium is the natural
result of removing a disequilibrating influence ).
Hammer [33] further categorizes cognitive resources as conceptual and
epistemological; former are activated by students when discussing or thinking about some
physics problem and latter refer to students’ beliefs about knowledge and learning. Teachers
are mostly accustomed to tackling students’ wrong concepts, but are often unaware that
students’ epistemologies may play an important role in their progress. Hammer [26] concludes
8

that “…some students’ knowledge may remain fragmented, because, in part, they do not
expect it to be coherent….” The importance of epistemological resources is extensively
discussed and studied in works by Hammer and Elby [34 - 38]. And, as some other studies
suggest, it is important not only to study the content of student knowledge, but also its
structure and organization [11].
Studies suggest that mental models students form do not stay firm and rigid [12, 29, 28,
39, 40]. As discussed in the Mental Models subsection above, they evolve until reaching a
functional state for prediction and evaluation. Sometimes they even do not fully reach a
functional state but, as Gentner notices, they might serve as a temporary aid to logical
reasoning and are not as stable as some researchers suggest. We presume that this
characteristic of mental models will be significant for analysing the qualitative part of the
study – students’ interviews. That is why it is important to pose the question about how
mental models actually form. When confronted with a qualitative physics problem, students
often provide explanations that are incorrect from the physicist’s point of view. These
explanations are sometimes interpreted as a sign of students’ existing alternative conceptions
in one framework (knowledge as theory [41, 42]), but they can also be viewed in another
theoretical framework (knowledge in pieces [31, 32]), as a result of on-the-spot, contextdependent activation of cognitive resources. Since we presume that high school students are
not likely to possess firm alternative ideas related to electromagnetism concepts, which are
abstract and far from their everyday experiences, we consider the second framework
(knowledge in pieces) more suitable for analysis of student explanations in this domain. In this
framework, small cognitive elements influence students’ development of knowledge
structures.
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IV.

ELECTROMAGNETISM IN HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS CURRICULUM IN CROATIA

As mentioned above, all investigated schools covered the same physics curriculum in
physics. Here is the overview of the topics that are covered by the Croatian physics curriculum
in the domain of magnetism and electromagnetism during students’ second or third year of
high school education:
1. Magnetism:
a. Magnetic field of the permanent magnets
b. Magnetic field of the current-carrying wires, loops and coils
c. Magnetic force on a moving charge and a current carrying- wire
d. Motion of charges in the magnetic field (with examples such as cyclotron)
2. Electromagnetism:
a. Electromagnetic induction: Faraday’s law, Lenz’ law
b. Inductance and self-inductance of a coil
c. Generators and transformers
d. Alternating currents (this part is sometimes covered in the Electromagnetism unit
and sometimes in the Harmonic oscillations unit which comes after the
Electromagnetism unit)

These extensive topics are prescribed to be covered during the second year of
general high school education, but are often transferred to the third year since the physics
curriculum for the first and second year is very overcrowded. This is why the high school
students that participated in the research were mostly in their third year of general highschool (gymnasium) programme.
The knowledge that was expected from a Croatian high school student with an
excellent physics grade will be described in this section. The description will include the
traditional lessons based on the standard high-school teaching materials [43 - 46]. This will be
useful for comparing results between what was expected of students and what the students
actually answered. The topics that were necessary for the interview questions and the
questionnaire are not all of the mentioned above, but just the ones that constitute the basics
for the magnetism and electromagnetism lessons.
Oersted’s experiment is often considered the introductory experiment for the lessons
about the magnetic fields of current-carrying wires. The students are expected to notice the
deflection of the compass needle placed in the vicinity of the current-carrying wire and
conclude about the existence of the magnetic field around the current-carrying wire. The next
step is the visualisation of the magnetic field lines around the current-carrying wire. This step
may include the experiments with placing iron fillings and/or small magnetic needles around
vertically positioned current-carrying wires, loops and coils with infrequent and small number
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of windings. Unfortunately, these experiments are often skipped and the drawings of the
magnetic field lines around the wires, loops and coils are shown to students instead. By this
stage, students are acquainted with the right-hand rules: first for determining the direction of
magnetic field lines of the straight current-carrying wire and second for determining the
magnetic polarity of the current-carrying loop and coil. In the high school physics lessons Biot
- Savart law is not usually mentioned in its original form:
⃗ =
𝑑𝐵

𝜇0 𝐼𝑑𝑙 × ̂𝑟
,
4 𝜋 𝑟2

(1)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ stands for the magnetic field caused by the current 𝐼 flowing through a small piece
where 𝑑𝐵
of the wire 𝑑𝑙 , 𝜇0 is the permeability of free space, and the distance between the wire and
some point in the vicinity of the wire is labelled with the vector 𝑟. This law is not mentioned,
but the special case results of it are given purely as formulas for problem-solving questions.
Such are magnetic field of the straight current-carrying wire (2), magnetic field of a currentcarrying loop (3) and of a current-carrying coil (4).
𝐵=

𝜇 𝐼
,
2𝜋 𝑟

(2)

𝐵=

𝜇 𝐼
,
2𝑅

(3)

𝐵=𝜇

𝑁𝐼
,
𝑙

(4)

In the equations above 𝑟 stands for the shortest distance from the current-carrying
wire, 𝑅 stands for the radius of the current-carrying loop, 𝑁 is the number of windings of the
coil, and 𝑙 is its length. The permeability is usually defined during the previous lessons about
magnetic fields of permanent magnets as 𝜇 = 𝜇0 𝜇𝑟 , where 𝜇0 is defined in high school
textbooks as the permeability of vacuum with a constant value of 𝜇0 = 4 𝜋 ∙ 10−7 T m A−1 ,
and 𝜇𝑟 is defined as the relative permeability. The students are taught that the relative
𝐵

permeability of any material is 𝜇𝑟 = 𝐵 , where the magnetic field inside the material is 𝐵, and
0

the outside magnetic field in which this material is placed in is 𝐵0.
The expressions mentioned above were not required for the qualitative and
quantitative part of the research, but the physical ideas they describe were required. Building
on these ideas, high school students continue toward lessons about the magnetic force on an
electron and on a current-carrying wire. Some teachers start with these lessons before
continuing towards the lessons on the magnetic fields of current-carrying wires.
The lessons on magnetic force usually start by the experiment that demonstrates the
force on a current-carrying wire (a wire being pushed out of a magnetic field when the current
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starts flowing through it). Often, the lessons are based on the teaching by telling approach
with drawings or computer projections of a moving charge or a current-carrying wire being
deflected in the magnetic field. These graphical representations are then supported by
mathematical descriptions:
𝐹 = 𝑞 𝑣 𝐵 sin𝛼,

(5)

𝐹 = 𝐼 𝑙 𝐵 sin𝛼,

(6)

where 𝐹 stands for magnetic force, 𝑞 is the charge of the particle moving at some velocity 𝑣,
and 𝐼 stands for a current through a piece of wire 𝑙. This movement must be in some uniform
magnetic field 𝐵, which direction forms an angle 𝛼 with the charge’s velocity or the direction
of the current flow through the piece of wire. The original formulation for the Lorentz force
(7) of the equations (5) and (6) is rarely presented to students and they are not aware there
are two contributions to that force: electric and magnetic.
⃗,
𝐹 = 𝑞 𝐸⃗ + 𝑞⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣×𝐵

(7)

High school students are sometimes taught that the Lorentz force is only the magnetic force
on a moving charge and the electric field 𝐸⃗ is usually not introduced in textbooks and lessons
[43, 45]. Also, they are not familiar with the cross product which represents problems for the
right-hand rule application. Some high schools, usually those specializing in mathematics and
natural sciences, use the expression (7) of magnetic force during their physics lessons and
students are introduced to the vector product before learning about it in mathematics.
Another possible source for students’ confusion is the classification of magnetic forces in
Croatian physics curriculum. Force described by the equation (5) is called Lorentz force and
the one described with expression (6) is called Ampere’s force [43 - 45]. These “two” forces
are often discussed in separate lessons and as such might be treated as different forces by
students.
The next lesson, from the list of curriculum topics, necessary for our research was the
Faraday’s and Lenz’s law. These are based on students’ knowledge of the concept of the
magnetic flux which was probably introduced during previous lessons as a part of the
introductory lesson about magnetism. This important concept is not given relevance until the
Faraday’s law lessons and is often forgotten by students when they reach this stage of learning
about electromagnetic induction. The concept of magnetic flux is often described as:
𝛷 = 𝐵 𝐴 cos𝑎,

(8)

where 𝛷 represents the magnetic flux, 𝐵 is the magnetic field through some surface area 𝐴,
⃗ and the normal to the surface,
and the angle 𝛼 is an angle between the magnetic field vector 𝐵
vector 𝐴. High school textbooks usually define the normal to the surface as a surface vector
𝐴, that has a direction outward from the surface and is perpendicular to it. It starts at the
surface and its length represents the area of the surface. Textbooks, and teachers who base
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their lessons on them, often deal with those situations where 𝛼 = 0°, then the formula (8)
becomes 𝛷 = 𝐵 𝐴, and there is no need to mention the surface area vector 𝐴. This way,
students concentrate on electromagnetic phenomena caused by the rate of change of the
magnetic field or the surface area, but do not learn about examples of EMI phenomenon that
occur when changing the angle between these two quantities. Teachers that use the
expression (8) for describing the concept of magnetic field, but avoid defining the surface
vector 𝐴 , often end up in a tongue twist definitions about the magnetic flux being “the product
of the magnetic induction [field] and the area of the projection of the surface area to the plane
that is perpendicular to the magnetic field lines” [45]. This can be too confusing for students,
⃗ ∙ 𝐴, might be a problem
and an introduction of the original mathematical expression 𝛷 = 𝐵
solver in this situation. Some schools, again, do not avoid correctly defining the surface area
vector and use the scalar product in the original expression for the magnetic flux.
The Faraday’s law is often introduced with an experiment of placing a magnet into the
coil that is connected only to an amperemeter. This simple, yet important experiment, can
easily spark a classroom discussion and lead to further investigation into the phenomenon.
This is also the first-time high school students encounter the EMI phenomenon in high school
physics lessons. Usually, the Faraday’s law is mathematically described as:
𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑑 = − 𝑁

∆𝛷
,
∆𝑡

where 𝑁 is the number of windings in the coil and

(9)
∆𝛷
∆𝑡

is the rate of change of magnetic flux.

Croatian high school textbooks sometimes refer to the induced voltage as induced
electromotive voltage [43, 45, 46]. The minus sign in the expression above (9) is often left out
of the formula at first [43, 45] and introduced in the following lesson about Lenz’s law.
The Lenz’s law is one of the most difficult concept of electromagnetic induction, as will
be discussed during the results of this research in the following chapters. The simple minus
sign in the expression for Faraday’s law (9) represents a difficulty for the majority of high
school students. There are two popular experiments in high school physics teaching that
introduce Lenz’s law: the first one involves a bar magnet and two metal loops, one closed and
one open (Fig. 1); the second one involves a simple electric circuit with a coil and an aluminium
ring (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 1. The classroom demonstration of the Lenz’s law. The magnet is inserted into the closed ring
(usually made of aluminium) and then extracted from it, the ring is repelled and attracted,
respectively. The same is repeated for the open loop but with no effects of repulsion or attraction.

FIG. 2. The demonstration of the Lenz’s law. An aluminium ring is suspended from a string and put
parallel to the large coil with an iron core, an electromagnet. The DC supply is turned on, and after
some time, off.

The right-hand rule associated with Lenz’s law for determining the direction of induced
current is also taught during one of these experiments. The students’ confusion and
complications with it arise when multiple, but necessary, steps are used for the explanation
of the experiments. It can be elaborated by describing the first experiment (Fig. 1), but the
same explanation stands for both experiments. When the magnet is approaching the closed
ring, the ring is repelled by the bar magnet, and when the magnet is pulled out of the ring,
students should notice that the ring follows the magnet, as if attracted by the magnet. At first
instance, they are urged to describe why the ring is repelled by the approaching magnet by
observing that the ring acts as a magnet with an opposite adjacent pole to the bar magnet.
Next step in students’ reasoning is to notice that in order for that to happen some current
must be flowing through the ring. The only way for the current to appear is if there is voltage
in the aluminium ring. Induced voltage will appear if there is a rate of change of the magnetic
flux through the surface of the ring, and that is exactly what happens when we push the bar
14

magnet towards the aluminium ring. Students are then urged to suggest the explanation for
the case of the removal of the bar magnet from the ring. They conclude that the induced
voltage, and thus also the induced current and the magnetic field of the ring, have the
opposite direction than when the magnet was approaching the ring, All these steps are just
the groundworks necessary for classroom discussion of Lenz’s law in which students are
incentivised to conclude from the opposite directions of the induced currents that there is an
increase or decrease of the magnetic flux when the magnet is entering or exiting the
aluminium ring, respectively. The students are finally led to the conclusion that the induced
currents, created by to the induced voltage, flow in the direction that counteracts the change
of magnetic flux responsible for its creation.
The open ring is used to demonstrate that no effect of repulsion or attraction of the
loop to the bar magnet occurs. It is used to discuss the absence of the induced current, with
the presence of the induced voltage.
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V.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
A. Data collection and analysis

We interviewed nine high school students from three different schools in Zagreb,
Croatia [47]. The interviewed students (age 16 - 17 years), were in their third year of a fouryear high school program and were conveniently sampled. Convenience sampling is a nonprobability sampling and consists of choosing participants on the basis of their convenient
accessibility [1]. The participants were chosen through the interviewer’s (K.J.) teacher
network. The schools from which these nine students were chosen are average urban schools
that follow the same curriculum in physics, with two physics lessons per week during all four
years of high school education and no extracurricular activities in mathematics or physics.
Physics is a compulsory subject in these high schools. The Croatian grading system is a fivelevel system with grades varying from the lowest (unsatisfactory = 1) to the highest (excellent
= 5). Three students were chosen from each school and among them their final physics grades
from the previous semester varied from average (3) to excellent (5).
All interviews were conducted within a month after students’ final assessment in
electromagnetism. Based on students’ descriptions of their physics classes, students were
taught physics, including the domain of electromagnetism, by traditional approach. This
approach mostly included teaching by telling, with some demonstrations performed by the
teacher, but with no students’ hands-on experiments. Prior to the interviews, the purpose and
the course of interviews was explained and described to students and only students who
agreed with it participated. Participation was voluntary and students were not rewarded for
participating. During the interviews, students were shown six demonstration experiments
which they were allowed to investigate on their own: (1) the Oersted experiment (Fig. 3), (2)
the experiment demonstrating the direction of magnetic field in various points around a
current-carrying coil (Fig. 4), (3) the experiment demonstrating magnetic force on a currentcarrying wire (Fig. 5), (4) the experiment demonstrating electromagnetic induction using one
coil and a magnet (Fig. 6), (5) the experiment on electromagnetic induction using two coils
(Fig. 7) and (6) the experiment demonstrating Lenz’s law (Fig. 8). Students were mostly familiar
with experiments 1, 4, 6, as demonstration experiments performed by their teachers, but not
with experiments 2, 3, and 5. Before starting the first experiment, an additional experiment,
not included in the study, was shown, so that students could practice the think-aloud
technique [48] necessary for this research. This additional experiment consisted of placing a
compass in front of a student and asking them to describe what they observed and to suggest
explanations for why the needle always ended up pointing in the same direction, however it
was spun.
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FIG. 3. Experiment 1: the Oersted experiment. A wire was placed above the compass and current was
then switched on.

FIG. 4. Experiment 2: demonstrating the direction of magnetic field in various points around a currentcarrying coil. A small compass was placed inside a coil and current was then switched on. Students
could move the compass inside and around the coil during demonstration.

FIG. 5. Experiment 3: demonstrating magnetic force on a current-carrying wire. The current-carrying
wire jumped up or down, depending on the orientation of the magnet, when current was switched on.
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FIG. 6. Experiment 4: demonstrating electromagnetic induction. The magnet was inserted in the coil,
left for some time at rest inside it, and then again removed from the coil. Students were allowed to
perform the experiment on their own to try different orientations or speeds of the magnet entering
the coil. Additional experiment was shown using another coil with less windings than the first one.

FIG. 7. Experiment 5: demonstrating electromagnetic induction using two coils. Primary coil with an
iron core was connected to a DC supply and a secondary coil, with less windings than the primary, to
the galvanometer. At first, the coils were positioned parallel to each other, and the current in the large
coil was switched on and, after some time, off. The same was repeated for perpendicularly oriented
coils and for coils at about 45 degrees to each other.

FIG. 8. Experiment 6: demonstrating Lenz’s law. An aluminium ring was suspended from a string and
put parallel to the large coil with an iron core, an electromagnet. The DC supply was turned on, and
after some time, off.
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During each of the six experiments students were asked to observe the experiment
and describe their observations. After the interviewer had been assured that the student
noticed the phenomenon of interest, she asked them to suggest an explanation for
observations without trying to influence or disrupt their reasoning. Students were not
corrected if they had arrived at the physically wrong conclusion, but rather asked additional
questions that challenged their reasoning in order to get more information about their
explanations. The average duration of an interview was 45 minutes. Some interviews were
shorter, some longer. Some occurred before school (students in Croatia sometimes have
school in the afternoon) and some after school. All students seemed motivated and they could
have left at any given moment, even during the interview. Interestingly, the shortest interview
(27 minutes) was with Saul_3, who was very motivated and showed a lot of factual and
conceptual knowledge, thus arriving quickly at his conclusions about experiments. Girls
generally tended to be more talkative than boys, and every interview with a girl lasted longer
than 45 minutes and with a boy shorter than 45 minutes. None of the students showed loss
of attention during the interview, e.g. by giving shorter answers towards the end or not
providing any answer. After the interview, students were given feedback on their answers and
opportunity to discuss their answers with the interviewer.
Students’ names were coded for the purpose of this report so that the code name gives
information about the school and the physics grade of the student. For easier reference,
students from the first school were labelled with fictitious English first names starting with
letter F, from the second school with letter S, and from the third school with letter T. The
numbered suffix in the code name is the student’s final physics grade from the previous
semester. So we have from the first school Fiona_3, Faith_4 and Fran_5, from the second
school Saul_3, Sarah_4 and Seth_5, and from the third school: Tim_3, Tony_4 and Ted_5.
Altogether there were four female and five male students.

B. Coding and categorization
Interviews were recorded with a video camera and transcribed for later analysis.
Answers, gestures and graphical representations were analysed. All student explanations
relating to the same experiment were listed and analysed according to the guidelines for
qualitative data analysis [49]. Reoccurring student difficulties were categorized and labelled
A to K.
The transcripts were thoroughly analysed for similar statements or ideas that could be
labelled by a code. At first, similar ideas that represented a common difficulty were colour
coded. After the first coding process was done, researchers tried to establish links between
the codes in order to further reduce the number of codes and form categories. For example,
the following difficulties were first coded separately: a. student states that the north and the
south pole of a magnet are also a plus and a minus pole; b. student states that the north pole
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of a magnet is attracted to the plus (positive) electric charge. Later, these two students’ ideas
were merged into the same category (category A): poles of the magnet are confused with plus
and minus electric charges. Categories obtained in this way are presented in Tables I and II. It
was noticed that some categories (student difficulties or ideas) were recurring among
students and seemed to be activated by a similar idea or they seemed to activate another
similar idea. For example, several students explained Experiment 5 by possibly activating pprim cancelling and thus arriving to the conclusion that a secondary coil positioned with its
axis perpendicular to the primary coil, induces no current since their magnetic fields cancel
each other out, therefore producing the difficulties categorized with letters D and E (Tables I
and II).This final categorization helped us to understand students’ reasoning processes that
were sometimes triggered by similar pieces of knowledge which led them to arrive to similar
conclusions about the investigated phenomenon. The three mental models, which are
described later in the text, were also extracted in this way.
Two researchers went independently through the whole data set, and the third one
was consulted on some problematic spots. Some differences in interpretation of some
students’ statements occurred in the process of analysis, but were resolved through
discussion among the researchers. Generally, there was a consensus on the meaning and
interpretation of the findings. The quotes that were extracted and are presented later in the
text were chosen because they best illustrated specific student difficulties, and to give the
reader examples of students’ actual statements which formed the basis for our conclusions
about their reasoning.
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C. Results and discussion
The first three experiments were considered introduction experiments. We tried to get
acquainted with students’ basic knowledge of electromagnetism before proceeding to the last
three experiments, which were about electromagnetic induction and in the main focus of the
study. Summaries of students’ explanations for each experiment and their main difficulties
are presented in Table I and Table II.
Student

Experiment
1
States that a
currentcarrying
wire
produces
magnetic
field but
cannot
describe its
shape.
Difficulties:
A, B, G

Experiment
2
Correctly
describes
the shape of
the
magnetic
field of a
currentcarrying coil,
but cannot
determine
which
magnetic
poles is
north and
which is
south.
Difficulty: G

Experiment
3
Explains that
the force
which
originates at
the bottom
of a Umagnet
affects
electrons in
the wire, and
moves the
currentcarrying wire
out of the
magnetic
field.
Difficulty: B

Experiment 4

Experiment 5

Experiment 6

Explains that
when the
magnet is
entering the
coil with one
pole, the
same
magnetic pole
is also created
at the
adjacent end
of the coil by
the current in
the coil. She is
unsecure of
that idea,
since she
does not feel
the repulsion
when holding
the magnet.

Correctly
explains that the
electromagnet
and the
aluminium ring
have the same
adjacent
magnetic poles
when the
current is
switched on,
and opposite
when it is
switched off. No
concept of
magnetic flux
and no mention
of induced
current in the
ring.

Saul_3

Correctly
describes
the shape of
the
magnetic
field of a
currentcarrying
wire.
Difficulty: A

Correctly
describes
the shape of
the
magnetic
field of a
currentcarrying coil,
but
determines
the
orientation
of magnetic
poles
incorrectly.
Difficulty: B

Correctly
concludes
that a
magnetic
force acts on
the currentcarrying wire
when placed
in the
magnetic
field. Does
not use RHR.

States that
the magnet’s
magnetic field
induces a
current in the
coil while the
magnet’s field
passes
through the
coil. No
concept of
magnetic flux.
No model of
EMI.

Tim_3

States that a
current-

States that a
current-

Explains that
the magnet

Expresses the
first model of

Explains that
the primary
coil’s
magnetic field
extends
through the
secondary coil
when their
axes are
parallel, and
the current
appears in the
secondary.
When their
axes are
perpendicular,
the primary’s
field does not
extend
through the
secondary
coil. No
concept of
magnetic flux.
Explains that
the field lines
of the primary
coil enter the
secondary coil
when their
axes are
parallel, and
produce a
current in the
secondary
coil. A sudden
change of
primary’s field
produces the
current in the
secondary
coil.
Explains that
the primary

Fiona_3
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Explains that the
ring is
repelled/attract
ed during the
onset/offset of
electromagnet’s
magnetic field.
When the field
becomes stable
the rings swings
back to its
original position.

States that
magnet can

carrying
wire is a
magnet but
cannot
describe the
shape of its
magnetic
field.
Difficulty: H

Faith_4

Explains
that a
currentcarrying
wire affects
the
magnetic
needle like a
magnet.
Difficulty: H

Sarah_4

States that a
currentcarrying
wire
produces a
magnetic
field. Field
lines start
on the wire
and are
directed
downwards
(Fig. 9).
Difficulty: C
States that
there are
magnetic
field lines
around the
currentcarrying
wire, but he
cannot

Tony_4

carrying coil
is a magnet.
Cannot
describe the
shape of the
coil’s
magnetic
field.
Correctly
determines
the location
of magnetic
poles of the
coil.
Describes
the position
of the
magnetic
poles of the
coil as being
always in
the vicinity
of the
magnetic
needle (Fig.
10)
Difficulty: H

repels/attrac
ts the
current
carrying
wire.
Difficulty: B

EMI:
overlapping
of magnetic
fields.
Difficulty: D

coil influences
the secondary,
and that their
magnetic
fields interact.
Consistent
with the first
model of EMI.
Difficulty: D

attract/repel
metals
(aluminium).
Difficulty: K

Cannot
explain the
experiment.

Expresses the
first model of
EMI:
overlapping
of magnetic
fields.
Difficulty: D

Explains that the
ring’s magnetic
field interacts
with the
stronger field of
the larger coil,
hence the
repulsion and
attraction of the
ring. Consistent
with the first
model of EMI.
Difficulty: D

Describes
the
magnetic
field lines of
a currentcarrying coil
as
concentric
circles
parallel to its
windings.
Difficulties:
G, J

Correctly
explains the
experiment
and correctly
uses RHR.

Expresses the
third model of
EMI:
interaction of
the magnet’s
and coil’s
poles.
Difficulty: A

Explains that a
current
appears when
magnetic
fields of coils
with parallel
axes merge;
magnetic
fields of coils
with
perpendicular
axes repel and
there is no
current.
Consistent
with the first
model of EMI.
Difficulties: D,
E
Cannot
explain the
experiment.

Explains that
a currentcarrying coil
has two
magnetic
fields: one
inside and
the other
outside of

Explains that
the magnetic
field of the
bar magnet
and the
currentcarrying wire
repel/attract
each other.

Expresses the
second model
of EMI:
magnet repels
or attracts
electrical
charges.
Difficulty: B

Explains that
the primary’s
magnetic field
has to pass
through the
middle region
of a second
coil to
attract/repel

Explains that
aluminium ring
was deflected
because the
electromagnet’s
magnetic field
repelled it, and
claims that it
swung back
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Explains that the
electromagnet’s
field repelled
the aluminium
ring with its
magnetic pole.
Difficulty: K

describe
their shape.
Difficulties:
A, B, C

the coil, but
cannot
describe
their shapes.
Difficulty: A,
B

Difficulty: A

Fran_5

Explains
that the
north pole
of the
magnetic
needle is
attracted to
the positive
electric
charges on
the battery,
and the
south pole
to the
negative
charges.
Difficulties:
A, B.

Correctly
describes
the shape of
the
magnetic
field of a
currentcarrying coil
and
correctly
applies RHR.

Correctly
concludes
that a
magnetic
force had
acted on the
currentcarrying wire
that had
been placed
in a uniform
magnetic
field.

Correctly
states that a
current is
induced in a
coil and
correctly
determines
the magnetic
polarity of the
coil. No
concept of
magnetic flux.
No model of
EMI.

Seth_5

Correctly
states that
the currentcarrying
wire
produces a
magnetic
field but
cannot
describe its
shape.
Difficulty: G

Describes
the shape of
the
magnetic
field of the
coil near the
magnetic
needle, but
cannot
describe the
entire field.
Difficulties:
C, H

Cannot
explain the
experiment.

Combines two
models:
the first
model of EMI
(overlapping
of magnetic
fields) and the
third model of
EMI
(interaction of
the magnet’s
and coil’s
poles).
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/hold
electrons.
Consistent
with the
second model
of EMI.
Difficulty: B

States that the
magnetic field
of the primary
coil induces
the current in
the secondary,
but provides
no
mechanism.
Suggests that
the magnetic
fields of coils
with parallel
axes are
added and of
coils with
perpendicular
axes
subtracted.
Partially
consistent
with the first
model of EMI
Difficulties: D,
E
Correctly
states that the
primary coil
induces
current in the
secondary
coil. Gives no
mechanism.

when the
electromagnet
was switched
off. Aluminium
has poor
magnetic and
electric
properties,
hence the weak
effect.
Consistent with
the second
model of EMI.
Difficulties: B, K
Explains that the
opposite/same
charges are
created on the
ring and the
electromagnet
in order that the
ring be repelled
from/attracted
to the
electromagnet.
Partially
consistent with
the second
model of EMI.
Difficulties: A, B,
F

Explains that the
electromagnet
repels and
attracts the
aluminium ring,
because the
electromagnet
reverses poles
when being
switched on or
off. Consistent
with the third
model of EMI.
Difficulty: K

Ted_5

States that
the currentcarrying
wire
produces a
magnetic
field but
cannot
describe its
shape.

Correctly
determines
the location
of the poles
at the ends
of the
currentcarrying coil
and
correctly
uses RHR,
but cannot
describe the
shape of the
magnetic
field of the
coil.

States that
the magnet
and the
electrons in
the currentcarrying wire
create a
force on the
wire but he
cannot
describe it
further.

Partially
expresses the
third model of
EMI
(interaction of
the magnet’s
and coil’s
poles).

Explains that
the primary
coil has
magnetic field
lines as
concentric
circles parallel
to its
windings. Its
field interacts
with the
secondary
when their
axes are
parallel, but
not when they
are
perpendicular.
No
mechanism is
described.
Difficulties: F,
J

Explains that the
force of maybe
electric (not
magnetic) origin
moves the
aluminium ring,
because the
aluminium
cannot be
magnetized. No
mechanism is
described.
Difficulty: B

TABLE I. Summary of students’ explanations per experiment. Difficulties expressed during interviews
are labelled A through K and described in Table II. RHR stands for right hand rule. The three student
models of electromagnetic induction (EMI) are described in detail further in the text [47].
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Label
A
B
C
D
E

F
G

H

J
K

Difficulty

Difficulty
frequency
Poles of a magnet are confused with +/- electric charges.
8
Poles of a magnet can attract/repel stationary electric
12
charges.
Magnetic field lines start/terminate on a current-carrying
3
wire and are not closed curves.
A coil produces magnetic field even without current
6
through it.
Coils with perpendicularly positioned axes have magnetic
2
fields that cancel out or repel (coils may have current
flowing through them or not).
Current flowing through primary coil induces +/- electric
2
charges on the secondary coil/ring.
Incorrect use of the right-hand rule when determining the
4
direction of the field lines around current-carrying wire
and the direction of the north pole of the current-carrying
coil.
Local reasoning about magnetic field: magnetic poles of
4
the magnetic field must be in the vicinity of the compass
needle used to probe the field.
The magnetic field lines of a current-carrying coil are
2
represented as concentric circles parallel to its windings.
A magnet and/or current-carrying coil can repel
4
aluminium.

Student
frequency
5
6
3
3
2

2
3

3

2
4

TABLE II. Difficulties identified during interviews. The difficulty frequency column shows the number
of times the difficulty was used to explain an experiment. The student frequency column shows how
many students expressed the difficulty [47].

1. Introduction experiments (Experiments 1-3)
Experiments 1-3 revealed that students had many conceptual and procedural
difficulties already with the basic concepts and phenomena of electromagnetism.
As is visible from Tables I and II, students showed poor understanding of the
characteristics of the magnetic field around the current-carrying wire and inside a currentcarrying coil. Interestingly, all students correctly stated that a current-carrying wire or coil
creates (or sometimes they would use the word “induces”) a magnetic field, but all except
Saul_3 failed to describe the shape of that field correctly. Two examples of students’ graphical
representations on Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 9. The magnetic field around a currentcarrying coil has been correctly described only by three students, but they were unable to
determine the magnetic polarity of the coil. Also, the problem of the majority of students
during these first assignments was that they kept thinking locally (Difficulty: H in Table I and
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Table II), which prevented them from forming a complete visualization of the magnetic field
around the wire or a coil. For example, Faith_4 only considered the area in the vicinity of the
magnetic needle inside a coil, what can be seen from her graphical representation of this
phenomenon (Fig. 10).

Interviewer: Can you try and describe the magnetic field of the coil?
Faith_4: Well, that depends…if this is [needle’s] north then just above this north is the
south pole [of the coil]…and here is the [needle’s] south pole, and just above is the
north pole [of the coil]…[draws her graphical representation]
Interviewer: …and what if we moved the needle a little bit deeper [inside the coil]?
Faith_4: The same thing happens…but this time everything just shifts deeper inside

FIG. 9. Examples of students’ graphical representations of magnetic field lines around current-carrying
wire. Note that the abbreviations are J for south (“jug” in Croatian) and S for north (“sjever” in
Croatian).

FIG. 10. Faith_4’s graphical representation of the magnetic field inside the coil indicating local
reasoning. Note that the abbreviations are J for south (“jug” in Croatian) and S for north (“sjever” in
Croatian).

Experiment 3, the demonstration of the magnetic force on a current-carrying wire, seems
to have been the least familiar to students. Students were mostly confused with the
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observation, and it took them a long time to even consider that some force might be
responsible for the movement of the wire. This was one of the most difficult explanations they
had to provide. Only Sarah_4 and Fran_5 explained the phenomenon correctly, with Sarah_4
also applying the right-hand rule to determine the direction of the force. Both of them
remembered the experiment from their lectures, but Saul_3 did not (even though he is in the
same class as Sarah_4). He answered correctly, but it seemed as if he inferred the existence
of some magnetic force from the experiment, and not by remembering it from lectures. In
other words, it seemed he was forming his explanation on-the-spot. Three students stated
that the wire moved because of the magnetic interaction between the magnet and the newly
created magnetic field of a current-carrying wire, like Tony_4: “…it [magnetic field] is created
around the current-carrying wire, and this [U-]magnet acts with its magnetic field, and then
they attract each other.” This attraction, he describes, is the reason for the movement of the
wire towards the bottom of the U-magnet. Tony_4 seems to be using “generalized
springiness” p-prim, which can be activated when a disruptive influence appears, like the
magnetic field of a current-carrying wire, and causes a displacement in the system which was
in equilibrium before the current was switched on. Also, students that stated that a force was
created and displaced the wire, like Fiona_3 or Ted_5, might have activated the “force as a
mover” p-prim, but were not able to explain what created the force. It is possible, although
we have not investigated it, that the students’ meaning of the term “force” differed from the
scientific meaning, as some researches suggest, who attribute the problems with force to
linguistic and ontological difficulties [50].
During experiments, more than half of the students tried to link magnetic force to positive
and negative charges. Students kept confusing positive and negative charges with poles of the
magnet and spoke of attraction or repulsion among electric charges and magnetic poles
(Difficulties: A, B and F in Table I and Table II). For example, Tony_4 stated that the magnetic
needle in the current-carrying coil “…shows the north-south direction, i.e. positive pole of the
needle, red, points toward the negative part of the magnetic field and the negative pole, to the
positive part of the field…” or Saul_3 by saying: “…so, now the magnetic needle turned in the
direction of the magnetic field of this coil…this field flows from the positive to the negative
current direction.”
Applying the right-hand rule was something of a struggle throughout the whole interview
(Difficulty G in Table I and Table II). It was rarely applied correctly, whatever the experiment.
This comes as no surprise to any experienced high school physics teacher. Croatian physics
textbooks [43 - 45] and educational high school websites [51, 52] mention several different
right-hand rules, and even some left-hand rules [46] in electromagnetism. It is not surprising
that students are confused about all these rules, since every one of them has its own
convention and interpretation. Sometimes the direction of the current is represented with the
thumb, sometimes with the index finger and sometimes with all of the fingers except the
thumb. One solution for this problem at the university level is the introduction of the cross
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product, but that also activates another set of difficulties [53]. The left-hand rules, though,
should be excluded from physics textbooks since they only bring more confusion for students.

2. Experiments on electromagnetic induction (Experiments 4 – 6)
As seen from the previous section, students transferred the same difficulties with basic
electromagnetic phenomena into their reasoning about Experiments 4 – 6. Again, they had
mixed-up electric charges and magnetic poles (difficulties A, B and F in Table I and Table II)
and worked it into some mental models of electromagnetic induction. Probably the most
representative example was Tony_4, when during his reasoning about the Experiment 4 he
stated that “…the magnet, with its magnetic field, acts on the electrons inside the wires of the
coil and they start to move…”, which led him to the conclusion that “…when a negative pole
of a magnet enters [the coil] it moves electrons. It deflects them.”
An unexpected difficulty was the idea that a coil has a magnetic field even without
current flowing through it (difficulties D, E in Table I and Table II). An example of this difficulty
occurred during the experiment demonstrating electromagnetic induction (Fig. 6) when Tim_3
said:

Interviewer: Why is the ammeter now showing zero value and when we moved the
magnet it did not show zero?
Tim_3: I don’t know. I guess we disturbed the field.
Interviewer: Whose?
Tim_3: The coil’s.
Interviewer: So, the coil has a magnetic field now [when no current is flowing through
it]?
Tim_3: Yes.

Fran_5 also implemented the idea about a coil having a magnetic field without current flowing
through it into her reasoning about the experiment demonstrating electromagnetic induction
with two coils (Fig. 7). When explaining why there is no current in the secondary coil when it
is positioned perpendicularly to the primary coil, and the current in the primary coil is switched
on, she concluded:
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Fran_5: …their [coils’] magnetic fields are perpendicular.
Interviewer: So, this coil [secondary] has a magnetic field now [when no current is
flowing through it]?
Fran_5: It has. While this one [primary] is influencing it…because the current is switched
on.

Fran_5 did not use this idea during any other experiment, so she probably did not think
that every coil has a magnetic field all the time, current-carrying or not. She noticed that the
primary coil’s magnetic field induced the magnetic field of the secondary, but since she
obviously had no concept of magnetic flux, she explained the effect with the two positions of
coils, with parallel and perpendicular axes, and the fields which add up or subtract. After the
interview, the interviewer explained all the experiments, and she laughed at her idea about
coil’s magnetic field without current, and said that it now sounded silly, but at that point
during the experiment, it had been the only explanation that made sense to her. Like Fran_5,
other students incorporated the same idea into their reasoning during Experiments 4 - 6, even
though none of the students claimed before (for example on Experiment 2) that the non
current-carrying coil had a magnetic field. Probably the rest of the students also implemented
simplified reasoning to explain the experiments about electromagnetic induction, which
yielded the conclusion that magnetic fields of a coil and magnet merge during Experiment 4
(Tim_3, Faith_4, Seth_5) or that magnetic fields of perpendicular coils cancel out in
Experiment 5 (Faith_4, Fran_5). A possible interpretation for the latter explanation might be
the activation of the p-prim cancelling. In order to explain why there is no current in the
secondary coil, when it is positioned perpendicular to the primary, some students needed to
invent two opposite influences, i.e. two perpendicular magnetic fields that cause no net effect.
This reasoning was then transferred to a mathematical scheme, which led Fran_5 to conclude
that perpendicular magnetic fields of coils “…are summed and cancelled, hence no current
effect.”
Experiment 4 was, according to the interviewees, the one most commonly performed
in schools during electromagnetism lessons, and the only one out of all experiments
performed during interviews, that had been seen before by all of the students. During the
interviews, it was noticed that some students had formed mental models of electromagnetic
induction, and that three different models reoccurred among them. The interviewer noticed
that all students, except Fran_5, created an explanation for the shown phenomenon on-thespot, which led to the conclusion that the model of electromagnetic induction had not been
formed during teaching. Only Fran_5 explained the phenomenon partially correctly, stating
that the current is induced in the coil, and determined correctly which pole is created on which
side of the coil during electromagnetic induction, but even she did not incorporate the rate of
change of magnetic flux into her explanation (Table I).
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1. The first mental model of electromagnetic induction: overlapping of magnetic fields
Tim_3 and Faith_4 started to form their mental models of electromagnetic induction
from the idea that a magnet produces a magnetic field, but that a coil also, while no current
is flowing through it, has a magnetic field as well. While a magnet is entering the coil, the two
magnetic fields, one produced by the magnet and the other by the coil, start to overlap,
creating one common field. As a result of the overlapping process, electric current appears in
the coil, which is then registered by the galvanometer. When the magnet is at rest inside the
coil, no current is produced in the coil, because there is no change in this newly created
common field. But if the magnet is pulled away from the coil, the common magnetic field
starts to separate into two initial fields: one produced by the magnet and the other produced
by the coil. Due to the separation of the fields, an electric current is again produced in the coil,
but this time in the opposite direction.

Faith_4: …this coil has already a magnetic field around itself, and a magnet has a
magnetic field, and then they come in contact, these two fields. Then they became one
magnetic field, so that means they establish some balance…
Faith_4: … then, I pull out [of the coil] the magnet, now two separate fields are created,
but during the transition from one field to two, a reaction occurs as a negative current
value.

Interviewer: What happens when we put the magnet inside [the coil]?
Tim_3: It disturbs this [the coil’s] field.
Interviewer: Ok. It disturbs this field. Why does nothing happen when they [the magnet
and the coil] are at rest?
Tim_3: Because nothing is disturbing the field.
Interviewer: Does the magnet have a magnetic field?
Tim_3: It does.
Interviewer: You said that the coil has a magnetic field. What happens now with these
two fields [the magnet and the coil are at rest]?
Tim_3: Well, now they are in balance.
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Faith_4 and Tim_3 seem to be using the “equilibrium” or “dynamic balance” p-prim when
speaking about the two fields. They view the two magnetic fields as two influences that
produce a stable state when the magnet rests inside a coil. The mechanism for current
production is not evident. Separation of the balanced magnetic field into two fields might be
in line with the “generalized springiness” p-prim, where Faith considers the separation as a
disruptive influence on equilibrium which generates a current as a result. The dominant
conceptual resource that she is using is magnetic field.

2. The second mental model of electromagnetic induction: magnet repels or attracts
electrical charges
Tony_4 began forming his model with the idea that a magnet can repel or attract electrical
charges at rest. This idea is known from previous studies [4, 54]. When one pole of the magnet
approaches and enters a coil, it repels (or attracts) electrons inside the coil. When this
happens, a current is detected by the galvanometer. If the magnet is at rest inside the coil,
electrons are not moving, and therefore no electric current is detected, but they are still
displaced from their original positions. While the magnet is being removed from the coil, the
electrons simply return to their original positions, and while doing so electric current in the
opposite direction is detected by the galvanometer.

Tony_4: …the magnet, with its magnetic field, acts on the electrons inside the wires of
the coil and they start to move
Tony_4: …when a negative pole of a magnet enters [the coil] it moves electrons. It
deflects them… and pushes them downwards and then it spreads…starts to spin them
through the coil…
Interviewer: And what happens when we pull the magnet out [of the coil]?
Tony_4: Then it pulls them in the other direction. They move back.

Tony_4 seems to have been using “force as a mover” p-prim [31] to explain why the electrons
in the coil started to move. He had to find a force which could move the electrons, and
suggested that the force comes directly from the magnet. Later in his argument he may be
using “force as a deflector” and “force as a spinner” or “guiding” to explain how the electrons
move through the coil. Finally, at the end of the description, he may be using “force as a
mover” or “continuous force” to explain the return of the electrons and the current in the
opposite direction.
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3. The third model of electromagnetic induction: interaction of the magnet’s and coil’s poles
Sarah_4 ascribed positive and negative poles to the magnet and the coil. If the magnet
and the coil are faced with opposite poles, there is an attractive force between them, and the
electric current is produced in the coil. The current appears, and is detected by the
galvanometer, when the coil and the magnet interact. The direction of the current depends
on whether the interaction is attractive or repulsive. Seth_5 explained that when the magnet
and the coil attract or repel. they create a current, but he also mentioned that the magnet is
entering the magnetic field of the coil and that their magnetic fields created the current. This
last part of his model agrees with the first model of electromagnetic induction. Ted_5 only
partially expressed the third model by stating that the force of the magnet acts on the coil,
without clear specification of what this force affects. Students could not provide an underlying
mechanism for this interaction, so how exactly these forces create the current in the coil
remains unknown.

Ted_5: …so, there are forces acting from south to north pole [of a magnet]. Then
maybe, when the force acts on the coil this deflection happens [on the ammeter]. When
we pull it [the magnet] out, then it goes in the opposite direction because the force is
now opposite.

Ted_5 seems to be using “force as a mover” p-prim in his explanation, but the force is now
identified as the magnetic force between the magnet and the coil.

Sarah_4: … if we pull it [the magnet] away [from the coil], that would mean the current
is created.
Interviewer: You said if there are opposite poles [of the coil and the magnet] …?
Sarah_4: …yes. Then they attract [each other], but if we pull them apart, then we are
creating some force which attracts it again…because they have opposite poles [the
magnet and the coil].
Interviewer: And what does this force do?
Sarah_4: It creates some specific direction of the current…
Sarah_4: …when I approach or pull it [the magnet] away… then this is the way to
change the current direction.
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It is noticeable that Sarah_4’s thinking goes also in the direction of finding a force that is
responsible for the movement of current. The dominant conceptual resource in this case is
the attraction of the opposite magnetic poles.

Interviewer: What happened? [When the magnet entered the coil]
Seth_5: One magnetic pole attracted it [the coil] … and the other repelled it.
Seth_5: That is how the current was created. Since in the opposite case a current can
create a magnetic field, so here that field can create a current.
Interviewer: Why is there no current now? [The magnet is stationary above the coil.]
Seth_5: Because the magnet is too far away and it does not attract it [the coil].

Seth_5 obviously remembers the fact that a current-carrying wire induces a magnetic field but
still it is hard to say whether the dominant conceptual resource he is using is the magnetic
field or the force. Part of his reasoning is going in the direction of finding the attractive force
between the magnet and the coil, which might have originated from activating “force as a
mover” p-prim, yet at another moment of his reasoning he seems to have activated the
magnetic field as a dominant conceptual resource.

Maybe the most surprising outcome of the interviews was that none of the students
mentioned the physical quantity of magnetic flux while reasoning about electromagnetic
induction. Only two students mentioned on Experiment 5 that the magnetic field created by
the primary coil is somehow affecting the secondary coil, but were missing the concept of
magnetic flux to fully explain the experiment. An example may be the following reasoning of
Fiona_3.

Fiona_3: Well, when the coils are like this [parallel], then... around this first coil there
are circles [Fiona_3 is demonstrating with a waving hand the way magnetic field lines
curve around, enter and flow inside the primary coil] and they sort of extend through
this [secondary] coil... and when they are turned like this [perpendicular], then it seems
to me that they cannot extend through them.
Interviewer: And what is it that needs to extend through the secondary coil?
Fiona_3: Well...the magnetic field of this [points to the primary] coil ... and that coil
induces the creation of the magnetic field in this [secondary] coil.
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Her mental representation of the primary magnetic field extending to the secondary coil is not
incorrect, but she should have used the concept of magnetic flux for better description. That
concept is obviously missing, although it was covered in her physics class. This is discouraging,
considering that in most cases it is impossible to reason about electromagnetic induction
without considering the concept of magnetic flux. This concept is very difficult for students,
but even more difficult is the rate of change of magnetic flux. Time and school resources
available for students to form this concept is very limited and often they do not have the
opportunity to investigate it, experiment with it and reason about it on their own. The mental
model of this very abstract and complex concept had not been created during school lessons
by the interviewees, but as seen in Fiona_3’s reasoning presented above, some students
showed very beginnings of that concept formation.
Even more simplified version of their reasoning was noticed when students explained
that the opposite, or the same magnetic poles, are induced during electromagnetic induction:
in Experiment 4 between the magnet and the coil, in Experiment 5 between the primary and
the secondary coils and between the electromagnet and the aluminium ring in Experiment 6
(e.g. Fiona_3, Sarah_4, Seth_5, Ted_5; Table I). This simplified explanation of electromagnetic
induction, that magnetic poles appear on a coil during EMI, can be useful for understanding
the outcome of some high school experiments and problems regarding Lenz’s law, but they
do not support the development of the model of EMI. More stress should be put on
opportunities for students to develop, test and apply the idea of magnetic flux and its rate of
change than on recognition of occurring magnetic poles in demonstration experiments
mentioned above.
On experiment demonstrating Lenz’s law (Experiment 6) the most common students’
reasoning was that the ring was deflected because the coil repelled it, and that it returned to
its original position only when the current was switched off in the coil, even though they had
observed that the ring returned to its vertical position very soon after the current was
switched on and while it was not yet switched off. Some students even accompanied their
explanation with clarification that the aluminium ring with no current flowing through it had
the same adjacent magnetic pole with the coil. However, a non-magnetized metal cannot be
repelled by a magnetic field, only attracted to it. While explaining this phenomenon, the
students did not seem to realize that the aluminium ring had to have induced magnetic poles
for the magnetic field of the coil to repel it. When confronted with a direct question about the
mechanism of this interaction, they did not elaborate it. Students knew what an
electromagnet was and how it could be created. This is taught in the eighth grade of
elementary school in Croatia, so it was not unusual that students recognized the currentcarrying coil as a magnet. They obviously have the resources to understand Lenz’s law and
they activated some appropriate resources for reasoning about it, but were missing several
steps in reasoning towards the correct conclusion.
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Their train of thoughts went something like this: 1) activation of the knowledge that a
current-carrying coil is an electromagnet; 2) ring deflecting from the coil activated the
resource about magnets repelling/attracting other magnets; 3) the ring’s behaviour suggests
the ring is a magnet and its poles should be oriented opposite of the coil’s, since it is deflected
from it. The reasoning stopped here since students did not know how to explain it further. The
fourth step in their reasoning should have been to implement the already activated knowledge
about electromagnets and recognize that some current must be flowing through the ring to
create ring’s magnetic field. A further step would be to conclude that the current must have
been induced in the ring due to the changing magnetic flux, and that the direction of the
induced current is opposite from the direction of the one running through the coil since the
ring’s field was oriented opposite of the coil’s field.
The implementation of Lenz’s law requires many steps in reasoning as well as
functional understanding of many previously learnt concepts from electromagnetism, which
makes this law difficult for students to apply.

3. Consistency of students’ mental models
Most of the students’ mental models of electromagnetic induction seem to have
formed while they were explaining Experiment 4. Were these models consistently used to
explain other experiments on electromagnetic induction (Experiments 5 and 6)?
The first model, formed independently by Tim_3 and Faith_4, was used by both of
them during reasoning about Experiment 5. Here is an example of Faith_4’s reasoning:

Interviewer: [after performing Experiment 5 with parallel coils] Can you try and explain
this?
Faith_4: Maybe, it’s because of these magnetic fields? Because we have two coils, and
these magnetic fields merged again into one field. While they were merging, as a result
the pointer shifted [on the ammeter]. It showed negative current.
Interviewer: And when the current is switched off?
Faith_4: It [the pointer of the ammeter] moves in the other direction. That means that
this one big magnetic field split into two different fields and as a result current occurred.
Interviewer: [After performing the experiment with perpendicular coils] What about
this?
Faith_4: Nothing. Because this magnetic field [of the first coil] did not enter this coil
[secondary]… it’s like they repel.
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Faith_4 again seems to be activating the same p-prims as during reasoning about the
Experiment 4, with addition of possibly activating “cancelling” p-prim, to explain why there is
no current when the coils are positioned perpendicularly. She continued to use her model on
Experiment 6:

Faith_4: the electromagnet has a stronger magnetic field than the ring and that
repelled it when the current was switched on. It [the ring’s magnetic field] could not
immediately take it [the electromagnet’s magnetic field]. When we switched the
current off, then it attracted the ring, because maybe the part of this energy was given
to the ring.

Faith_4 may have activated the “overcoming” p-prim to explain the repulsion and the
attraction of the aluminium ring, viewing the magnetic field of the ring and the electromagnet
as two influences in which one overpowers another.
Tim_3, on the other hand, did not use his model on the last experiment. He just stated
that: “magnet can repel and magnet can attract metals.”

The second model of electromagnetic induction was used consistently by Tony_4. On
Experiment 5 he gave the following explanation:

Tony_4: Magnetic field is first turned on, it attracts electrons in this coil [points to the
primary coil] and holds them all the time…
…this magnetic field [of the primary coil] passes through the middle of this [secondary]
coil and that is how it holds the electrons [in the secondary]. When we place the coils
like this [perpendicularly], then the field only passes partially and therefore does not
affect it [the secondary coil].

He still used the same mental model of EMI, but when the coils were perpendicular he
could not explain how the force could guide or spin the electrons through the secondary coil
(use of the “force as a spinner” or “guiding” p-prim), and this might have been the reason for
him to state that the primary’s magnetic field cannot affect the electrons in the secondary
coil. However, he did realize during the Experiment 6 that something was not right with the
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idea that the electrons are attracted to the magnetic poles, but did not try to produce another
explanation.

The third model of electromagnetic induction was used by Seth_5 on Experiment 6,
but not on the Experiment 5. Ted_5 and Sarah_4 did not use their model after the Experiment
4. On Experiment 5 Seth_5 stated:

Seth_5: … this [primary coil] creates magnetic polarity on this metal [secondary coil],
and it sort of becomes a magnet. This is the reason that current is created. Because this
[secondary] coil enters the magnetic field of the magnet and that causes the current.”

Here, he does not use the third model of EMI, but remembers from physics lessons that a
secondary coil induces current when it enters the primary’s magnetic field. In the case of no
current, when the coils were perpendicular, he seemed to activate the p-prim “cancelling”,
and explained that “...there is no current. The magnetic field of the secondary coil is positioned
downward [perpendicular to the primary’s magnetic field]”. While reasoning about the
Experiment 6, it seems that he activated the “generalized springiness” and “force as a mover”
p-prims to explain the electromagnet’s disruptive influence on the aluminium ring, which then
repelled or attracted the ring. Interestingly, he reasoned that the polarity of the
electromagnet, and not the polarity of the aluminium ring, changes when switching the
current in the electromagnet on and off.

4. Students’ epistemological resources for learning physics
Some students believe that their common sense does not play a role in predicting and
explaining physics phenomena. This might drive students towards the belief that memorizing
separate facts, definitions and formulas is the key to physics knowledge and thus they might
not strive for the structure and coherence in that knowledge. The counter-productive
epistemological resource often activated during interviews was a belief that explanations for
the observations should have been read or heard from authority (textbook, teacher), and were
treated as factual and communicable knowledge [26]. This might have interfered with
students’ ability to form new ideas, which they had to create, since it seems they have not
done so during electromagnetism lessons. For example, Seth_5 had that problem when trying
to explain the Oersted’s experiment, and even though several additional experiments were
performed by him or the interviewer (changing the position of the wire, placing it above,
below, and parallel to the wire), he still couldn’t form any idea about the configuration of the
magnetic field lines around the wire. After all this, Seth_5 admitted:
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Interviewer: [after performing all experiments] …What could the magnetic field lines
around a current-carrying wire look like?
Seth_5: …
Interviewer: What are your thoughts?
Seth_5: Physics’ course material.

This idea that the answer should have been written somewhere, and that he only
needs to recall what he had read or heard was blocking his ability to reason scientifically. This
occurred throughout Seth_5’s and Ted_5’s interview, which were very short, since lot of their
answers were often “I don’t know...”. They showed a lot of factual knowledge and activated
many pieces of knowledge [31, 33], but searching through them often seemed to block their
reasoning processes. Unlike Ted_5 and Seth_5, Fran_5’s interview lasted over an hour. She
kept activating various conceptual resources, sometimes appropriate and sometimes not. She
was going through her physics course material in her head, searching for the explanations for
the experiment. She was better than her colleagues with the same physics grade at making
connections between various resources and at discarding the inappropriate ones. It took her
a long time to formulate an answer that she was satisfied with. After the interview, she
admitted she was not accustomed to think about physics in this way. She said she was
excellent in mathematics, and that alone was enough for her to have an excellent grade in
physics.
All of the excellent students (physics grade 5) seemed to be treating physics knowledge
as propagated stuff [34, 36], and to believe it should come from an authority, e.g. a book or a
teacher. It would be wrong to assume that their scientific reasoning skills are poor. The
problem might be in not being accustomed to use those skills while uncovering physics
phenomena. It would be more productive for students to adopt the view of physics knowledge
as fabricated stuff instead of propagated stuff [34, 36].
However, it must be acknowledged that the complexity of the task placed before
students was high, since they are novices in the domain of electromagnetism with still
unstable knowledge that needs considerable scaffolding [55], and not used to analysing and
interpreting experiments. Therefore, it is possible that occasionally students might not have
had enough confidence in their ability to reason about the subject and therefore tried to recall
knowledge that came from authority (teacher or textbook). A similar finding was reported by
Tongchai et all. [56] in the context of mechanical waves. They suggest that in general, students
tend to guess and invoke different ideas while they are formulating prior to consolidating.
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However, in an interview situation students’ may be hesitant to do so and more likely to resort
to authority like the textbook.
Contrary to excellent students, Saul_3 was accustomed to think about physics
phenomena by often constructing explanations. He admitted he was not very good at solving
mathematical problems, and he described himself as lazy for studying factual data. He seemed
to be treating knowledge as fabricated stuff, or inferred from observations, and as such he
was more productive in producing explanations than the others. His explanations about
experiments were filled with observations that were missed by the others. For example, he
was the only one to have suggested that field lines created by the primary coil pass through
the second coil, and cause the current to flow in the secondary coil, and also distinguished
coils’ positions by pointing out the importance of the surface area - all that without knowing
the physical concept of magnetic flux.

Interviewer: What is the difference between these two positions of the coil [parallel
and at an angle]?
Saul_3: When they are at an angle, the surface of interaction is much smaller because
of the larger distance...

He also suggested that the sudden change in magnetic flux through the coil (even though he
did not name it magnetic flux) induces current in that coil.

Saul_3: ...well, when we turn the current on [in the primary], there is a sudden increase
of current, magnetic field occurs ... and maybe because it happens all so quickly, a very,
very big change occurs in this [secondary] coil and that is seen on the galvanometer.
The same happens when we turn it off, magnetic field disappears and that is also a
very, very big change, and the galvanometer detects it.

All students showed insecurities about explaining the phenomena, and needed
incentive to continue their reasoning process. They were quick to discard an inappropriate
resource and activate another one, showing that they do have the skills to reason scientifically
about physics phenomena. The educational system in Croatia holds nominally these skills in
high regard, but the reality of school practice is different. Large numbers of students per class
in high schools, and the oversized physics curriculum often might not allow the development
and evaluation of other than factual knowledge and mathematical skills in physics. Hopefully,
this should change with the new high school physics curriculum in development. We should
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help students to realize that receiving information from authority is not the only, and not even
the most productive way of learning physics, and encourage them more to investigate physics
phenomena and construct and evaluate models and explanations for those phenomena. After
all, history of physics shows that was the fruitful path for investigating nature.

D. Conclusions and teaching implications
The results of the study indicate that students, that were taught physics by traditional
approach, may lack functional understanding of basic concepts of electromagnetism, which
can also seriously hamper their reasoning about the complex phenomenon of electromagnetic
induction. They showed many conceptual and procedural difficulties in their reasoning. In
answer to our first research question, we have identified and described those difficulties.
Some of them are known from previous studies, but some have not been identified before, to
our knowledge. Students were aware that a current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field,
but failed to describe it even after experimenting with it; they confused electrical effects with
magnetic effects, could not determine the direction of the magnetic force and completely
avoided the concept of magnetic flux. These finding are consistent with the research by
Maloney et al. [4]. The new difficulties were related to students’ misunderstanding of the
shape of magnetic field lines, location of the magnetic poles and the origin of the magnetic
field of the coil. One new difficulty that stands out is the idea that the coil may have a magnetic
field when no current is running through it, expressed several times during interviews as a
part of students’ explanations of electromagnetic induction.
In answer to our second research question we have analysed student models of
electromagnetic induction and the consistency of their use. Students did not seem to readily
recognize the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in demonstration experiments, as
was similarly reported in interviews by Park [12], and they invented new mental models to
explain their observations. Of the three reoccurring mental models of EMI only the second
one (magnet repels and attracts electric charges), which was used consistently by some
students throughout the experiments about EMI, had an explanation for the underlying
mechanism of the current induction in the coil. It uses the well-known confusion of static
charges and magnetic poles, but this is the first time to our knowledge that this idea is used
to explain the mechanism of EMI, though it is known that it had been used for explaining
electromagnetic interactions [14]. The other two student models of EMI provided no explicit
mechanism.
The interviews created the impression that students may not have formed models of
EMI during their classes on electromagnetism, and that the models that emerged in the
interviews were not the result of students’ prior ideas about these phenomena, but may have
been formed on-the-spot, as students were prompted to give explanations for the
experiments. The similarities of some explanations and models that the students
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independently produced may be attributed to students’ activation and use of similar basic
cognitive resources, and the linking of those to the concrete experimental circumstances. For
example, when trying to find the explanation for the induction of current in Experiment 4,
students seem to have been dominantly using “force as a mover” p-prim [31] in second and
third model to explain why the electrons in the coil started to move. They had to find a force
which could move the electrons, and some suggested that the magnet acts directly on the
electrons, whereas others suggested that the force responsible for the motion of electrons
was between the magnet and the magnetic poles of the coil. Different models seemed to
result from different dominant conceptual resources to which the students were mapping
their similar reasoning elements.
A month after traditional instruction on electromagnetism, it seemed that students
had no models of electromagnetic induction, and when prompted to construct some, but not
helped in the process, they constructed inadequate models based mostly on their simplified
reasoning elements (p-prims) and available conceptual resources. An important implication
for instruction could be that students should be encouraged more to create explanations and
models during instruction, in an interactive environment, where they could engage in
discussions with other students and the teacher about their different models, and get the
opportunity to test their ideas and later refine them. The invented models in this study were
used consistently by only a minority of students. It seems that for most of the students the
models were provisory tools for creating explanations, and they did not show too much
concern about being consistent in different explanations. If possible, physics teachers should
try to create and use opportunities for obtaining insight and intervening in students’
reasoning, and build and support students’ need for coherence in their models and
knowledge.
They might also entice formation of more appropriate and productive epistemological
attitudes, since epistemological resources played an important part in students’ explanations.
For those students that viewed learning physics as memorizing factual data and formulas,
possible activation of the epistemological resource knowledge as propagated stuff [34] led
them to search through their experience and knowledge, and if they had not found an answer
there, they simply chose to stop their thinking process. For them, it might be strange to
continue thinking about a problem for which they have no ready answer, but it would be
wrong to assume they are not able to. Students who may have activated epistemological
resources knowledge as fabricated stuff or knowledge as free creation were more willing to
offer explanations for the observed experiments.
The results of the study all corroborate the resource-based view of students’
knowledge [26, 31 - 38]. We hope that our findings will help put more emphasis on the need
to develop student functional understanding of physics concepts already in high school physics
classes.
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Regarding limitations of the study, we are aware that there are also other ways of
collecting data when researching student reasoning and conceptual difficulties which may also
provide different valuable insights, such as concept maps or componential analysis [49]. It is
important to note that findings from the qualitative research cannot be generalized, but are
usually used for formulating research questions for large-scale quantitative studies. Yet we do
feel that they are still valuable, because even though the number of interviewed students was
small (nine) there were reoccurring models among them, indicating the possibility of some
underlying general tendencies in student reasoning which may lead to the formation of similar
models. We believe that these underlying tendencies are consistent with students' use of basic
cognitive elements, p-prims, in the formation of the mental models. Our small-scale
qualitative in-depth analysis was exploratory in its nature and allowed us to test hypotheses
that would be inaccessible by quantitative research. By detecting recurring elements in
students’ misconceptions, even in this small sample, we gained valuable insight in student
reasoning about EMI. Also, if we had more detailed information about the teaching that the
students had been exposed to it would enable us to investigate possible links between the
teaching and the formation of students' conceptual models.
The findings from this qualitative research were implemented in creating a
questionnaire about electromagnetic induction that was administered to a larger sample of
high school students in Croatia.
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VI.

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH
A. Data collection and analysis

The quantitative research took place during school years 2012/2013 and 2013/2014. It
involved 541 high school students in Croatia, aged 16 - 17, again no later than a month after
finishing their lessons on electromagnetic induction. Six schools were chosen to participate in
the research and were conveniently sampled, as mentioned previously [1, 2]. All participants
were in their third year of their high school education and followed the same physics
curriculum. Prior to the research, students and their parents had been informed about the
purpose of the research and had approved to participate in the research as was required by
the Ethics committee of the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, University of Ljubljana.
The questionnaire consisted of 8 open-ended questions with some of them having
multiple-choice and sub questions. The questionnaire is translated and presented in the
Supplement section. An example of a question requiring multiple-choice and open- ended
answer is given in Fig 11.

FIG. 11. An example of a question from the questionnaire. Students had to choose a multiple-choice
answer and also elaborate their chosen answer in the open-ended part.

The collected data was analysed using Rasch analysis in order to evaluate the
functioning of the items in our research instrument, and obtain linear measures for item
difficulties [57]. Also, the classical frequency analysis was performed to provide an additional
indicator of the occurrence of the specific students’ difficulties for each question.
The data coding for the Rasch model analysis was similar to grading a high school
physics test. On dichotomous questions (Q2_1, Q2_2, Q5_1 – Q5_4, and Q7_1) zero points
were given for incorrect answers and one point was given for correct answers. For the
polytomous questions (Q1, Q2_3, Q3, Q4, Q5_5, Q5_6, Q6, Q7_2 - Q7_4, Q8_1, and Q8_2)
zero points were given for a completely incorrect answer, one point for a partially correct
answer and two points for a completely correct answer. Label Q1 stands for Question 1, Q2_1
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stands for Question 2 - sub question 1, Q2_2 stands for Question 2 – sub questions 2, etc. If a
question consisted of multiple-choice and open-ended parts (e.g., Question 3 in Fig. 11) it was
usually coded as a polytomous question, taking into consideration how students answered
both parts of the question. Only Questions 5 and 7 had their multiple-choice sub questions
(Q5_1 – Q5_4, and Q7_1, Q7_2) coded separately from their open-ended parts (Q5_5, Q5_6,
and Q7_3, Q7_4) because the information in multiple-choice and open-ended parts was
valuable on its own. The data was analysed using Winsteps Rasch software [58]. The main
findings will be presented in the second part of the following section.
The letter-coding system was used for the data analysed using the standard frequency
analysis. All the answers were typed into a table, and students’ open-ended answers were
transcribed. After the first reading of the open-ended answers, the answers were coded.
Codes for the open-ended parts of the questions were organised into 5 categories: T – correct;
DT – partially correct; N – incorrect; K – confusing; and I – irrelevant. The categories T, DT, and
N consisted of several subcategories, i.e. codes. For example, the incorrect answers category
N for the Question 3 (Fig. 11) had several subcategories such as: N1 – student ascribes
properties of attraction or repulsion between magnetic poles and electric charges; N2 –
student uses an incorrect right-hand rule; N3 – student states that the magnetic field lines are
pathways for the electron etc. Altogether, there were 5 different subcategories under the
incorrect category N for Question 3. All the subcategories and categories were analysed using
the IBM SPSS Software [59]. The software calculated the frequencies of categories and their
subcategories. Also, it compared students’ answers between several questions of interest in
order to provide us with the information about consistencies of students’ ideas among those
answers.
Concerning the limitations of our study they include the same problems often
incorporated in all human-involving researches and it is based on cooperation of any subject
being tested. We would like to believe that all subjects being examined were cooperating in
the most productive way possible, but that is very improbable [2, 57]. Sometimes they were
tired, they did not feel like being tested or they simply started guessing the answers to the
questions due to the lack of motivation. The problem of guessing is incorporated in the Rasch
model and students that did not fit the theoretical model were highlighted. The positive
outcome of this analysis was that even when these students were removed from the data
sample for the analysis, the results basically did not change thus implying they did not skew
the results. During the frequency analysis, the problem of students not providing the answers
also occurred. We are aware that some analysts like to expunge the missing answers and
perform the analysis only on the remaining data [2] but it was felt that this would discard some
important information about students’ knowledge. Whether they knew something or nothing
is a question that arises if the missing data is part of the analysis, but at least this question is
asked and can be discussed.
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B. Results and discussion

1. Frequency analysis
The questions in the questionnaire are divided into three categories: Magnetic fields,
Magnetic force, and Electromagnetic induction. Table III and IV present students’ answers to
all the questions in the questionnaire. Table III shows percentage of students’ answers to
questions with YES/NO answers and their accompanying open-ended answers. The bolded
numbers are the correct answers. Question 1 consisted only of an open-ended question with
no YES/NO accompanying question. Table IV shows percentage of students’ answers to
standard multiple-choice questions and their accompanying open-ended part. Again, the
bolded numbers present the correct answers. Note that Question 7.B had multiple correct
answers and thus its accumulative percentage yields more than 100%. Results of this question
will be discussed in detail further in the text.

YES
NO
MISSING YES/NO
CHOICE

CORRECT DRAWINGS
OR EXPLANATIONS
PARTIALLY CORRECT
DRAWINGS OR
EXPLANATIONS
INCORRECT
DRAWINGS OR
EXPLANATIONS
IRRELEVANT OR
MISSING DRAWINGS
OR EXPLANATIONS

Q1

Q2_1

Q2_2

Q5_1

Q5_2

Q5_3

Q5_4

/
/
/

2,8
97,0
0,2

97,8
2,2
0,0

43,3
55,8
0,9

88,4
11,8
0,6

32,3
66,9
0,7

34,0
63,8
2,2

/

Q2_3

Q5_5

Q5_6

5,0

7

1,7

1,5

15,3

13,7

11,3

3,4

62,1

47,1

60,4

65,0

17,6

32,2

26,6

30,1

TABLE III. Percentage of students’ answers to yes/no and open-ended questions.
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Q3

Q4

Q6

Q7_1

Q7_2

Q8_1

Q8_2

32,7
32,0
20,7
4,8
6,7
3,1

29,0
15,2
10,2
9,8
33,5
2,4

42,7
19,0
27,2
8,3
/
2,8

11,6
14,3
8,1
6,3
72,5
3,0

74,1
59,8
67,5
15,1
4,8
3,7

18,5
75,8
2,6
/
/
3,1

52,9
22,2
19,8
/
/
5,2

/

/

/

Q7_3

Q7_4

/

/

CORRECT
EXPLANATIONS
PARTIALLY
CORRECT
EXPLANATIONS
INCORRECT
EXPLANATIONS

13,9

10,0

3,0

0,9

0,9

0,4

0,4

20,1

13,0

24,8

10,0

5,7

6,6

6,7

41,4

46,4

44,0

52,9

56,0

56,2

56,0

IRRELEVANT OR
MISSING
EXPLANATIONS

24,6

30,6

28,2

36,2

37,4

36,8

36,9

A
B
C
D
E
MISSING
MULTIPLE-CHOICE
ANSWER

TABLE IV. Percentage of students’ answers to multiple choice and open-ended questions.

(a) Magnetic fields.
This section analyses the questions concerning magnetic fields
of the current-carrying wire (Question 1) and of the current-carrying coil (Questions 2 and
6).
Question 1.

FIG. 12. Question 1 from the questionnaire.
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According to the Table III there were only 5 % correct answers or 27 students
represented the correct drawing in Question 1. The correct answer entailed student’s
graphical representation of the direction and shape of the magnetic field lines around the
current-carrying wire and the correct direction and gradation of magnetic field vectors in given
points A, B and C (Fig. 13a).

a.

b.

c.

d.

FIG. 13. Examples of students’ correct (a) and partially correct (b - d) graphical representations on
Question 1.

Students sometimes skipped a step in their graphical representations and had drawn
only the correct field lines or just the vectors, and those answers were counted as partially
correct, considering that students did express some aspects of knowledge. The reason for
skipping a step could be attributed to their incomplete knowledge about the magnetic fields
of wires or to their carelessness during answering. It is impossible to determine which of the
two led to their incomplete answers. Partially correct answers with one missing step consisted
of:
a) no drawn field lines with correct vectors (Fig. 13b)
b) correct field lines, but no vectors drawn (Fig. 13c)
c) correct field lines or vectors but with the incorrect other part of their graphical
representation (e.g. misapplying the right-hand rule and thus presenting the entire
drawing in the counter-clockwise direction (Fig. 13d), not gradating the vectors of the
magnetic field, but drawing the field lines correctly).
Figure 14 presents the incorrect answers that particularly stand out. Samples of students’
graphical representations are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.
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33.80%

12.30%
3.30%
no field lines and wrong
vectors in various directions
(Fig. 15)

curved magnetic field
vectors at all points (Fig.
16a)

2.60%

several vectors at points A, B
clockwise or counterand/or C such as force,
clockwise magnetic field
current or velocity vectors lines around all points (Fig.
(Fig. 16b)
16c)

FIG. 14. Most common incorrect answers on Question 1.

FIG. 15. Most common incorrect representation of the magnetic field vectors around the currentcarrying wire.

a.

b.

c.

FIG. 16. Various examples of students’ incorrect graphical representations to Question 1.

Obviously, the students that have drawn the incorrect answer presented in Fig. 16c
either had misinterpreted the situation and concluded that the points A, B, C are currentcarrying wires or they had activated some pieces of their background knowledge concerning
the magnetic fields of wires, but used it in a wrong way. The latter points to the students’
incomplete formation of the concept of magnetic field around a current-carrying wire. The
rest of the students had drawn either completely incorrect field lines and vectors or had drawn
an irrelevant graphical representation that gave no useful information about their knowledge.
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Question 2.

FIG. 17. Question 2 from the questionnaire.

The Questions Q2_1 – Q2_2 probed students’ understanding of the current-carrying
coil’s magnetic field. Since the findings of the interviews uncovered the difficulty that some
students believe that a coil has a magnetic field even without current flowing through it, it
was important to investigate the occurrence of this difficulty on a larger sample. The
interviews also uncovered that most students do not think that a coil always has a magnetic
field but will use the idea when it suits their explanation of some observed phenomenon. The
purpose of this question was to directly ask the students if there is a magnetic field around
the coil when no current is flowing through it (Q2_1) and with some current flowing through
it (Q2_2). The additional question (labelled Q2_3) asked of students to draw the shape of the
magnetic field of a current-carrying coil.
According to the Table III, the majority of students answered correctly to Q2_1 (97 %)
and Q2_2 (97,8 %). The worrisome outcome was that only 7 % of the students drew the correct
shape of the magnetic field as presented in Fig. 18. Partially correct graphical representations
to this question consisted of drawing the correct picture but reversing the polarity of the coil
(Fig. 19a), or drawing only one field line in the correct direction (Fig. 19b). Figure 20a-d
presents some of the incorrect students’ graphical representations.
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47.10%

32.20%

13.70%
7%

Correct drawing

Partially correct drawing
(Fig. 19)

Incorrect drawing (Fig. 20)

Irrelevant or missing
drawing

FIG. 18. Distribution of students’ graphical representations to Question 2_3 – drawing the shape of the
magnetic field of the current-carrying coil.

a.

b.

FIG. 19. Some students’ partially correct answers to the additional Question 2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

FIG. 20. Students’ incorrect graphical representations to the additional Question 2.

An accidental mistake might have occurred during the formation of this question that
resulted in a smaller than usual percentage of students’ answer to the drawing part of the
question. Almost the third of the students did not draw their graphical representation of the
coil’s magnetic field (Fig. 18). The request for their graphical representation might have been
placed in an inconvenient position at the end of the Question 2 and this might have been the
reason for its poor reception. Either this was the case, or the third of the students do not know
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what the magnetic field around a coil looks like. Unfortunately, it is impossible to be sure what
reason affected this poor outcome.
Question 6.

FIG. 21. Question 6 from the questionnaire.

Regarding Question 6, students’ answers point to their misunderstanding of the
physical situations in which a coil produces a magnetic field. Judging from their answers to the
multiple-choice part of the Question 6 presented in Fig. 22, almost 43 % of students answered
correctly that only in the situation 5.II will a coil produce a magnetic field (answer A). A strong
distractor was answer C, with a little more than a quarter of students stating that both
situations will result in the coil producing a magnetic field.
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42.70%

27.20%
19%
8.30%

A

B

C

D

FIG. 22. Answers to the multiple-choice part of the Question 6 from the questionnaire.

The two most common incorrect explanations given by the students for the emergence
of magnetic field of the coil were:
a) some sort of interaction of the magnet and the coil (15,5 %);
b) the position of the coil relative to the magnet (16,3 %).
The interaction necessary for the magnetic field production in the coil for students was
e.g. magnetization of the coil, contact of the magnet and the coil, attraction of the two objects
or even just resting of the two objects etc. For example, students wrote that “the magnet is
attracting the coil and because of that the coil produces a magnetic field”, “the magnet and
the coil are in contact when the coil is around the magnet” or “because they are close enough
to one another and so the interaction of positive and negative charges creates the magnetic
field”.
The second most common explanation mentioned above has its basis in the closeness of
the magnet and the coil and can also be attributed to some sort of interaction between the
objects, but students did not give further explanation for the mechanism of the magnetic field
production. Example of students’ explanations are:
“In situation II. magnetic field is short-lived because the magnet passes through the coil
quickly, but in situation III. the magnet is inside the coil which produces the magnetic field for
a longer time” or
“The magnetic field is created because the coil is getting closer to the magnet in situation II.
and in situation III. it is inside the radius of the coil”.
Only 3 % of students correctly explained that the coil will produce a magnetic field when
there is current flowing through it (Table IV), which is only in situation 5.II. These students
gave the explanation that the coil produces a magnetic field because of the current flowing
through it, and the current occurs due to the electromagnetic induction, or due to the induced
voltage which would be correct from the physicists’ point of view. It was not necessary to
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explain the EMI phenomenon since that was required in the previous Question 5. Almost a
quarter of the students gave a partially correct answer, while also choosing the correct
multiple-choice answer A, mostly explaining that the movement of the coil in the situation 5.II
creates a current in it (unlike the situation 5.III.) or that the change of the magnetic field (not
flux) through the coil produces a current in the situation 5.II.
It is interesting to compare results of Question 2_1 and Question 6 (Table V). Question
2_1 asked students whether a coil produces a magnetic field when there is no current flowing
through it and 97 % of students correctly answered NO. But, when compared to the answers
of the Question 6, of those 97 %, or 525 students, almost half (answers B and C , 243 students
or 46%) said that a coil produces a magnetic field in situation 5.III where there is no current
flowing through it. For those students, the situation obviously changed. When directly asked
if the non-current carrying coil produces a magnetic field, they know the answer. Further
comparison between Question 5_3 and 6 is shown in the Table VI. Question 5_3 asked
students whether there is current in a coil when the coil is resting around the stationary
magnet and there were 66,9% (or 362) of students who correctly answered that there is no
induced current. But then 114 (47 + 67) students or 31,5% out of those 66,9% of students
answered that this coil produces a magnetic field. For those students the situations in Q5_3
and Q6 obviously differ. This question will be thoroughly analysed in the following analysis of
Question 5. Two conclusions can be drawn from this comparison:
1. students have difficulties recognizing the conditions for the occurrence of
electromagnetic induction. Their answer to Question 6 is consistent with their answer
to Question 2_1 but wrong (these students answered YES on the Question 2_1 and
chose answer B or C on Question 6; Table V)
2. some students conclude that even though there is no current flowing through the coil
(Question 5_3) the coil will produce the magnetic field because of some interaction of
the magnet and the coil. (These students answered NO on Question 5_3 and chose
answer B or C on Question 6; Table VI)

Answers to the Question 6.
Missing
Answers to the
Question 2_1
Total

Missing

Y
N

0
2
13
15

A

B
0
6
225
231

C
0
1
102
103

D
1
5
141
147

Total
0
1
44
45

1
15
525
541

TABLE V. Crosstabulation of Questions 2_1 and 6. Comparison of students’ results given in both
questions.
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Answers to the Question 6.
Missing
Answers to the
Question 5_3

Missing

2
5
8
15

Y
N

Total

A

B

1
29
201
231

C

1
55
47
103

Total

D

0
80
67
147

0
6
39
45

4
175
362
541

TABLE VI. Crosstabulation of Questions 5_3 and 6. Comparison of students’ results given in both
questions.

(b) Magnetic force.
Determining the direction of the magnetic force on a moving
charge was investigated using Question 3 and on the current-carrying wire with Question
4.
Question 3.

FIG. 23. Question 3 from the questionnaire.

This question concerned the direction of a magnetic force on a moving, negative charge in
a uniform magnetic field (such as an old television tube). Students had to determine the path
of the electron by applying the right-hand rule.
32.70%

32%

20.70%

4.80%

A

B

C

D

FIG. 24. Distribution of students’ answers to multiple-choice part of Question 3.
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6.70%

E

Almost a third of the students (32 %) answered correctly (answer B, Fig. 24), that the
electron would follow the curved path downwards (Table IV). Another third (32,7 %) answered
also that the electron would follow a curved path, but upwards (answer A), which could maybe
be attributed to students’ misapplying of the right-hand rule. Making a mistake of not
considering that the charge was negative may have resulted in determining the force in the
opposite direction. A fifth of the students (20,7 %) answered that the charge would keep
moving straight forward (answer C). A more detailed analysis of students’ explanations shows
that the reasons for choosing answers A or B are not quite the reasons a physicist would hope
for. Only 13,9 % of all students gave an explanation that was considered correct from the
physicists’ point of view (Table IV). They mentioned that a force would act on an electron
(sometimes they would know the name of the force – Lorentz force) and applied the righthand rule as a tool for determining the direction of that force. Partially correct open-ended
answers are presented in Figure 25. and incorrect answers are presented in Figure 26.
11.60%

6.30%
2.40%

applying the RHR without mentioning applying the RHR, but chosing answer not mentioning either the RHR nor the
the magnetic force
A thus not considering that the charge magnetic force, but remembering that
is negative
the particle would move perpendicular
to its velocity and to the magnetic field

FIG. 25. Most frequent partially correct answers to the open-ended part of Question 3. RHR stands for
the right-hand rule.

19.40%

8%

ascribing to the magnetic field electric
identifying the trajectory of the
characteristics, such as +/- polarity, electron with the magnetic field lines
and thus capacity to attract or repel so that it follows the lines, or that the
the electron or ascribing to the
lines push it along their way
electron magnetic poles by which it
can interact with the magnetic field
and be attracted or repelled

7.20%

chosing answer C and stating that the
electron will continue straight forward
without turning, often concluding that
nothing is acting to change its path or
that there is a force in the forward
direction that is sustaining the
straightforward motion

FIG. 26. Most frequent incorrect answers to the open-ended part of Question 3.
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Other incorrect answers included students using the incorrect right-hand rule or inferring
that there is an opposite effect, such as a force acting in the direction opposite to electron’s
movement, or an obstacle, that stops the electron. From a physicists’ point of view, first two
incorrect answers presented in Fig. 26. are not consistent with any of the provided multiplechoice answers since none of the distracters offer a possibility for an electron to follow the
magnetic field lines or be attracted/repelled by that field along the lines. Students often stated
that “the electron will move towards right but also downwards because the magnetic field
deflects it” or “the electron will follow the field lines of the magnetic field which are in the
upward direction”. The idea that the electron can be deflected by the magnetic field is an idea
identified also during the interviews. The entire 2nd mental model of EMI (a magnet repels or
attracts electrical charges) is based on this idea. Also, the idea that the field lines are
trajectories of motion for particles is a well-known student difficulty.
Comparing students’ answers to multiple-choice and open-ended parts of the
Question 3 (Table VII) it is possible to notice that only 40 % of students who encircled the
correct answer B also provided a correct explanation (70 students out of 173). This points to
the insufficiency of information that a multiple-choice questionnaire alone would give to a
researcher or a teacher in a testing situation like ours. Also, 40 % of students who chose
answer A and could have easily been classified as slightly mistaken in applying the right-hand
rule, actually gave a wrong explanation (70 students out of 177). They either explained the
phenomenon using the idea that the magnetic field is repelling or attracting the electron or
that the electron is pushed by or is following the lines of the magnetic field (incorrect reasons
mentioned above). Again, this is pointing to the insufficiency of information provided by only
the multiple-choice part of the question. Evaluating students’ knowledge is a complicated
task, especially when only using written exams. The practicality of scoring multiple-choice
questions may outweigh the practicality of scoring the open-ended questions, but the
information about students reasoning provided by the open-ended questions outweighs by
far the information provided by the multiple-choice questions.
Answers to the Question 3 – open-ended part
Missing
Answers to the
Question 3 –
multiple-choice
part

Total

PCorr.

Conf.

Incorr.

Corr.

Total

Missing

17

0

0

0

0

17

A

22

75

6

70

4

177

B

20

33

11

39

70

173

C

29

1

6

75

1

112

D

11

1

2

12

0

26

E

6
105

0
110

3
28

27
223

0
75

36
541

Table VII. Crosstabulation comparing the results of multiple-choice part and open-ended part of
Question 3. Following abbreviations stand for: PCorr – partially correct; Conf. – confusing; Incorr. –
incorrect; Corr. – correct.
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Question 4.

FIG. 27. Question 4 from the questionnaire.

As the previous question, this one also probed students’ reasoning about magnetic
force on a moving charge. The difference was that students had to recognise and explain the
occurrence of a magnetic force on a current-carrying wire and not only on one charge, as was
the case in the previous question.
33.50%
29%

15.20%

A

B

10.20%

9.80%

C

D

E

FIG. 28. Distribution of students’ answers to multiple-choice part of Question 4.

A researcher would presume that students who answered correctly on the previous
question would answer this one correctly as well. At first glance (Fig. 28) it may seem so, since
the results give similar percentages of students choosing the correct answer A in Question 4
(29 %) and the correct answer B in Question 3 (32 %, Fig. 24). Further, 10 % of students
explained Question 4 correctly, compared to similar 13,9 % correct explanations in Question
3.
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Answers to Question 4 – multiple-choice part
Missing
Answers to
Question 3 –
multiple-choice
part

A

B

C

D

E

Total

Missing

7

4

1

2

1

2

17

A

2

49

36

18

14

58

177

B

2

66

23

21

13

48

173

C

3

23

12

10

18

46

112

D

0

3

6

1

5

11

26

E

0
14

12
157

4
82

3
55

2
53

15
180

36
541

Total

Table VIII. Crosstabulation of Questions 3 and 4. Comparison of students’ results given on both
questions to multiple-choice part of the question. Bolded number is the number of students who
answered correctly on both questions.

Table VIII. compares students’ answers to multiple-choice questions in both Questions
3 and 4. It is hard to notice a connection between students providing correct answers to both
Questions 3 and 4. Among the 32 % and 29 % of correct answers to the multiple-choice part
of the Questions 3 and 4, respectively, only 12 % of all students answered both questions
correctly (66 out of 541).
The explanations given on this question were only correct in 10 % of cases (Table IV)
where students applied the right-hand rule and explained that the magnetic force moved the
wire. Partially correct answers, given by 13 % of all students, are presented in Figure 29.

3.60%

3.70%

3.90%

noticing that the magnetic
field was created by the
current-carrying wire

misapplying the RHR, thus
choosing the answer B

knowing the fact that the
wire will move once the
current starts running
through it

1.80%

applying the RHR without
mentioning the magnetic
force

FIG. 29. Most frequent students’ partially correct answers to Question 4. RHR stands for the righthand rule.
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The most popular answer in the multiple-choice part of the question was answer E. The
students who chose this answer concluded that the wire will not move when the current starts
flowing. This produced one of the most common incorrect explanations, that the currentcarrying wire produces some conditions, that are opposing the magnetic field of the magnet
(e.g. induces opposite magnetic poles on the wire), thus providing no net effect on the wire
(16,9 %). This idea might have been activated by using p-prim cancelling [31], in which two
opposite influences interact and yield no result. Two students wrote that the two magnetic
fields are perpendicular, the one created by the wire and the one created by the magnet. This
was not very common but it does have some importance considering that this resource was
activated and used in the qualitative part of the study when students were explaining the
Experiment 5 (see Chapter V, Section C.). In both cases, here by choosing answer E and in the
Experiment 5, students were trying to explain no net effect and invented opposite influences
that cancel each other out. Sample of frequent incorrect answers is presented in Figure 30.

16.90%

8.30%
6.80%
5%

5.60%

current-carrying wire
the magnet
the magnetic field lines the aluminium does ascribing properties of
produces some
attracts/repels the of the magnet lead the not have magnetic positive and negative
conditions, that are wire inwards/outwards wire towards one pole
(and electric)
charges to then
opposing the magnetic
of the magnet
properties and nothing magnet which leads to
field of the magnet
happens
the attraction of the
thus providing no net
wire to one of the
effect on the wire
poles of the magnet

FIG. 30. Most frequent incorrect answers to the open-ended part of Question 4.

These incorrect answers point to the already encountered student difficulty of confusing
the electric charges with the magnetic poles and ascribing the properties of one to the other.
Also, second incorrect answer in Fig. 30 is similar to the difficulty that occurred during
interviews, when students reasoned about the Experiment 3. Some students believed that the
bottom of an U-shaped magnet had magnetic properties and thus could repel or attract other
magnets. This difficulty should be addressed during lectures, because it might not be obvious
to students where exactly are the poles of the U-shaped magnet.
One problem in Croatian physics curriculum is the approach which often leaves
students thinking there are two different types of magnetic force. The topics of magnetic force
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on a moving charged particle and the force on the current-carrying wire are usually separated.
It is true that properly covering and discussing both examples in one 45-minutes lesson is
impossible, but these lessons should be built one upon another in several succeeding lessons.
Another layer of problems is added when these two examples have different names for the
occurring magnetic force: the first magnetic force on a moving charge is called the Lorentz’
force, the second magnetic force on a current-carrying wire is called Ampere’s force. If
teachers do not connect these “two” forces under one name and also discuss it through
different lessons, then there is a reasonable explanation for why students would think and
reason about two different forces. This might account for some students’ inconsistencies
while answering for example, correctly on Question 3 and incorrectly on Question 4. If
students do not recognise that the same force is responsible for moving the electron and the
current-carrying wire, they may end up activating different resources for the Questions 3 and
4.
(c) Electromagnetic induction. Questions about electromagnetic induction (Questions 5
and 7) and Lenz’s law (Question 8) investigated students’ understanding of the subject.
Question 5.

FIG. 31. Question 5 from the questionnaire.
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YES

NO

11.80%
55.80%

66.90%

63.80%

32.30%

34%

Q5_3

Q5_4

88.40%
43.30%

Q5_1

Q5_2

FIG. 32 Answers to the YES/NO part of Question 5. The correct answer is YES in all presented items
except for Q5_3.

This was the first question about electromagnetic induction where students had to
recognize in which of the four different situations would the induced current occur. The
surprising outcome was that students did not consider the first two situations as equivalent
(Figure 32). From a physicist’s point of view both situations would yield an induced current
because of the changing magnetic flux through the coil’s area, but high school students did
not seem to see these situations as similar with 43,3 % and 88,4 % of students correctly
answering Q5_1 and Q5_2, respectively. This alone could suggest that students have a wrong
or no model for electromagnetic induction. Further, a third of the students thought that there
would be induced current when the magnet and the coil are stationary, with no relative
motion to one another in Q5_3. Also, a third of the students recognized the last situation as a
situation with current being induced in the coil.
At the beginning of the analysis of the explanations for Question 5, while reading
students’ answers, it was noticed that students often explained every example separately.
This was not the researcher’s idea, nor it was asked of them to provide separate answers.
Students often viewed every situation separately, not trying to unify their explanation in one
conclusion. That is the reason why their explanations were coded, and analysed, in two
categories. For the first three examples, it was possible to unify the explanations and this was
coded separately from the last example, that was coded on its own, since it was often
incompatible with the rest of the explanations.
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Q5_1-Q5_3

Q5_4
65%
60.40%

26.60%

30.10%

11.30%
1.70%

1.50%

Correct explanation

3.40%
Partially correct explanation

Incorrect explanation

Irrelevant or missing
explanation

FIG. 33. Answer distribution to the open-ended part of Question 5.

Figure 33 presents percentage of students’ correct, incorrect and partially correct
explanations in these two categories, Q5_1 – Q5_3 and Q5_4. The number of answers that
would be correct from a physicist’s stand is worryingly low. Only seven students provided the
correct answer in both categories, explaining all four situations with a unified idea that the
changing magnetic flux through the coil produces the induced current in the coil. Another two
students mentioned the concept of the magnetic flux in their explanation for only one
category, but not both. The rest of the students (98 %) did not mention the concept of
magnetic flux at all, which supports the similar finding of the qualitative part of our research
(Chapter V, Section C.). The Experiment 4 performed during the interviews was the same as
situations depicted in Q5_1– Q5_3, and none of the nine interviewed students had mentioned
the idea of magnetic flux during their explanations of the observed phenomenon of EMI.
Among the partially correct answers for the first three situations students mostly
explained that the change in the magnetic field would induce a current in the coil (8,1 %) by
stating “in the first two situations the magnetic field is changing and in the third situation the
magnetic field is constant” or stating that the reason for the non-zero value on the ammeter
is electromagnetic induction with no further explanation (2,8 %). For the situation in Q5_4 one
explanation given by 2.8 % of students stood out, the statement that the change in the shape
of the coil induces current, again with no further clarification. Probably the most expected
outcome among partially correct answers was that some students would believe that the
change in the magnetic field is the only reason for the electromagnetic induction, as some
previous studies suggest [4, 5]. Reasoning that the change of the magnetic field induces
voltage is often a simplified reduction of the more complex, but physically correct, reasoning
that includes the concept of magnetic flux and its rate of change. Since only a handful of
students used the idea of magnetic flux change, one can suspect that this concept is
insufficiently highlighted during physics teaching, whatever the lessons might entail.
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26.60%

14.80%
10.40%
5.70%

the movement of the
induced current occurs only
magnet or the coil is the when the magnet or the coil
reason for the
are approaching one
electromagnetic induction another, but not when they
are being separated

some interaction of the
magnet and the coil, e.g.
their attraction or simply
closeness, produces the
current in the coil

the ammeter shows some
non-zero value only when
the magnet is passing
through the coil or resting
inside it

FIG. 34. Most frequent incorrect students’ explanations given on the open-ended part of Question 5
for the first three situations (Q5_1 – Q5_3).

Figure 34 presents the most common students’ incorrect answers given as
explanations for the Q5_1 to Q5_3. More than a quarter of students stated that “while the
magnet and the coil are at rest, there is no current on the amperemeter, but when there is
movement, the current is created”. Similarly, the movement is required for another 10,4% of
students who had given the second explanation. Common idea in the last two explanations in
Figure 34 is the vicinity of the magnet and the coil as the main factor for the EMI. In none of
these incorrect explanations the reason or model for the induction is not mentioned.
As for the last, fourth situation in Question 5, 43,6 % of the students stated that there
would be no current in the coil because there was no interaction, e.g. through closeness or
movement, of the two objects by often stating “that there is no relative movement between
the coil and the magnet” or “that the coil has to be around a magnet to interact”. Another
interesting, incorrect explanation given by 11,3 % of the students stated that the current is
induced when the coil shrinks, because there is movement between the coil and the magnet,
e.g. changing of the relative position between the two objects.
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Question 7.

FIG. 35. Question 7 from the questionnaire.

This question considered the situation of Experiment 5 from the qualitative part of the
research (Chapter V, Section C.).
Q7_1

Q7_2

74.10%

72.50%

67.50%
59.80%

11.60%

A

15.10%

14.30%
8.10%

B

6.30%

C

4.80%
D

E

FIG. 36. Answers to the multiple-choice part of Question 7. The blue bars represent students’ answers
to sub question A and the red bars to sub question B, labelled Q7_1 and Q7_2, respectively.
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The majority of students chose the correct answer E (Fig. 36), that states there were
no magnetic fields in any of the coils before turning the current on through the primaries (72,5
%; Table IV). Table IV shows percentages of students choosing correct answers to Q7_2, which
were answers A, B and C. It is not as informative as the Table IX. that shows the percentages
of students’ combination of answers to this question. Almost 36 % of students encircled that
three coils: both primaries and the secondary in the first picture (answer ABC), were to have
a magnetic field while the voltage was increased. The students that missed to notice one of
the three coils that will have a magnetic field were shown separately and were considered as
being partially correct since they showed more knowledge than the students choosing answer
combinations which include answer D, E or encircling only one answer. There were many
students choosing the combination of answers AC, 19,2 %. It is possible that those students
thought that the question asked them to choose the coils that have a magnetic field long after
the primary coils were switched on. In that case, this answer combination would be correct.
This will be further discussed in the analysis of the Question 8 and verified whether the
students misunderstood the question in this way. The ones that chose answer D, and any
combination including that answer, obviously thought that the secondary coil with its axis
positioned perpendicular to the primary will have a magnetic field. There were 15,1 % of
students choosing answer D in some combination.
Percent [%]
Q7.B

Missing

3.7

ABC

35.9

AC

19.2

AB

8.3

BC

.9

All answers including answer D

15.1

Every other combination

16.9

Total

100.0

TABLE IX. Percentages of students’ answers to the multiple-choice part of the Question 7.B.

Analysing the explanations to this question it is seen that only five students (0,9 %,
Table IV) explained the phenomenon in both situations correctly using the concept of the
changing magnetic flux through the secondary coil. Another three students used the idea of
magnetic flux but misapplied the formula, Φ = 𝐵𝐴 cos 𝛼, angle 𝛼 being the the angle between
⃗ and 𝐴, magnetic field and normal to the surface, respectively. Even though they
the vectors 𝐵
arrived at the correct conclusion, they explained that when the coils’ axes are parallel then
⃗ and 𝐴 are perpendicular and when the coils’ axes are perpendicular these
the vectors 𝐵
⃗ and 𝐴 are parallel in the first situation and
vectors are parallel, when in fact vectors 𝐵
perpendicular in the second. This is a common students’ mistake, one that regularly comes up
during physics lessons and class discussions of the author. It is counterintuitive for students to
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reason about the surface normal as a vector that is perpendicular to a surface at a given point.
These three students’ answers were coded as partially correct. Figures 37 and 38 present most
frequent partially correct answers for the first and second situation, respectively.
3.90%
3.10%
2.40%

magnetic field of the primary coil
induces a current in the secondary
coil

magnetic field of the primary coil
somehow affects the secondary

field lines of the primary coil pass
through the secondary coil (no
mention of the term magnetic flux)

FIG. 37. Most frequent partially correct students’ explanations for the first situation of Question 7.

3.10%
2.00%

magnetic field lines of the first coil do
not enter or pass through the
secondary coil (no mention of the
term magnetic flux)

magnetic field of the primary coil
does not affect the secondary coil

FIG. 38. Most frequent partially correct students’ explanations for the second situation of Question 7.

All these partially correct explanations have in common that students did not provide
a mechanism or any model of the electromagnetic induction while explaining this
phenomenon. Stating that one coil’s magnetic field affects the creation of the other coil’s
magnetic field is not sufficient for understanding the electromagnetic induction itself.
Students tended to reason about the situations superficially, which led to the common
incorrect explanation that the reason for the amperemeter displaying non-zero value in the
first situation and zero value in the second is that the coils are parallel and the coils are
perpendicular, respectively (16,5 %). There were 15 % of students who consistently explained
that in both situations both coils have magnetic fields and that their positions relative to each
other produce the given outcome. Hence, parallel magnetic fields produce current and
perpendicular ones do not. This, also, was a difficulty uncovered by the interviews (Chapter 5,
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Section C.). There were more students who tended to ascribe the secondary coil a magnetic
field, 16,8 % and 19,8 %, for the first and the second situation. One can argue that the
secondary coil has a magnetic field in the first situation, which is true while there is a rate of
change of magnetic flux through it, but from students’ explanations it is clear that they think
the field is there constantly. They explained that both coils extend their magnetic fields
towards each other (“in the first situation the magnetic field runs through both coils, in the
second situation they cancel each other out”), that the direction of their field lines is the same
for both coils (“their field lines are parallel”), that their magnetic fields interfere or simply that
the values of their magnetic fields add up (“in the first situation magnetic fields of both coils
add up”). More students used the idea of primary’s and secondary’s magnetic fields for
explaining the second situation, which was also the case during the interviews where we
identified the use of p-prim cancelling. Students concluded that the magnetic fields of the
primary and secondary coil are perpendicular and thus subtract, cancel each other or interfere
in opposite directions. As mentioned during the analysis of Question 2, the large majority of
students knew that the non current-carrying coil does not produce a magnetic field, but still
activated the p-prim cancelling in order to explain the zero value shown on the ammeter. This
idea used in the second situation might have been retrogradely transferred to the first
situation and thus applied there in the forms mentioned above, that the coils’ fields are
parallel, in line, add, etc. Another interesting incorrect explanation includes the idea of
transfer, where students explained that the current or voltage was transferred from the
primary coil to the secondary in the first situation and this transfer was intercepted in the
second situation by the perpendicular position of the coils (11,3 % and 12 %, respectively). The
symmetry of parallel coils and their axes in the first situation might have triggered the
activation of the p-prim guiding which might have led to the idea of transfer of some quantity
from one coil to another. The quantity they chose was current or voltage because of the result
seen on the amperemeter. Again, p-prim cancelling might have been activated after guiding
to explain the result of the second situation.
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Question 8.

FIG. 39. Question 8 from the questionnaire.

Q8_1

Q8_2

75.80%

52.90%

22.20%

18.50%

19.80%
2.60%

A

B

C

FIG. 40. Students’ answers to the multiple-choice part of the Question 8, A and B parts, labelled Q8_1
and Q8_2, respectively.

This was one of the most difficult questions in the questionnaire, just like the question
about Lenz’s law during the interviews (Experiment 6). Only two students provided the correct
explanation for the given situation. This question was related to the previous one, since it used
the first situation from it. Less than fifth of the students chose the correct multiple-choice
answer to both sub questions (Fig. 40). Question 8.A had 18.5 % correct answers (answer A)
and Question 8.B 19.8 % correct answers (answer C). The majority of students, 75.8 %, thought
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that the amperemeter would keep showing the positive non-zero value even after the voltage
on the primary coil is fixed at 20 V (answer B, blue bars in Figure 6.2.ab.). And more than half
of them (52.9 %) thought that the amperemeter would show zero value while the voltage on
the primary coil was being turned off from 20 V to zero (answer A, red bars in Figure 40).
As mentioned before, only two students answered that the change of the magnetic
flux through the secondary coil induces a current in that coil, and since there is no change in
magnetic flux through the secondary coil in sub question 8.A, there will be no induced current
and the opposite stands for sub question 8.B. As expected, there were some students (4.6 %)
that explained the Question 8.A using the idea of the changing magnetic field. They chose the
correct answer A, but explained that since there was no change in the magnetic field of the
secondary coil, there was no current in it. And, almost the same number of students (4.3 %)
used this idea on Question 8.B thus explaining that the change of the magnetic field would
produce the current in the secondary coil. These explanations were counted as partially
correct. Again, students used the simplified version of reasoning about electromagnetic
induction to provide an explanation for it. Instead of considering the change of magnetic flux
through the secondary coil (ideally, they would have to consider the rate of change of
magnetic flux, but none of them has done that) they considered the change of the magnetic
field, which is easier to reason with and simpler to draw a conclusion. Other partially correct
explanations included reasoning about the change of current or voltage on the primary coil
which causes the change of current in the secondary coil. Hence, if there were no change in
the voltage/current of the primary, there would not be any change in the secondary coil.
Among the incorrect explanations, one particularly stands out – that Ohm’s law plays
an important role in determining whether there is current in the secondary coil. A significant
number of students (42.9 % and 35.3 % on sub questions 8.A and 8.B, respectively) explained
that if there is voltage (or current) on the primary there will be current (or voltage) on the
secondary coil, since that is stated by Ohm’s law. Some students even wrote the equation 𝑈 =
𝐼 ∙ 𝑅, like this one student stating that the amperemeter will show non-zero value “because of
𝐼 = 𝑈⁄𝑅 , and the voltage and resistance do not change over time”. This might point to the
idea that some students consider the first situation of Question 7 as if all elements formed
one connected electric circle. Something similar was reported by Bagno and Eylon [1997]
when they investigated high school student’ knowledge in electromagnetism after their
standard course on the topic. They report that a high proportion of students considered Ohm’s
law to be one of the central ideas of electromagnetism. This idea of Ohm’s law was not
identified during the interviews and none of the nine interviewed high school students
mentioned it. It is interesting that so many of them used it as an explanation for Lenz’s law.
Different experiment was described for Lenz’s law in the questionnaire than the one shown
during the interviews and it seems this might have played a role which resources students
activated during their reasoning process about the phenomenon.
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Other frequent incorrect explanations for Question 8.A includes students’ reasoning
that the amperemeter connected to the secondary coil will show non-zero value because “the
voltage is constant so the magnetic field through it is constant” (7.8 %). Some other less
frequent incorrect explanations to Question 8.B include:
a) when there is no magnetic field in the primary coil there will be no current in the
secondary coil (6.1 %);
b) if there was a positive current in the secondary coil when the primary was switched
on, then there will be positive current when the primary is switched off (6.7 %);
c) there will be some decreasing current in the secondary coil while the primary is being
switched off since the voltage value of the primary does not drop to 0 V instantly (5.7
%). So, as long there is voltage in the primary, there will be current in the secondary.
This is some version of misapplied Ohm’s law.
Faraday’s law of induction entails several difficult steps for an average high school
student. There is the idea of magnetic flux, which entails three different concepts to be juggled
with: the magnetic field, the surface area and the angle between these two. This juggling
includes considering the position of the vector of the magnetic field and the surface normal,
which in fact is far from simple, since the surface normal is counterintuitively positioned
perpendicular to the surface area. All this is only a part of what the Faraday’s law demands.
The rate of change of magnetic flux is a whole new level of reasoning for students, and let us
not forget the fact that Lenz’s law is needed to be taken into consideration if one wants to
determine the direction of the induced voltage. It is reasonable to pose a question of whether
Faraday’s law should be a compulsory topic for all high-school students who study physics. Or,
maybe it would be better suited for advanced students who could select it as an optional topic.
Considering the current educational system in Croatia, this is not an option for now and
electromagnetic induction is a part of the compulsory curriculum for all 4-year high school
physics programmes.

2. Rasch analysis

(a) Introduction to Rasch analysis.
The Rasch modelling starts from several basic
assumptions:
i. there exists a measurable latent trait (every person has an ability of interest that is
measurable, which is in our case their understanding of the EMI and the related
concepts),
ii. every question or test item used for probing the latent trait has a level of difficulty
that can be measured,
iii. the ability and difficulty measures can be expressed on the same scale and in the
same measurement units,
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iv. one can calculate the probability of observing any particular student’s response from
the difference of person ability and item difficulty [57].
Rasch analysis starts from person and item raw scores expressed as percentages or pvalues. Raw scores provide correct ordering of students according to their abilities, but being
on a limited scale (0 - 1) they cannot represent true distances between student abilities, which
are unlimited. This will usually result in raw scores distorting the true distances between the
abilities of the students, especially near the ends of the scale. We say that the raw scores are
not linear in the variable that they represent, but they can be used as a starting point for
obtaining linear measures of abilities and difficulties. Success-to-failure ratio (odds of success),
p

and the natural logarithm ln(1 − p) of that ratio (log odds) is calculated, where p is the p-value
of correct answers. The result is expressed in log odds units (logits). This transformation is
made to convert the ordinal scale raw data, such as percentages into the interval scale data,
expressed by log odds on an unlimited continuous scale. The same procedure is done also for
item difficulties, except that odds of failure are used instead of odds of success.
For example, if a student has solved 90% of the test, his success-to-failure ratio is 90to-10 and the natural logarithm of 90/10 gives his log odds value of 2.2 logit. This provides the
initial estimate of that person’s ability. If an item was solved by 90% of students, the odds of
failure on that item are 10-to-90 thus classifying that item as easy, and the natural logarithm
of 10/90 gives a value of -2.2 logit for the initial item difficulty calibration. Item difficulties are
usually rescaled in such a way that the mean item difficulty of the entire test is set to zero.
This is the way how initial calibrations of item difficulties are produced. The Rasch Winsteps
program [58] uses initial calibrations and performs further calculations by iterating person vs.
item estimates until they meet the pre-set Rasch model convergence criteria, which provides
us with the final estimates of person ability and item difficulty [57]. Since person abilities and
item difficulties are expressed in same units, it is possible to plot both sets of calibrations along
the same logit line. The difference between student ability and item difficulty enables us to
calculate the probabilistic expectation of each student’s performance on any item, i.e.,
question. The probability (Pni) of a person n correctly answering a dichotomous item i is given
by the following expression
eBn −Di

Pni = 1 + eBn−Di ,

(10)

where Bn stands for student’s ability and Di for item difficulty. This is called the Rasch model
for the dichotomous items. The probability is governed only by the difference of person ability
and item difficulty in such a way that when Dn << Bi the probability approaches 1, and when
Bi << Dn it approaches 0. If Bn = Di the probability of a correct answer becomes 0.5, meaning
that the student has equal chance of succeeding and failing on an item that exactly matches
his/her ability. Many mathematical functions of Bn – Di could satisfy the above conditions, but
Georg Rasch showed that the logistic function presented by the equation (10) is the only one
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that enables the separation of variables Bn and Di and therefore their independent estimation
[60]. When taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (10) it is easily shown that
ln (

Pni
) = Bn − Di ,
1 − Pni

(11)

therefore, justifying the use of log odds for estimating values of Bn and Di. Equation (11) also
shows that logits are the natural mathematical units for Bn and Di defined by the Rasch model.
For the polytomous items the process of estimating the difficulty measure is a little
more complex. There are more than two categories in the polytomous items (e.g. 0 – incorrect,
1 – partially correct, 2 – completely correct). The only necessity is that the numbers that we
ascribe to ascending categories are on an ordinal scale and that 0 < 1 < 2. We do not know the
true distances between categories in advance, so the model treats these numbers only as
ranks. The Rasch model empirically determines distances between the categories, i.e., the
distance between categories 0 and 1, does not have to be the same as the distance between
1 and 2. The difficulty of each category is calculated as previously described, but then the
thresholds between categories are determined as points where students have the same
probability of choosing a category over the adjacent category. The final item difficulty is
determined from the spread of students’ choices of categories and is skewed towards the
most often chosen category [57, 61]. The probability of choosing any category in a polytomous
item is given by the following expression:
eBn −Di −Fk

Pnik = 1 + eBn−Di −Fk

(12)

where Bn stands for student’s ability, Di for item difficulty and Fk for the threshold difficulty
measure of the category k for which the probability is being calculated. This is called the Rasch
– Andrich rating scale model. In this model each item has the same thresholds for categories.
In a variation of this model, called the partial credit model, it is allowed for each item to have
a different category structure.
Each item or person calibration is accompanied with its Rasch standard error (SE),
which indicates the precision of calibration, i.e., the uncertainty of the difficulty or ability
estimate. The standard errors tend to be larger on the extremes of the test, and if the sample
of students or items is small since SE for items depends on the number of participants as
1⁄ , and SE for persons on the length, 𝐿, of the test as 1⁄ . When the majority of the
√𝑁
√𝐿
students answer an item, it is hard to precisely estimate its difficulty since not enough students
failed that item, yielding a bigger SE. Similarly, when not enough students solve an item
correctly the SE is again larger. The question of fit of data set with the model is addressed
through calculation of several reliability indices and fit statistics. The reliability indices show
the replicability of ordering of person or items in different, but similar circumstances. Person
reliability index, which ranges between 0 and 1, indicates the replicability of the order of
students’ ability estimates if the same group of students were given another questionnaire
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with similar items, that investigates the same construct. The item reliability index has the same
range, and indicates whether the ordering of the items would stay the same if another group
of students with similar characteristics were given the questionnaire.
The evaluation of fit involves calculation of residuals, i.e., values that represent the
difference between the Rasch’s model theoretical expectation and the observed performance
for each item. Bigger residuals represent larger discrepancies between the theoretical model
and the actual performance. The differences are squared and averaged and form the basis for
infit and outfit statistics. The infit and outfit statistics are calculated with slightly different
techniques, with infit statistics giving more weight to the performances of students that are
close to that item’s difficulty estimate, and outfit statistic giving equal weight to all students’
performances and being sensitive to extreme scores. This is why we usually pay more
attention to the aberrant infit values since they are caused by students whose ability matches
the item’s difficulty and who failed to correctly answer that item, thus deviating from the
Rasch’s model theoretical expectation. Both infit and outfit are modelled in Rasch analysis to
have a mean (expected) value of 1. Items that do not fit the unidimensional construct are the
ones that diverge from the ideal value 1 in the Infit and Outfit MNSQ. Since it would be
impossible for the items to be ideal, the acceptable values which are not degrading for
measurement fall between 0,5 and 1,5 [62]. The mean square MNSQ values represent an
unstandardized form of fit statistics in Rasch analysis. The standardized ZSTD value takes into
account the size of the sample and it has the mean value of zero. The acceptable ZSTD values
fall within the interval (-2, 2).

(b) Results of the Rasch analysis of the EMI data set. Figure 41 shows the comparison of
the distribution of person abilities and the distribution of item difficulties along the same
logit line that is represented as the middle horizontal line between both distributions. The
distribution of person abilities is skewed towards the left, marking the peak roughly at -1
logit. This shows that the mean estimate of students’ abilities is lower than the mean
estimate of item difficulties indicating that the questionnaire was more difficult than
expected for the chosen sample of high school students. The mean item difficulty is
arbitrarily set at 0 logit value by the Rasch model and the mean person ability is then
estimated in relation to the item difficulty.
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FIG. 41. Comparison of distributions of student abilities and item difficulties.

The comparison of distributions of student abilities and item difficulties is a good starting
point to look into the detailed distribution shown by the item-person map in Figure 42. The
item-person map shows the student ability and each item difficulty represented along the
same logit line, which is placed vertically through the middle of the figure. The logit scale is an
interval scale which means that the units are of the same size everywhere along the scale and
can be compared to each other. If an item or a person is positioned further down the line it
means that the item is less difficult or the person is less able in the investigated domain. The
further up the line item or a person is positioned, their difficulty or ability increases
respectively. On the right-hand side, the hashtag signs (#) represent the students (each
hashtag stands for 6 students, and a dot sign (.) stands for less than 6). The left-hand side of
the item-person map represents our questions from the questionnaire. The item-person map
shows that the questionnaire was relatively difficult for our sample of students which
corroborates the result from the Figure 41. This is seen from the map, where the average
person ability (the peak of the distribution on the left) is below the 0 logit value, which is the
central value for item difficulties, as was described above. The test seems to be sufficiently
wide for the sample. Table X provides us with the exact mean measure for the person difficulty
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estimate and its standard deviation indicating the spread of person measures, (-0,89 ± 1,13)
logit. The rest of the information in this table will be discussed further along in the text.

FIG. 42. Item-person map for the Rasch analysis of the EMI questionnaire.
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PERSONS (n =
541)

Difficulty/logit

Rasch SE/logit

Infit MNSQ

Outfit MNSQ

Mean

-0,89

0,61

1,04

0,87

S.D.

1,13

0,14

0,55

0,80

MAX.

5,20

1,08

4,18

6,15

MIN.

-4,31

0,43

0,27

0,08

ITEMS (N = 19)

Difficulty/logit

Rasch SE/logit

Infit MNSQ

Outfit MNSQ

Mean

0,00

0,13

0,99

0,88

S.D.

2,44

0,06

0,13

0,34

MAX.

3,11

0,29

1,27

1,67

MIN.

-5,16

0,06

0,82

0,50

Person reliability = 0,70
Item reliability = 1,00
TABLE X. Summary of person and item estimates for the Rasch model.

It can be seen from Figure 42 that Questions Q2_1 and Q2_2 were the least difficult
questions in the test, and almost all students answered them correctly. These questions were
directly asking whether the coil has a magnetic field when there is no current flowing through
it (Q2_1, see Supplement A) and when there is current flowing through it (Q2_2). The
questions of average difficulty are centred around 0 logit. Question 3 (Q3) has its difficulty
almost at 0 logit (0,25 logit, Table XI) and was of average difficulty for our student sample. This
question asked of students to predict the direction of the motion of an electron in a magnetic
field. A similar question was Q4, which required determining the direction of the force on a
current-carrying wire in the magnetic field (item difficulty is 0,61 logit, Table XI). The most
difficult items are on the top of the item-person map. The one thing in common for Questions
Q5_5 and the top ones Q8_1 and Q8_2 is that they all required reasoning based on the
concept of magnetic flux in order to get the correct answer. These questions are the openended parts of the Questions 5, 7 and 8 from the questionnaire. Students usually based their
reasoning on the concept of magnetic field and not magnetic flux, which usually resulted in
wrong answers. Sometimes, like in Questions Q5_1 – Q5_4, the reasoning based on the
change of magnetic field yielded the correct answer, which is the reason why these items have
average or low difficulty even though the correct answer may have been provided using a
partially correct line of reasoning. The fact that the items which required the use of the
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magnetic flux concept are positioned higher in the item-person map points to students’
problems with the understanding of the concept of magnetic flux. This might also indicate that
some students are not even familiar with this concept. As the frequency analysis showed
previously, the majority of students did not use the concept of magnetic flux to explain the
EMI phenomenon, which is the reason for these questions ending up with high difficulty
estimates. The item-person map may also warn us that if this was a standard school test given
as an evaluation of students’ knowledge about EMI, a lot of them would fail that test. In fact,
some students would not be properly evaluated since there are several gaps between easier
items, Q2_1 and Q7_2, and at the top of the test. This questionnaire would not precisely
estimate top and bottom students’ abilities because there are not enough items that match
their abilities. However, our goal was not to create an evaluation test for grading students’
knowledge, but rather to evaluate the functioning of particular items and discover what
concepts related to EMI present difficulties for the students. It seems, from the results, that
they found many of those concepts difficult.
Table X states that the item reliability index is at its maximum value of 1,00 which points
to a big enough sample of students for determining the difficulties of the question. In other
words, if we were to give the same test to another group of students with the similar
characteristics as the first group, the item difficulty distribution in the item-person map would
stay the same (within the limits posed by item standard errors). The person reliability index is
lower, only 0,70, and indicates the poorer replicability of the order of students in the itemperson map. This points to lower certainty that the students’ distribution would stay the same
if they were given another test that examines the same construct. Again, since the goal of this
questionnaire was not to grade students, but to uncover stepping stones in their reasoning
about EMI, the high item reliability index is of greater importance than the somewhat lower,
but acceptable person reliability index.
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Item

Q1
Q2_1
Q2_2
Q2_3
Q3
Q4
Q5_1
Q5_2
Q5_3
Q5_4
Q5_5
Q5_6
Q6
Q7_1
Q7_2
Q7_3
Q7_4
Q8_1
Q8_2

Raw
score/%

Difficulty/Logit

13,5
97,2
97,8
20,3
24,8
17,0
43,7
88,8
67,4
34,5
7,3
3,2
15,7
74,5
52,0
6,0
3,9
3,8
3,9

1,08
-4,92
-5,16
0,68
0,25
0,61
-0,55
-3,32
-1,73
-0,11
1,89
2,12
1,28
-2,13
-0,91
2,30
2,41
3,11
3,10

Rasch
SE/Logit

Infit
MNSQ

Outfit
MNSQ

0,09
0,26
0,29
0,09
0,07
0,08
0,09
0,14
0,10
0,10
0,12
0,17
0,09
0,11
0,06
0,13
0,16
0,17
0,17

1,20
0,98
0,96
1,26
0,95
1,03
1,05
0,94
0,98
1,27
0,84
0,99
0,88
0,91
1,13
0,86
0,89
0,83
0,82

1,19
0,66
0,50
1,67
0,87
0,97
1,21
0,80
0,95
1,58
0,57
0,55
0,75
0,82
1,16
0,57
0,53
0,55
0,75

Correlation
Calculated

Expected

0,34
0,23
0,23
0,34
0,53
0,45
0,36
0,39
0,44
0,15
0,48
0,35
0,52
0,49
0,50
0,45
0,40
0,42
0,42

0,43
0,20
0,18
0,48
0,50
0,46
0,42
0,33
0,42
0,40
0,37
0,32
0,43
0,41
0,56
0,35
0,33
0,31
0,31

TABLE XI. Summary of item statistics.

Table XI offers detailed analysis of each item in the questionnaire. As mentioned before,
the mean estimate of item difficulty is set to 0 by default and the standard deviation of 2,44
logits describes the spread of the majority of the items (the same is evident in the Table X).
Each item difficulty estimate is given in the Difficulty column and it matches the right-hand
side of the item-person map in Figure 42. The Rasch S.E. column represents the error of the
item difficulty estimate and is larger for the items that have less students with matching
ability, for example the difficult items Q8_1 and Q8_2. This is simply due to the fact that not
enough students solved these questions for its difficulty estimate to be precisely estimated
and the error increases towards the extremes with the dependency on the number of students
as N−1/2 . If we wanted to correct this, we would need more able students to take this
questionnaire. The cause for the larger error with the easiest items, Q2_1 and Q2_2, is similar.
There were not enough students who got those questions wrong which makes it harder to
estimate the item difficulty measure precisely. The Correlation column uncovers a weakly
correlated item Q5_4 with the highest difference between the calculated correlation and the
expectation of the Rasch model. This item was specific in many ways that will be discussed
later in the text. Its poor correlation with the rest of the questions might be due to the problem
mentioned before, the problem of students’ understanding of the magnetic flux concept.
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Electromagnetic induction is closely related to this concept, but students seem to replace this
concept with the easier concept of magnetic field. This may help them to solve some questions
correctly, such as Questions Q5_1 – Q5_3, but they fail on Q5_4. In Q5_4 when they have to
consider the change of the surface area of the loop within a magnetic field, and not just the
increase or decrease of the magnetic field through a constant loop, this simplified line of
reasoning provides them with a wrong conclusion. This is what might have happened on Q5_4
and resulted in the poor correlation with the rest of the questionnaire. There are also two
questions of relatively low correlation (Q2_1 and Q2_2), but higher than the Q5_4. As
mentioned before, these questions are at the bottom of the item-person map and the
majority of students got them right, and as such they do not give us a lot of information about
students’ ability, thus it is lower than the expected correlation. These latter items are of less
concern than the former one.
To compare the difficulties of items in certain physics domains, items from the
questionnaire were grouped in four conceptual domains as follows: Recognizing magnetic
field domain – Q2_1, Q2_2, Q6, Q7_1; Explaining magnetic field and force domain – Q1, Q2_3,
Q3, Q4; Recognising EMI – Q5_1 – Q5_4, Q7_2; and Explaining EMI – Q5_5, Q5_6, Q7_3, Q7_4,
Q8_1, Q8_2 (Fig. 43). So, the first domain groups questions in which students needed to
recognize whether a coil has a magnetic field, the second domain students needed to show
understanding of concepts of magnetic field and force, and in the third domain students
needed to recognize the occurrence of EMI but did not need to explain it. The last domain
involved questions that required explaining and reasoning about EMI.

Difficulty by domains
4
3
2
1
0
-1

Recognising M. field

Explaining M. force
and field

Recognising EMI

Explaining EMI

-2
-3
-4
-5

FIG. 43. Average difficulties in three different domains. All values are expressed in logit. Error bars
indicate the combined error as = (SEM2 + SE 2 )1/2 , where SEM stands for standard error of the
mean and SE is averaged Rasch error.
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The Figure 43 suggests that the easiest domain is Recognising magnetic field, with its
average difficulty measure well set in the negative logit values at -2,6 logit. The third domain,
recognizing EMI, has its average in negative values (-1,32 logit), and the most difficult domain
from the questionnaire are the items requiring a written explanation of the EMI phenomenon
(2,49 logit). The understanding of magnetic force and field concept was averaged slightly
above the mean Rasch difficulty of 0 at 0,66 logit. The uncertainty bars in the chart, calculated
as E = (SEM 2 + SE 2 )1/2 [63], indicate the dispersion level of items from the domain’s
average difficulty. As was mentioned during the frequency analysis, the open-ended
questions that require explaining EMI phenomenon were poorly solved and were often
answered by using simplified reasoning and activating inappropriate resources. This is also
visible from the Figure 42 where all the items from this domain are positioned high in the itemperson map with little dispersion among them. All this might suggest that students are able to
recognise the occurrence of EMI but lack the understanding of the phenomenon. The reason
for the larger combined errors in the first and third domains is that the items included into
this domain are not as clustered in the Figure 42. as are the items in other domains. The
questions from the first domain are spread in with over 6 logits, mainly due to the easiest
items Q2_1 and Q2_2 which create the large CE for that domain. The easiest items from the
third domain was Q5_2 where students needed to recognise EMI when a magnet was
approaching a coil. This item highly contributes to the higher CE indicating that some physical
situations requiring recognition of EMI are easier for students than the others, which
corroborates the results from the frequency analysis.
An important assumption of the Rasch model is unidimensionality of the construct, i.e.,
measuring only one attribute at a time. This is of course an approximation, whose justification
can be checked empirically. The first test of the existence of the empirical construct is whether
all item correlations are positive and sufficiently aligned with the expected values. In our data
set this is the case, with the only exception (although not dramatic) being the low correlated
item Q5_4.
Rasch analysis provides us also with fit statistics indicating whether each question is
sufficiently within the investigated construct. It is seen from Table X that the infit mean square
is almost 1 (0,99) with a slightly larger, but acceptable variation in the mean outfit value (0,88).
Figures 44 and 45 present the infit and outfit MNSQ statistics from the Table XI in a more
practical way using bubble charts.
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ITEMS
4
3
2

Measures

1
0

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
0

0.5

Overfit

1

Infit Mean-square

1.5

Underfit

2

FIG. 44. The bubble chart for the high school students representing the item difficulty measure vs. infit
mean square statistics.

ITEMS

4
3
2

Measures

1
0

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
0

0.5

Overfit

1

Outfit Mean-square

1.5

2

Underfit

FIG. 45. The bubble chart for the high school students representing the item difficulty measure vs.
outfit mean square statistics.
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In the bubble chart, each item is represented with a circle and the size of the circle is
proportional to the Rasch standard error (SE) of the item difficulty estimate presented in the
Table XI. Smaller circles indicate items with the more precisely estimated difficulty calibration.
The horizontal distance of items from the central (vertical) line, indicating the expected infit
and outfit value of 1, shows how well the item follows the theoretical model. Larger distances
point to items that deviate from the expected value and need to be closely examined and
discussed. Figure 45 suggests that the item infit MNSQ values do not deviate too much from
the theoretical expectation of the Rasch model. There are some items that show medium
underfit (larger infit values) such as Q1, Q2_3 and Q5_4. Questions Q1 and Q2_3 have their
difficulty estimates slightly above, and Q5_4 slightly below zero value (Table XI). This means
that the students of the abilities close to these items’ difficulties did not answer these
questions as the theoretical model predicted. The Q1 and Q2_3 questions required students
to graphically represent magnetic field lines around the current-carrying wire and coil,
respectively. It was seen from the frequency analysis that students mostly did not draw a
correct representation of these magnetic fields lines, which might have caused these infit
values. These were the only two items asking students to draw the magnetic field lines and
both were poorly answered. Also, Q2_3 had another indication of being problematic: this
question was answered by the lowest number of students (only 369 out of 541, see Frequency
analysis section). It is plausible to question whether something might have been wrong with
the question itself. Looking at the questionnaire in the Supplement A section it can be seen
that students could have easily skipped the question since it was placed beneath the pictures
for the Question 2. And yet again, we cannot know for sure whether they skipped it because
they did not know the answer or because they did not see it.
Cause for concern about the Q5_4 are its infit and outfit values (Fig. 45) which suggest that
this item was problematic for both groups of students, those whose ability is close to the item
difficulty and those whose it is not. In our case, the larger infit value again suggests that some
students of abilities close to item’s difficulty have not answered consistently with the model,
and large outfit on this easier item means that some more able students unexpectedly failed
on this item. It all points to a presumption that for students’ this question was not the part of
the same construct as defined by the rest of the questionnaire. This could be due to the
problem mentioned above, considering students’ unfamiliarity with the magnetic flux
concept. Some items show the overfit (values smaller than 1) in Figure 45, but this is not a big
cause for concern since overfit is not degrading for measurement. Item Q2_2 has its outfit
MNSQ value at 0,5 (Table XI) which suggest that it was overly predictable, especially following
the Q2_1 question (see Supplement A). Misfit smaller than 1 usually implies some sort of
dependency between the items. The group of difficult items higher in Figure 45, Q5_5, Q5_6,
Q7_3, Q7_4, and Q8_1, are the open-ended parts of the Questions 5, 7, and 8 and as such are
dependent to their multiple-choice parts.
Some items were dichotomous and some were non-dichotomous, as mentioned before.
The students that have their ability estimate at the same level as the item difficulty estimate
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have a 50% chance of getting a correct answer on a dichotomous item. Figure 46 shows the
probability curves for all dichotomous questions from the questionnaire: Q2_1, Q2_2, Q5_1 –
Q5_4, and Q7_1. The horizontal axis represents the difference between student’s ability and
item difficulty, i.e., if his ability is 3 logits and some item difficulty is 2 logits then the abscissa
value can be read at 1 logit (3-2) and the probability of this student solving that particular item
is almost 75% (using equation (10) the probability can be calculated as 73%).

FIG. 46. Probability curves for the dichotomous items from the questionnaire. The blue curve
represents the students’ probability of scoring 1 (correct) and the red curve represents the probability
of scoring 0 (incorrect).

In case of the non-dichotomous items (Q1, Q2_3, Q3, Q4, Q5_3, Q5_4, Q6, Q7_2 – Q7_4,
Q8_1, Q8_2) the situation is slightly different. The main request of the partial credit Rasch
model is that the coding scheme must be ordinal. Zero points were given for a completely
wrong answer, 1 point to partially correct and 2 points were awarded for the totally correct
answer. The thresholds are values where a student has equal chances of getting one category
over another and they have their own difficulty estimates. For example, the threshold for
dichotomous items is exactly at value 0 as shown in the Fig. 46, where a student of matching
ability has an equal chance of answering correctly or incorrectly. Figure 47 depicts the
thresholds for all items, including the non-dichotomous ones. The first graph represents the
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thresholds expected by the Rasch model, and the second one shows the questionnaire items
observed thresholds. The threshold is indicated by the mark “:” in the expected model.

FIG. 47. Expected and observed thresholds for the dichotomous and non-dichotomous items
in the test. Categories are labelled as 0, 1 , 2.
FIG. 47. Expected and observed thresholds for the dichotomous and non-dichotomous items in the
test. Categories are labelled as 0, 1, 2.

The important feature of the Figure 47 is that in both graphs the partial credit scores
are ordinal, i.e., the higher score always succeeds the lower one. This means that the coding
process of the partial credit questions was acceptable. The problem would occur if the code 0
were succeeded by code 2, skipping the code 1, but fortunately that is not the case on any of
the items. Another observation concerns the separation between the scores. Ideally, the
separation would be in equidistant steps, but in the observed score graph it is seen that there
are some items with non-equidistant steps between the partial credit scores. Items Q3 and
Q4 have equidistant steps between their partial scores, which makes the scores properly
designed for students’ answers. On the other hand, item Q2_3 has succeeding scores 1 and 2
very close, which indicates that very little difference in student’s ability is necessary for that
student to score 2 points, rather than just 1 point. The threshold is too close to both scores
and it does not differentiate students’ abilities as well as expected. This item might have been
scored dichotomously and not a lot of information about student’s abilities would be lost. Still,
the frequency analysis of this item showed some benefits of partial scoring. The items Q8_1
and Q8_2 were very difficult and the large step in students’ ability to score 2 points instead of
just 1 point is an indication that these questions could have used a middle step by adding
scores 0,1,2, and 3, for better assessment of students’ abilities.
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The probability curves for Q2_3 are represented in Figure 48 where we can better
observe the closeness of the thresholds between categories. As mentioned above, the
thresholds are so close that it is hard to compare students’ abilities on this question. If this
item were given as a part of a student evaluation test it would prosper from different scoring
(dichotomous).

FIG. 48. Probability curve for the partial credit item Q2_3. The purple curve represents the students’
probability of scoring 2 (correct), blue curve represents the probability of scoring 1 (partially correct)
and the red curve represents the probability of scoring 0 (incorrect).
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FIG. 49. Probability curves for the partial credit item Q6. The purple curve represents the students’
probability of scoring 2 (correct), blue curve represents the probability of scoring 1 (partially correct)
and the red curve represents the probability of scoring 0 (incorrect).

The probability curves for item Q6 are presented in Figure 49 This item was one of the
harder items for our sample, but the probability curves nicely separate the thresholds
between categories. Students with abilities close to the item difficulty estimate are more likely
to get a partial score 1 than any other score. If the difference between their ability and the
item difficulty is higher than +1 logit they are more probable to get full credit score. The
opposite stands for lower ability students. This ICC is more acceptable than the one in Figure
48 because it better fits the Rasch model. It would be too extensive to describe all partial
credit probability curves so these two figures were chosen as representatives for the well and
the badly scored items. The rest of the curves are presented in the Supplement B section.
Another useful feature of the Rasch analysis is to compare the actual students’
performance on some problematic items with the theoretical probabilities for those items.
The functioning of the item can be investigated also with the use of the item characteristic
curve (ICC). During the discussion about the infit MNSQ statistics three items have been
highlighted as having a larger deviation from the ideal value of 1: Q1, Q2_3 and Q5_4.
Presented here are the ICCs for these items with the actual student performances charted on
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them (Figures 50 - 52). The horizontal axis presents the difference of students’ abilities and
item difficulty, and the vertical axis presents the score on the item (0 - 2). Students that have
the same or close ability estimates are grouped together and their score is calculated as the
group average. This is then plotted in the figures. The red lines represent the theoretical ICC
for the given item. The thin, black lines represent the deviations from the theoretical model
that are still acceptable (limits posed by the standard error), and the blue lines represent the
actual students’ performances on that item. In short, whenever a blue line is found outside of
the acceptable model lines, a problem with an item exists.

FIG. 50. Empirical vs. theoretical ICC curve for Q1.

The Figure 50. shows that the lower ability students answered as expected to the
Question Q1. Its difficulty was estimated at 1,08 logit so students whose abilities were lower
are presented with points on the blue line with negative relative measures on the horizontal
axis. The unexpected problem occurred with the students of the same and higher abilities than
the item difficulty. They have lower probability of succeeding than the theoretical model
predicts, warning us that they unexpectedly failed on this item. This is the reason for the item’s
misfit in MNSQ statistics (Table XI). Something similar occurred with answers to Question
Q2_3 in Figure 51. Students of higher ability than item’s difficulty, also failed to give an
appropriate response to this item causing its larger infit. As mentioned before, during the fit
statistics discussion, these both items’ misfits point to students’ problems with drawing
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magnetic field lines around wires and coils. Also, the latter item’s large infit and outfit values
point to a possible problem with the construction of the item itself. This would be a question
that needs more restructuring if it was to be given in future tests.

FIG. 51. Empirical vs. theoretical ICC curve for Q2_3.
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FIG. 52. Empirical vs. theoretical ICC curve for Q5_4.

Unlike the previous figures, the plot in Figure 52 is erratic among all groups of students.
This might be the most problematic question in the questionnaire. Low achieving students
failed to follow the theoretical model as did the students with matching abilities, and high
achieving students barely answered as the model predicted. All this caused large infit and
outfit MNSQ values on this item (see Bubble charts, Figures 44 and 45.). As concluded before,
students’ misfits on this item point to the problems with the concept of magnetic flux which
were extensively discussed during this analysis, frequency analysis, and also qualitative
analysis.
In summary, Rasch analysis of the data set indicated satisfactory overall performance of
the questionnaire, but also indicated difficulties with the functioning of several items,
primarily Q1, Q2_3, and Q5_4. These items point to some student difficulties, such as the
inability to graphically present magnetic field lines or to reason on the basis of the concept of
magnetic flux. The analysis suggests that magnetic flux may not be a part of the empirical test
construct, meaning that it is not a part of students’ conceptual resources regarding EMI.
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C. Summary, conclusions and teaching implications
The findings of the quantitative research indicate that students’ difficulties uncovered by
the interviews in the qualitative part of the study also exist on a larger population of high
school students. The results of the analysis of students’ answers to the questionnaire point to
students conceptual and procedural difficulties with EMI phenomena. On the positive side,
students were aware that a current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field, and recognised
straightforward situations when a coil produces one as well. They correctly identified
situations where the right-hand rule was necessary for determining the magnetic force, even
though some had problems with applying it correctly. Also, they were able to recognise the
occurrence of EMI phenomenon in easier situations, e.g., when there is movement of a coil or
a magnet, but failed to recognise the shrinking of a coil as the EMI phenomenon.
In answer to our first research question, about the main high school student difficulties in
reasoning about electromagnetic induction and the related concepts from electromagnetism,
we identified a list of their difficulties. This list includes:
i.

difficulties with graphically representing shapes of magnetic fields of wires and
coils
ii. ascribing magnetic field to coils when there is no current flowing through them
iii. problems with determining the direction of the magnetic force on a moving charge
or a current carrying wire
iv. difficulties with applying the right-hand rule when determining the direction of
magnetic force on a moving charge
v. confusing electric and magnetic phenomena
vi. inability to recognize the EMI phenomenon in less typical situation
vii. inability to explain and reason about the EMI
viii. inability to use the magnetic flux concept or completely missing it during reasoning
about EMI
ix. failure to apply Lenz’s law correctly
Some of these difficulties have been reported in previous researchers [4, 5, 14, 17, 19] but
difficulties relating the shape of magnetic field lines and the idea that a coil may have a
magnetic field when there is no current flowing through it were identified as new difficulties
during the qualitative research and reported by Jelicic et al. [47]. The results of the frequency
analysis of the quantitative research confirmed the existence of these new difficulties on a
wider population of high school students, and reaffirmed previously known difficulties listed
above.
The second research question that deals with students’ mental models of EMI and their
consistency was answered during the qualitative research of this entire study. The three
mental models of EMI were identified, but only the second mental model (magnet repels and
attracts electric charges) was used consistently and had an underlying mechanism for the
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model. It is far more suitable to investigate the formation of students’ mental models using
interviews [9, 39, 40] than a questionnaire, so we did not attempt to address this issue in the
quantitative part of the research study. The open-ended questions in the questionnaire
probed students’ reasoning process about EMI phenomenon and the concepts related to it.
However, students’ reasoning occasionally indirectly suggested the absence of student’s
models of the EMI. The results indicate that the majority of students has problems explaining
the EMI phenomenon. Almost none of the students explained the EMI phenomenon using the
concept of magnetic flux and its rate of change, which would be appropriate from the
physicists’ point of view. It seems that students prefer using the concept of magnetic field
when trying to explain the situation or just stating that the relative motion of the coil and a
magnet causes EMI without further explaining how. Simplified reasoning was also evident
during attempted explanations of the EMI phenomenon. The apparent absence of the concept
of magnetic flux may have caused the difficulty with applying Lenz’s law. This seemed to be
the most difficult topic in the questionnaire. Some students may tend to use simplified
reasoning when their knowledge structure of certain domain is incomplete, which was noticed
in the case of Lenz’s law through attempts of some students to reduce it to the more familiar
Ohm’s law.
The Rasch analysis indicated that the functioning of the questionnaire was satisfactory and
provided us with a linear scale of measures of item difficulties. Students generally found
multiple-choice questions less difficult than the open-ended ones. The open-ended questions
that enticed explaining and reasoning about EMI seemed to be the most difficult for our
student sample. The analysis also showed, through the analysis of item fit, that the concept
of the magnetic flux is not a part of the empirical construct underlying the questionnaire, that
is, students’ view of electromagnetism. The linear measures enabled us to perform the
analysis of the difficulties of conceptual areas in the questionnaire. It was shown that students
learn to recognize electromagnetic phenomena, but they have many more difficulties
explaining, modelling and reasoning about them. This could be helped with a more
investigative approach to physics learning.
The results of both parts of the study suggest that students might need more classroom
practice with drawing magnetic field lines around current-carrying wires and coils and more
clarification of the distinction between electric and magnetic phenomena to avoid confusion
between them. This clarification could be achieved by discussing the differences between the
electric and magnetic forces several times during the curriculum and not by trying to keep
lessons about electrostatic and magnetism separated. The problems with the use of righthand rules were noticed already during the interviews, but also identified on the large sample.
The solution for this problem is not as clear as teachers would like to. The solution at the
university level is introduction of the cross product, but that also brings its set of difficulties
[53]. In Croatian physics classes several right-hand rules are introduced and this might lead to
confusion for students, therefore introduction of cross product on high school level might
provide more satisfaction and less confusion for students. However, this idea should be
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tested. One of the most important teaching implications that arose as the result of this
research is that more stress should be put on the concept of magnetic flux. This concept is
intertwined with the EMI phenomenon and Lenz’s law and makes it impossible to reason
about them without students holding this concept closely related to EMI in their knowledge
structure.
There were a lot of clues pointing to students’ incomplete and fragmented knowledge
structure. It was already reported that during the interviews students seemed to activate
different p-prims and cognitive resources to construct explanations of experiments. Analysis
of the questionnaire showed they did incline toward the same fragmented approach when
answering questions that required similar reasoning from the physicists’ point of view.
Students tended to view every situation differently and thus provided separate and often
different explanations for similar situations. Also, as was the case during the interviews,
students tended to activate p-prims when giving explanations, such as cancelling and guiding
when explaining the EMI phenomenon on two coils with parallel and perpendicular axes.
When they lack consistency in their knowledge structure, they might turn to simplified
reasoning which is often characterized by activating small fragments of knowledge that can
lead them in any direction that makes sense to the them. These findings corroborate the
knowledge in pieces framework [26, 31 - 38].
The study in general shows that the electromagnetic induction is a complex and difficult
phenomenon. Students exposed to traditional teaching by telling approach do not seem to
acquire sufficient understanding of the topic, starting with the basic underlying concepts of
electromagnetism. It is our belief that the change of the teaching approach towards a more
investigative approach could be beneficial for high school students.
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VII.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

After the analysis of the interviews, students that were taught physics by traditional
approach, showed many conceptual and procedural difficulties in their reasoning. Students
were aware that a current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field, but failed to describe it
even after experimenting with it, they confused electrical effects with magnetic effects, could
not determine the direction of the magnetic force and completely avoided the concept of
magnetic flux. These finding are consistent with previous studies [4, 5, 14, 17, 19]. New
difficulties were related to students’ misunderstanding of the shape of magnetic field lines,
location of the magnetic poles and the origin of the magnetic field of the coil. One new
difficulty that stands out is the idea that the coil may have a magnetic field when no current
is running through it, expressed several times during interviews as a part of students’
explanations of electromagnetic induction. Three reoccurring mental models of EMI emerged
during the interviews and left the impression that students may not have formed models of
EMI during their traditional classes on electromagnetism. It seemed that the models were not
the result of students’ prior ideas about these phenomena, but may have been formed onthe-spot, as students were prompted to give explanations for the experiments, which
corroborates the knowledge in pieces framework [26, 31 - 38].
The results of the quantitative analysis showed that students, after being taught physics
in a traditional way, were aware that a current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field and
recognised straightforward situations when a coil produces one as well. They correctly
identified situations where the right-hand rule was necessary for determining the magnetic
force, even though some had problems with applying it correctly. Students were able to
recognise the occurrence of EMI phenomenon in easier situations, e.g., when there is
movement of a coil or a magnet, but failed to recognise the shrinking of a coil as the EMI
phenomenon. The identified students’ difficulties include difficulties with graphically
representing the shapes of magnetic fields of wires and coils and often ascribing magnetic
field to coils when there is no current through them. They exhibited problems with
determining the direction of the magnetic force on a moving charge or a current carrying wire
which sometimes included misapplying the right-hand rule. Students often confused electric
and magnetic phenomena, were unable to explain and reason about the EMI by using the
magnetic flux concept, and very often failed to apply Lenz’s law correctly. The Rasch analysis
indicated that the concept of magnetic flux seems to be outside of the investigated construct,
pointing to the students’ unfamiliarity with it and causing its rare application throughout the
open-ended explanations in the questionnaire.
Students’ difficulties that were identified during the analysis of the nine students’
interviews, also emerged during the frequency analysis of the questionnaires on a much larger
population of high school students. The quantitative research reaffirmed that students, after
learning about EMI in a traditional way, may often use ideas that are formed on-the-spot and
context dependent. Students’ open-ended answers in the questionnaires endorsed the
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resource-based view of their knowledge structure. They seemed to have activated the same
p-prims while reasoning about the demonstration experiments from the interviews and openended questions from the questionnaire. Students in both researches, failed to use the
concept of magnetic flux which is the central concept of Faraday’s and Lenz’s law. To
summarize the findings of both studies, the results of the qualitative research were confirmed
in the results of the quantitative research.
Students’ time spent in high school is precious and should not be spent in vain. What
the findings of this research suggest is that students did not learn as much as teachers would
hope for. In fact, they learned so little compared to expectations of the Croatian curriculum
that it is legitimate to ask ourselves if their time spent in physics classes was productive. A
question arose: Is electromagnetic induction a topic that should be left only to those students
who want to learn more and are interested in the topic? In that case, this topic might be
covered only phenomenologically to explain great achievements in electromagnetism in
regular classes and left as a free selection topic for the higher achieving students. Though this
model of selected topics is not an option for Croatian high schools, the new curriculum in
development might change that. For now and years to come, EMI is a compulsory topic and
the approach to teaching it should be changed.
As much as this research shed some light on the difficulties students encounter when
they discuss and reason about EMI, and as much as it uncovered their difficulties with
concepts shortly after taking the electromagnetism test, it opened another set of problems
and questions for the future. The traditional teaching by telling approach has long been
proven to be unsuccessful [24, 64.], yet it is still dominant in Croatian high schools. Before
scolding physics teachers for using it, educational researchers should offer them an alternative
approach. In other words, this research is not over until there is a functioning teaching
sequence that can be offered to physics teachers as a replacement for their traditional
teaching methods. The next, new goal is development of a tutorial for teaching EMI that
should make it easy for students to develop reasoning about EMI and the related concepts
and involve them in the active learning process. Of course, they should be able to investigate,
question and experiment with hands-on experiments while following the tasks posed by the
tutorial. This way the focus shifts from the teacher to the student resulting in a better
understanding of EMI and fewer problems with concept development. The tutorial should
tackle all uncovered students’ difficulties with drawing magnetic field lines and vectors,
understanding the concept of magnetic force and field, and most importantly help students
develop a concept of magnetic flux. Only after developing these basic concepts, students will
be ready to investigate on their own, but with guidance, the electromagnetic induction
phenomena in various situations.
Development of the tutorial is planned to start in the following years and will take
several tries and errors to make a functioning sequence that can be offered to teachers. It
should entice high schools to volunteer for these tries and errors. The success of each version
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of the tutorial will be analysed using Rasch model. After the most successful version is
developed it can be presented to physics teachers. The teachers should then be educated to
use it in the most productive way during their lessons. A problem of experiments will still exist,
as a lot of schools do not have a necessary equipment to perform them. That will demand a
new set of ideas to solve it, but hopefully they will be solved. For now, let us solve one problem
at a time.
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Extended summary in Slovenian language
RAZUMEVANJE POJMA MAGNETNE INDUKCIJE PRI ŠTUDENTIH IN DIJAKIH

Izvleček
Elektromagnetna indukcija je pomembna, vendar kompleksna fizikalna tema, ki je
vključena v hrvaški gimnazijski učni načrt. Da bi ugotovili kako dijaki razumejo omenjeno temo
skozi klasično metodo poučevanja, je bil dotični projekt razvit kot dvostopenjska raziskava. V
kvalitativni del raziskave je bilo vključenih devet hrvaških dijakov, katerih nivoji znanja fizike so
bili različni. Intervjuvani so bili ob uporabi šestih demonstracijskih poskusov iz
elektromagnetizma (trije med njimi so se navezovali na temo elektromagnetne indukcije).
Dijaki so bili naprošeni, da opazujejo, opišejo in razložijo poskuse. Analiza njihovih razlag je
pokazala obstoj številnih konceptualnih težav in težav pri sklepanju glede osnovnih pojmov
elektromagnetizma, zlasti pri prepoznavanju in razlagi pojava elektromagnetne indukcije.
Opisani so trije miselni modeli razumevanja elektromagnetne indukcije, ki so nastali skozi
intervjuje in so se ponovili med delom z dijaki. Drugi del projekta je vključeval kvantitativno
raziskavo in je temeljil na ugotovljenih težavah dijakov v zvezi z razumevanjem
elektromagnetne indukcije. Glede na rezultate intervjujev je bil zasnovan vprašalnik, ki ga je
izpolnilo 541 hrvaških dijakov (v starosti od 16 do 17 let), potem, ko so pri pouku fizike
obravnavali elektromagnetno indukcijo. Vprašalnik je vseboval 8 vprašanj odprtega tipa, med
katerimi so bila tudi vprašanja izbirnega tipa in podvprašanja. V prvem delu analize smo za
testiranje delovanja vprašalnika uporabili Raschev model. Rasch analiza je pokazala, da je
vprašalnik deloval zadovoljivo in zagotovil zanesljivo merilno linearno lestvico za težavnost
nalog. Analiza standardne frekvence in Rasch analiza sta opozorili na težave nekaterih dijakov
pri razumevanju elektromagnetne indukcije. Rezultati vprašalnikov so bili primerjani z rezultati
predhodnih intervjujev, diskutirani in analizirani v okviru modela »delčki znanja« (angl.
knowledge-in-pieces ).
Kratka vsebina projekta
Projekt je bil zasnovan v dveh delih: kvalitativna in kvantitativna raziskava, kot prikazuje
Tabela I.
Udeleženci (šolski program in
starost)

Število
udeležencev

Šolsko leto poteka
raziskave

Kvalitativna
raziskava

dijaki vpisani v štiriletni gimnazijski
hrvaški program starosti 16 – 17

9

2011/2012

Kvantitativna
raziskava

dijaki vpisani v štiriletni gimnazijski
hrvaški program starosti 16 – 17

541

2012/2013
in
2013/2014

TABELA I. Pregled projekta, udeležencev in časovni pregled raziskave.
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Kvalitativna študija je bila zasnovana kot raziskava z intervjuji, ki so se nanašali na
razumevanje elektromagnetne indukcije in z njo povezanimi pojavi, potem ko so bili gimnazijci
deležni klasične metode poučevanja teh vsebin. Načrtovano je bilo, da se raziskava izvede v
šolskem letu 2011/2012 z devetimi dijaki. Dijaki so bili izbrani po brez-verjetnostnem vzorčenju
imenovanem »priročno vzorčenje« (angl. convenience sampling) [1]. To vzorčenje je bilo
uporabljeno zato, ker njegove koristi odtehtajo slabosti, kot so na primer enostaven dostop
udeležencev in višja motivacija udeležencev. Verjetnostno vzorčenje ne bi zagotovilo
udeležencev, ki bi ponudili večji vpogled v njihovo sklepanje o elektromagnetni indukciji (v
nadaljevanju tudi EMI). Za ciljno skupino intervjuvancev je bilo predvideno devet dijakov.
Intervju, kot raziskovalna metoda, običajno ne potrebuje širokega kroga udeležencev. Pogosto
se tudi izkaže, da se ideje, koncepti ali miselni modeli večkrat ponovijo tudi pri majhnem
vzorcu [2]. Zato je bilo izbranih le 9 intervjuvancev, katerih ocene pri pouku fizike so se gibale
med dobro (3) in odlično (5). Hrvaški sistem ocenjevanja je petstopenjski, od najnižje,
nezadostne ocene (1), do najvišje, odlične ocene (5). Slabše ocenjeni dijaki niso bili vključeni v
raziskavo, saj smo presodili, da bi bili lahko manj motivirani za sodelovanje in bi ponudili manjši
vpogled v svoje razmišljanje o EMI, kot njihovi boljše ocenjeni sošolci. Namen in postopek
intervjuja je bil vsakemu intervjuvancu pojasnjen vnaprej, prav tako pa je bilo pridobljeno
njihovo podpisano soglasje za sodelovanje pri raziskavi. Hrvaški Svet za otroke (Croatian
Council for Children) v svojem etičnem kodeksu za znanstveno raziskovanje, ki vključuje otroke
predpisuje, da lahko udeleženci starejši od 16. let sami privolijo k udeležbi, kar so naši
udeleženci tudi storili. Intervjuji so bili posneti z video kamero in kasneje prepisani.
Kvantitativna raziskava je bila zastavljena kot raziskava idej in konceptov, ki so se pri
kvalitativnem delu raziskave izkazali kot smiselni za nadalje raziskovanje na širšem vzorcu
populacije. Na podlagi rezultatov kvalitativne raziskave je bil oblikovan vprašalnik o EMI in z
njo povezanimi pojavi. Ciljno število udeležencev je bilo okoli 500. Zopet je bilo uporabljeno
brez-verjetnostno vzorčenje. Za sodelovanje so bile izbrane gimnazije iz različnih hrvaških
mest, iz Zagreba, Varaždina, Vrbovca in Ivanca. Vse gimnazije sledijo istemu učnemu načrtu iz
fizike, ki ga je predpisalo Ministrstvo za šolstvo Republike Hrvaške, z dvema pedagoškima
urama (45 min) fizike tedensko skozi vsa štiri leta gimnazije. Samo ena gimnazija (5. gimnazija,
Zagreb) je imela dodatno pedagoško uro fizike tedensko v obliki laboratorijskega dela, vendar
ne kot razširitev učnega načrta fizike. Dijaki so imeli približno 30 minut časa , da so odgovorili
na vprašalnik, z možnostjo podaljšanja (do približno 10 minut). Dijaki in njihovi starši so bili
vnaprej obveščeni o raziskavi, ki smo jo izvedli potem, ko so dijaki skozi klasičen način
poučevanja obravnavali EMI pri pouku fizike. Dijaki in njihovi starši so teden dni pred izvedbo
raziskave prejeli pisno obvestilo in kdor ni želel sodelovati pri testiranju, mu to ni bilo potrebno.
Da bi spodbudili dijake k sodelovanju po njihovih najboljših močeh, so bili tisti dijaki, ki so
odgovorili na vsa vprašanja, po dogovoru z njihovimi učitelji, nagrajeni z odlično oceno. Ocena
ni odražala doseženega cilja naloge vprašalnika, torej ali so bili odgovori pravilni ali nepravilni,
ampak zgolj njihovo stopnjo sodelovanja.
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Raziskovalna vprašanja
Splošno motivacijsko vodilo je preprosto: Kako narediti pouk o elektromagnetni
indukciji bolj razumljiv za gimnazijske dijake? To vprašanje je motiviralo obsežen načrt te
raziskave, ki je opisana v naslednjem poglavju.
Raziskovalni vprašanji, ki sta motivirali kvalitativni in kvantitativni del raziskave:
1) Kaj so glavne težave gimnazijcev pri sklepanju o elektromagnetni indukciji in s tem
povezanih konceptov elektromagnetizma?
2) Katere miselne modele o elektromagnetni indukciji dijaki uporabljajo in ali so ti modeli
pri klasični metodi poučevanja uporabljeni dosledno?

Teoretični okvir
Miselni modeli se oblikujejo v interakciji z okoljem, z drugimi ljudmi in z artefakti
tehnologije [29] kot notranja predstava o svetu. Pri poučevanju fizike so miselni modeli dijakov
pomembni zato, ker imajo napovedovalno in razlagalno moč, ki je pomembna za razumevanje
fizikalnih fenomenov. Konceptualni model, ki je osnovan na Faradayevem zakonu, je bil v fiziki
razvit zato, da zagotovi ustrezno reprezentacijo pojava. Model temelji na ideji (konceptu)
hitrosti spremembe magnetnega pretoka skozi neko površino ali pa na konceptu Lorentzove
sile. Model je za vsakega dijaka potrebno spreminjati dokler ne doseže funkcionalnega stanja,
ko lahko služi za napovedovanje in razlago. Kljub temu ni potrebe, da bi bili miselni modeli
dijakov tehnično natančni, v raziskavah fizikalnega izobraževanja se pogosto celo izkaže da niso,
vendar pa morajo biti za dijaka uporabni. Študije kažejo, da oblikovani miselni modeli dijakov
ne ostanejo trdni in togi [12, 29, 28, 39, 40], ampak se razvijajo, dokler ne dosežejo
funkcionalnega stanja za napovedovanje in vrednotenje. Včasih celo ne dosežejo popolnoma
funkcionalnega stanja, vendar, kot je opazil Gentner [28], lahko služijo kot začasna pomoč pri
logičnemu sklepanju in niso tako stabilni kot nakazujejo nekateri raziskovalci. Predpostavljamo,
da bo ta lastnost miselnih modelov pomembna za analizo kvalitativnega dela študije, se pravi
za analizo intervjujev dijakov. Zato je pomembno, da postavimo vprašanje kako miselni model
dejansko nastane. Ob soočanju s kvalitativnim fizikalnim problemom, je razlaga dijakov
pogosto napačna s stališča fizika. Te razlage so včasih interpretirane kot znak dijakovih
obstoječih alternativnih predstav v enem okviru (znanje kot teorija, ang. knowledge as theory
[41, 42]), lahko pa so presojane tudi v drugem teoretičnem okviru (»delčki znanja«, ang.
knowledge in pieces [31, 32]), kot rezultat kontekstualno odvisnih, na licu mesta (ang. on-thespot) aktiviranih kognitivnih virov. Ker predvidevamo, da dijaki nimajo trdno ustaljenih
alternativnih idej, povezanih z elektromagnetnimi koncepti, ki so abstraktni in daleč od
njihovih vsakdanjih izkušenj, menimo, da je drugi okvir (»delčki znanja«, ang. knowledge in
pieces) bolj primeren za analizo razlag dijakov na tem področju. V tem okviru na razvoj struktur
znanja dijakov vplivajo majhni kognitivni elementi [31 - 38].
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Kvalitativna raziskava
Rezultate kvalitativne raziskave je predstavil Jeličič s soavtorji [47]. Prvi trije
eksperimenti so bili upoštevani kot eksperimenti za uvajanje. Poskušali smo se seznaniti z
osnovnim znanjem dijakov o elektromagnetizmu še preden smo nadaljevali z zadnjimi tremi
poskusi, ki so se nanašali na elektromagnetno indukcijo in so bili tako glavni poudarek študije.
Glavne težave dijakov so predstavljene v Tabeli II.
Oznaka

Težava

Pogostost
težave

Pogostost
dijakov

A

Magnetni poli so zamenjani s +/- električnimi naboji.

8

5

B

Magnetni poli lahko privlačijo/odbijajo stacionarni električni
naboj.

12

6

C

Magnetne silnice začnejo/prenehajo na vodniku, po katerem
teče električni tok, in niso zaključene krivulje.

3

3

D

Tuljava ustvarja magnetno polje, tudi če po njen ne teče
električni tok.

6

3

E

Tuljav, ki imate med seboj pravokotno postavljeni osi, imajo
magnetni polji, ki se izničijo ali odbijejo (po tuljavi lahko teče
električni tok ali ne).

2

2

F

Električni tok skozi primarno tuljavo inducira +/- električni
naboj na sekundarni tuljavi/zanki.

2

2

G

Nepravilna uporaba pravila desne roke med določevanjem
smeri silnic okrog vodnika, po katerem teče električni tok, in
smeri severnega pola tuljave, po kateri teče električni tok.

4

3

H

Lokalno sklepanje o magnetnem polju: magnetna pola
magnetnega polja morata biti v bližini magnetne igle kompasa,
s katerim preučujemo polje.

4

3

J

Magnetne silnice tuljave, po kateri teče električni tok, so
predstavljene kot koncentrični krogi vzporedni z navitjem
tuljave.

2

2

K

Magnet in/ali tuljava, po kateri teče električni tok, lahko odbija
aluminij.

4

4

TABELA II. Ugotovljene težave med intervjuji. Stolpec pogostosti težave prikazuje frekvenco pojavitve
težave, ki se pojavi, ko dijak poskuša razložiti eksperiment. Stolpec pogostosti dijaka prikazuje število
dijakov, pri katerih se je težava pojavila [47].

Kot je razvidno iz tabele II, so dijaki pokazali slabo razumevanje lastnosti magnetnega
polja okrog vodnika, po katerem teče električni tok, in v tuljavi, po kateri teče električni tok.
Zanimivo je dejstvo, da so vsi dijaki pravilno navedli, da vodnik ali tuljava, po katerih teče
električni tok, ustvarjata magnetno polje, vendar nihče razen enega ni uspel pravilno opisati
oblike polja. Magnetno polje okoli tuljave, po kateri teče električni tok, so pravilno opisali le
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trije dijaki, vendar tudi oni niso znali določiti magnetnega pola tuljave. Prav tako je bila težava
večine dijakov med reševanjem prvih zastavljenih nalog intervjuja, da so razmišljali lokalno
(težava: H v tabeli II), kar jim je onemogočilo ustvariti celovito vizualizacijo magnetnega polja
okoli žice ali tuljave. Zdi se, da so bili dijaki najmanj seznanjeni z eksperimentom o
demonstraciji magnetne sile na vodnik, po katerem teče električni tok. Dijake je večinoma
zmedlo opazovanje, in so posledično potrebovali veliko časa, da so sploh začeli razmišljati o
tem, da bi bila lahko za gibanje vodnika odgovorna neka sila. To je bila ena najtežjih razlag, ki
so jih morali podati. Le dva dijaka sta pravilno pojasnila pojav, eden od njiju pa je celo uporabil
pravilo desne roke, da je določil smer sile. Med večino poskusov je več kot polovica
intervjuvancev poskušala povezati magnetno silo s pozitivnimi in negativnimi naboji. Dijaki so
nadaljevali z zamenjevanjem pozitivnih in negativnih nabojev ter magnetnih polov, prav tako
pa so govorili o privlaku ali odboju med električnimi naboji in magnetnima poloma (težave: A,
B in F v tabeli II). Uporaba pravila desne roke jim je skozi celoten intervju povzročala težave
(težava G v tabeli II). Ne glede na poskus je bilo to pravilo le redko uporabljeno pravilno.
Nepričakovana težava dijakov je bilo prepričanje, da ima tuljava magnetno polje tudi, če skozi
njo ne teče električni tok (težave D, E v tabeli II). Tega prepričanja sicer niso uporabili pogosto,
le takrat, ko je to ustrezalo njihovemu miselnemu modelu o opazovanem pojavu. Morda je
najbolj presenetljiv rezultat intervjujev ta, da med razmišljanjem o elektromagnetni indukciji
nihče od dijakov ni omenil fizikalne količine magnetnega pretoka. Med poskusom, ki prikazuje
Lenzovo pravilo (tuljava, po kateri teče električni tok, odbija ali privlači aluminijevo zanko med
priklopom ali izklopom vira toka), so dijaki najbolj pogosto sklepali, da se je zanka odklonila,
ker jo tuljava odbija, in da se vrne v svoje prvotno stanje le takrat, ko na tuljavi prekinemo vir
toka, kljub temu, da so opazovali, da se zanka vrne v vertikalno pozicijo kmalu po tem, ko je bil
električni tok pognan po tuljavi in ko še ni bil prekinjen.
Nekateri dijaki so oblikovali miselne modele o poskusih o elektromagnetni indukciji
(vključujoč tuljavo povezano z galvanometrom in paličasti magnet).
1. miselni model o EMI: prekrivanje magnetnih polj
Tim_3 in Faith_4 sta začela oblikovati njun miselni model o elektromagnetni indukciji
na podlagi ideje, da magnet proizvaja magnetno polje, in da ima tudi tuljava magnetno polje,
čeprav po njej ne teče električni tok. Ko magnet vstopa v tuljavo, se dve magnetni polji, eno
proizvede magnet in drugo tuljava, začneta prekrivati in tako ustvarita eno skupno polje. Kot
rezultat procesa prekrivanja, se v tuljavi pojavi električni tok, ki ga zazna galvanometer. Ko
magnet miruje v notranjosti tuljave, se v tuljavi ne ustvari tok, saj v tem na novo ustvarjenem
skupnem okolju, ne pride do sprememb. Če pa magnet potegnemo stran od tuljave, se začne
skupno magnetno polje ločevati v dve prvotni polji: eno, ki ga ustvarja magnet, in drugo, ki ga
proizvaja tuljava. Zaradi ločevanja polj, se v tuljavi ponovno pojavi električni tok, vendar tokrat
v nasprotni smeri.
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2. miselni model o EMI: magnet odbija ali privlači električni naboj
Tony_4 je začel oblikovati svoj model z idejo, da lahko magnet odbija ali privlači
električne naboje v mirovanju. Ta zamisel je znana iz predhodnih študij [4, 54]. Ko se eden od
polov magneta približa in vstopi v tuljavo, odbija (ali privlači) elektrone v tuljavi. Ko se to zgodi,
z galvanometrom zaznamo električni tok. Če magnet v tuljavi miruje, se elektroni ne premikajo,
zato ne zaznamo električnega toka, vendar pa so kljub temu odmaknjeni od svoje prvotne lege.
Ko je magnet odstranjen iz tuljave, se elektroni vrnejo na svoje prvotno mesto zato lahko z
galvanometrom zaznamo električni tok v nasprotni smeri.
3. miselni model o EMI: interakcija magnetnih polov in polov tuljave
Sarah_4 je pripisala pozitivna in negativna pola magnetu in tuljavi. Če se magnet in
tuljava soočata z nasprotnima poloma, se med njima pojavi privlačna sila in v tuljavi požene
električni tok. Električni tok, ki ga zazna galvanometer, se pojavi, ko sta tuljava in magnet v
interakciji. Smer toka je odvisna od tega, ali je njuna interakcija privlačna ali odbijajoča. Seth_5
je razložil, da magnet in tuljava, ko se privlačita in odbijata, ustvarjata električni tok, obenem
pa je omenil tudi to, da magnet vstopi v magnetno polje tuljave in da njuno polje ustvari tok.
Zadnji del modela sovpada s prvim modelom o elektromagnetni indukciji. Ted_5 je le delno
izrazil tretji model z izjavo, da sila magneta deluje na tuljavo, brez jasne specifikacije, na kaj ta
sila vpliva. Dijaki niso znali pojasniti osnovnega mehanizma te interakcije, zato je razlaga, kako
te sile dejansko ustvarijo tok v tuljavi, ostala nepojasnjena.

Zaključki in smernice za poučevanje
Rezultati študije kažejo, da lahko dijakom, ki so sledili klasični metodi poučevanja fizike,
primanjkuje funkcionalnega razumevanja osnovnih konceptov elektromagnetizma, kar lahko
resno ovira njihovo razmišljanje o zapletenem pojavu elektromagnetne indukcije. Pri svojem
sklepanju so pokazali veliko konceptualnih in procesnih težav. Kot odgovor na naše prvo
raziskovalno vprašanje, smo opredelili in opisali te težave. Nekatere med njimi so znane že iz
prejšnjih študij, nekatere pa po našem vedenju pred tem še niso bile ugotovljene. Dijaki so
razumeli, da vodnik, po katerem teče električni tok, ustvarja magnetno polje, vendar tega niso
znali opisati, niti potem, ko so sami eksperimentirali z vodnikom; zamešali so električne učinke
z magnetnimi, niso znali določiti smeri magnetne sile, popolnoma pa so se izognili tudi
konceptu magnetnega pretoka. Ugotovitve so skladne z raziskavo Maloney s soavtorji [4]. Nove
težave so bile povezane z napačnim razumevanjem oblike magnetnih silnic, lokacijo magnetnih
polov in izvorom magnetnega polja tuljave. Nova izstopajoča težava je ideja, da tuljava ustvarja
magnetno polje, tudi ko po njej ne teče električni tok. To idejo so dijaki tekom intervjujev
večkrat uporabili kot del razlage elektromagnetne indukcije.
V odgovor na naše drugo raziskovalno vprašanje, smo analizirali modele dijakov o
elektromagnetni indukciji in doslednost njihove uporabe. Zdi se, da so imeli dijaki težave s
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prepoznavanjem pojava elektromagnetne indukcije pri demonstracijskih poskusih, kar
sovpada z izsledki raziskave Park [12]. Dijaki so si tako ustvarili nove miselne modele, da so
lahko pojasnili svoja zapažanja. Od treh ponavljajočih se miselnih modelov EMI, je samo drugi
model (magnet odbija in privlači električni naboj), ki so ga nekateri dijaki dosledno uporabljali
skozi eksperimente, vseboval razlago osnovnega mehanizma indukcije električnega toka v
tuljavi. Ta model se poslužuje dobro znanega mešanja med statičnim nabojem in magnetnima
poloma, vendar se je tokrat prvič, vsaj kot je nam znano, ta model uporabil za razlago
mehanizma EMI, čeprav vemo, da je že bil uporabljen za razlago elektromagnetni interakcij
[14]. Ostala dva modela o EMI nista ponujala specifičnega mehanizma.
Intervjuji so ustvarili vtis, da dijaki morda niso oblikovali modelov EMI med poukom o
elektromagnetizmu in, da modeli, ki so nastali med intervjuji, niso predhodne ideje dijakov o
dotičnem pojavu, ampak so se morda oblikovali v danem trenutku, ko se je od dijakov
pričakovalo, da pojasnijo poskus. Podobnosti nekaterih razlag in modelov, ki so jih dijaki
oblikovali neodvisno od drugih, lahko pripišemo dejstvu, da so dijaki aktivirali in uporabili
podobne osnovne kognitivne vire, ki so se nato navezali na dejanske eksperimentalne
okoliščine. Zdi se, da različni modeli izhajajo iz različnih prevladujočih konceptualnih virov, na
katere so dijaki preslikali svoje podobne elemente razmišljanja. Dijaki so lahko oblikovali tudi
bolj primerna in produktivna epistemološka stališča, saj so epistemološka sredstva igrala
pomembno vlogo pri njihovih razlagah. Tiste dijake, ki so učenje fizike dojemali kot pomnjenje
dejanskih podatkov in enačb, je možna aktivacija epistemoloških virov znanja kot preneseno
znanje (angl. knowledge as propagated stuff)[34] vodila k iskanju med preteklimi izkušnjami in
znanji in v kolikor rešitve na ta način niso našli, so preprosto prenehali s procesom mišljenja.
Za njih, bi bilo nenavadno nadaljevati z razmišljanjem o problemu, za katerega nimajo
pripravljenega odgovora, vendar bi bilo napačno sklepati, da tega niso sposobni. Dijaki, ki so
lahko aktivirali znanje iz epistemoloških virov, se pravi iz znanja, ki so ga sami ustvarili (angl.
knowledge as fabricated stuff ali knowledge as free creation), so prej ponudili razlago
opazovanih eksperimentov. Rezultati raziskave v celoti potrjujejo na temelju virov osnovano
(angl. resource-based) stališče glede znanja dijakov [26, 31 – 38].

Kvalitativna raziskava
Zbrani podatki tega dela študije so bili analizirani s programom IBM SPSS [59] za
standardno frekvenčno analizo in s programom Winsteps Rasch [58] za analizo Rasch. Celoten
vprašalnik je priložen v poglavju s prilogami Supplement A.
Rezultati frekvenčne analize
Le manjšina dijakov je grafično pravilno predstavila oblike silnic magnetnih polj tuljave
ali zanke, po kateri teče električni tok, vendar pa je večina dijakov v enostavni situaciji vedela,
da tuljava ustvarja magnetno polje le, ko skozi njo teče električni tok (vprašanje 2, glej
Suplement A). V primeru, ko je situacija manj očitna, na primer, ko paličasti magnet vstavimo
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v tuljavo ali pa samo miruje v notranjosti tuljave, so imeli dijake težave s prepoznavanjem
situacije, v kateri bo tuljava ustvarila magnetno polje. Z upoštevanjem magnetne sile na
gibajoči se naboj, je manj kot šestina dijakov pravilno uporabila pravilo desne roke in iz vidika
fizika podala pravilno razlago. Dijaki pogosto pripisujejo električne karakteristike magnetnemu
polju, silnice magnetnega polja dojemajo kot poti elektrona ali sklepajo, da magnetno polje ne
bo vplivalo na gibajoči se elektron. Še manj dijakov, le desetina, je pravilno uporabila pravilo
desne roke in podala pravilno pojasnilo za vzrok premika vodnika, po katerem teče električni
tok, ko je postavljen v magnetno polje. Pogosto so razlagali, da vodnik, po katerem teče
električni tok, poskrbi za nekatere pogoje, ki nasprotujejo magnetnemu polju magneta (npr.
povzroča nasprotna magnetna pola na vodniku), s čimer ne povzroči nobenega neto učinka na
vodnik. Druge napačne razlage so bile, da bo magnet privlačil ali odbil vodnik, silnice
magnetnega polja bodo usmerjale vodnik do enega magnetnega pola, da na aluminij (ki je
sestavi del vodnika pri vprašanju 4) ne bo vpliva, saj nima magnetnih lastnosti, da ima magnet
električne lastnosti in da tako lahko privlači ali odbija vodnik.
Večina dijakov je prepoznala elektromagnetno indukcijo v primeru, ko se je magnet
približal tuljavi. Ostali primeri, kot so premikanje magneta stran od tuljave ali zmanjševanje
tuljave nad magnetom, so bili dijakom manj jasni. Le sedem dijakov je podalo pravilno razlago
v vseh primerih, pojasnilo vse štiri primere z enotno idejo, po kateri spreminjanje magnetnega
pretoka skozi tuljavo povzroči inducirani tok v tuljavi. Še dva dijaka sta za nekaj primerov
omenila koncept magnetnega pretoka v svoji obrazložitvi, vendar ne za vse. Poskus 4, ki je bil
izveden med intervjuji, je bil enak kot situacije opisane v Q5_1 – Q5_3 (Supplement A) in nihče
od devetih intervjuvancev ni omenil ideje o magnetnem pretoku med podajanjem razlage pri
opazovanju pojava EMI. Približno tretjina dijakov je pojasnila, da so nekateri premiki tuljave ali
magneta ali obojih, razlog za EMI. Ko govorimo o elektromagnetni indukciji med primarno
tuljavo priključeno na vir napetosti in sekundarnim navitjem priključenim le na ampermeter,
so se dijaki nagibali k površinskemu sklepanju o situaciji. To jih je privedlo do pogosto napačne
razlage, da je prikaz ne-ničelne vrednosti na ampermetru v prvem primeru (primarna in
sekundarna tuljava sta postavljeni z njunima osema vzporedno) in ničelno vrednost v drugem
(primarna in sekundarna tuljava sta postavljeni z njunima osema pravokotno) posledica
položaja tuljav. Pojasnili so, da obe tuljavi, primarna in sekundarna, razširjata svoje magnetno
polje proti drugi tuljavi, da je smer silnic njunega polja enaka za obe tuljavi, da njuni magnetni
polji interferirata ali pa preprosto, da se vrednosti njunih magnetnih polj seštejeta. Več dijakov
je uporabilo idejo o magnetnem polju primarne in sekundarne tuljave za razlago drugega
primera, kar se je ponovilo tudi med intervjuji, kjer smo ugotovili uporabo preklica
fenomenoloških gradnikov oziroma osnovnega elementa sklepanja (ang. p-prim cancelling
[26]). Dijaki so zaključili, da sta magnetni polji primarne in sekundarne tuljave med seboj
pravokotni in se tako odštejeta, medsebojno nevtralizirata ali interferirata v nasprotni smeri.
Glede vprašanja o Lenzovem pravilu sta le dva dijaka pravilno odgovorila, kaj bo pokazal
ampermeter, ki je priključen na sekundarno tuljavo, če je napetost na primarni tuljavi nekaj
časa konstantna, in kaj bo pokazal, ko izključimo napetost. Ta vprašanja se nanašajo le na
primer, ko sta osi obeh tuljav med seboj vzporedni. Med napačnimi razlagami je ena še posebej
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izstopajoča - da ima Ohmov zakon pomembno vlogo pri določanju ali obstaja tok v sekundarni
tuljavi. Znatno število dijakov je pojasnilo, da v kolikor je na primarni tuljavi napetost (ali tok),
bo na tok (ali napetosti) tudi na sekundarni tuljavi, saj to implicira Ohmov zakon.
Rezultati Rasch analize
Rezultati kažejo, da so povprečne sposobnosti dijakov nižje kot je povprečje težavnosti
nalog, kar namiguje, da je bil vprašalnik za izbrani vzorec dijakov težji, kot je bilo pričakovati.
Najmanj zahtevna naloga so bila izbirna vprašanja, najzahtevnejša pa vprašanja, ki so zahtevala
odprti tip odgovora z razlago. Maksimalna vrednost indeksa zanesljivosti naloge (angl. item
reliability index) je 1,00, kar nakazuje na dovolj velik vzorec dijakov za določanje težavnosti
vprašanj. Indeks zanesljivosti posameznika (angl. person reliability index) je nižji, zgolj 0,70, kar
nakazuje slabšo ponovljivost zapovrstja dijakov na diagramu naloga-posameznik. Cilj dotičnega
vprašalnika ni bil oceniti dijake, ampak ga uporabiti kot odskočno desko, ki bo pomagala
razumeti sklepanje dijakov o EMI. Zaradi tega je visoka postavka indeksa zanesljivosti bolj
pomembna kot nekoliko nižji, a še vedno sprejemljiv indeks zanesljivosti posameznika.
Korelacija nalog je bila dobra, razen v primeru postavke, ki je neposredno vpraševala o
spremembi površine zanke v magnetnem polju. Primerjalna statistika prav tako kaže
nepričakovane vrednosti tega elementa. Vse namreč nakazuje na predpostavko, da za dijake
to vprašanje ni bilo del iste razlage, ki je bila opredeljena v preostalem vprašalniku. Prav tako
pa se je to lahko zgodilo zaradi nepoznavanja koncepta magnetnega pretoka, kar je bil problem
dijakov.

Zaključki in smernice za poučevanje
Ugotovitve kvantitativne raziskave kažejo, da tudi na večji populaciji dijakov obstajajo
iste težave, kot so jih v kvalitativnem delu raziskave razkrili intervjuji. Rezultati analize
odgovorov dijakov na vprašalnik so pokazali na konceptualne in procesne težave dijakov v zvezi
s pojavom EMI. Pozitivno je dejstvo, da so se dijaki zavedali, da vodnik, po katerem teče
električni tok, ustvarja magnetno polje in da so prepoznali enostavne primere, v katerih tudi
tuljava ustvarja magnetno polje. Pravilno so prepoznali primere, ko je bilo treba za določitev
magnetne sile uporabiti pravilo desne roke, čeprav so nekateri imeli težave s pravilno uporabo
pravila. Prav tako so bili sposobni prepoznati pojav elektromagnetne indukcije pri
enostavnejših primerih, kot je premik tuljave ali magneta, čeprav niso prepoznali manjšanja
tuljave kot vzroka za EMI.
Kot odgovor na naše prvo raziskovalno o glavnih težavah gimnazijcev pri sklepanju o
elektromagnetni indukciji in z njo povezanimi pojavi iz elektromagnetizma, smo določili
seznam teh težav. Ta seznam vključuje:
i. težave z grafično predstavo oblik silnic magnetnega polja vodnikov in tuljav
ii. pripisovanje magnetnega polja tuljavam, ko po njih ne teče električni tok
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iii. težave pri določanju smeri magnetne sile na gibajoč se naboj ali vodnik, po katerem
teče električni tok
iv. težave z uporabo pravila desne roke pri določevanju smeri magnetne sile na
premikajoči se naboj
v. zmeda med električnimi in magnetnimi pojavi
vi. nesposobnost prepoznavanja pojava EMI v manj tipičnih primerih
vii. nesposobnost razlage in sklepanja o EMI
viii. nesposobnost uporabe koncepta magnetnega pretoka ali pa ga popolnoma spregledati
pri sklepanju o EMI
ix. nesposobnost pravilne uporabe Lenzovega pravila
O nekaterih izmed teh težav so že poročali predhodni raziskovalci [4, 5, 19, 14, 17], vendar so
bile težave, ki se navezujejo na obliko silnic magnetnega polja in ideja, da tuljava ustvarja
magnetno polje, tudi če po njej ne teče električni tok, tekom intervjujev prepoznane kot nove
težave, o njih pa je poročal Jeličić s soavtorji [47]. Rezultati frekvenčne analize kvantitativne
raziskave so potrdili obstoj teh novih težav na širšem vzorcu populacije gimnazijcev in potrdili
že znane težave, kot so navedene zgoraj.
Na drugo raziskovalno vprašanje, ki se ukvarja z miselnimi modeli o EMI in njihovo
skladnostjo, je bilo odgovorjeno s kvalitativno raziskavo tekom celotne študije. Prepoznani so
bili trije miselni modeli, vendar je bil zgolj drugi model (magnet privlači in odbija električne
naboje) uporabljen dosledno in je imel osnovni mehanizem modela. Raziskovanje oblikovanja
miselnih modelov dijakov je veliko bolj primerno z uporabo intervjujev [9, 39, 40] kot z uporabo
vprašalnika, tako da tega vprašanja nismo obravnavali pri kvantitativnem delu raziskave.
Vprašanja odprtega tipa v vprašalniku so pri dijakih spodbudila razmišljanje o pojavu EMI in z
njo povezanimi koncepti. Vendar je razmišljanje dijakov občasno posredno namignilo na
odsotnost modelov o EMI. Rezultati kažejo, da ima večina dijakov težave pri razlagi pojava EMI.
Skoraj nihče od dijakov ni pri razlagi EMI uporabil koncepta magnetnega pretoka in njegovega
časovnega spreminjanja, kar bi bila primerna oblika razlage iz vidika fizika. Ko morajo dijaki
razložiti situacijo se zdi, da raje uporabijo koncept magnetnega polja ali pa navedejo, da je
relativni premik tuljave in magneta povzročil EMI, ne da bi nadalje razložili kako.
Poenostavljeno sklepanje je bilo očitno tudi med poskusom razlage pojava EMI. Očitna
odsotnost koncepta magnetnega pretoka, bi lahko povzročila težave pri uporabi Lenzovega
pravila. Zdi se, da je bila to najzahtevnejša tema vprašalnika. Nekateri dijaki se lahko nagibajo
k poenostavljenem sklepanju takrat, ko so njihove strukture znanja o določenem področju
nepopolne, to je bilo opaziti v primeru Lenzovega pravila, ki so ga nekateri dijaki skušali
reducirati na bolje poznan Ohmov zakon.
Rasch analiza je pokazala, da je vprašalnik deloval zadovoljivo in nam zagotovil linearno
lestvico meritev za težavnost nalog. Na splošno dijaki lažje odgovarjajo na vprašanja zaprtega
tipa, kot na vprašanja odprtega tipa. Zdi se, da so vprašanja odprtega tipa, ki pozivajo k
razmišljanju in pojasnjevanju EMI, za naš vzorec gimnazijcev najbolj zahtevna. Analiza
rezultatov je preko analize ustreznosti nalog (angl. item fit) pokazala tudi, da koncept
magnetnega pretoka ni del empirične razlage, na kateri je bil zasnovan vprašalnik, se pravi na
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razumevanju elektromagnetizma dijakov. Linearne meritve so nam omogočile izvedbo analize
težav pri konceptualnih področjih v vprašalniku. Izkazalo se je, da se dijaki naučijo prepoznati
elektromagnetne pojave, vendar imajo veliko več težav z razlago teh pojavov, modeliranjem in
sklepanjem o njih. Temu bi lahko pripomogli z didaktično bolj raziskovalnim pristopom k
poučevanju fizike.
Rezultati obeh delov raziskave kažejo, da bi dijaki morda potrebovali več praktičnega
dela pri pouku z risanjem silnic magnetnega polja okoli vodnikov in tuljav, po katerih teče
električni tok, in v izogib zmedi več pojasnjevanja o razliki med električnimi in magnetnimi
pojavi. Težave z uporabo pravila desne roke so bile opažene že med intervjuji, hkrati pa
ugotovljene tudi pri velikem vzorcu udeležencev. Rešitev za ta problem ni tako očitna, kot bi si
jo učitelji želeli. Na univerzitetni ravni je rešitev uvedba vektorskega produkta, vendar tudi to
prinaša svoj sklop težav [53]. Na Hrvaškem se pri pouku fizike uvaja različna pravila desne roke,
kar bi utegnilo privesti do zmede za dijake, vpeljava vektorskega produkta v gimnazije pa bi
lahko zagotovila večji uspeh in manj zmede za dijake. V vsakem primeru bi bilo potrebo to
idejo testirati. Eno najpomembnejših pedagoških dognanj, ki je nastalo kot posledica te
raziskave, je, da bi bilo potrebno nameniti večji poudarek konceptu magnetnega pretoka. Ta
koncept prepleta pojav EMI in Lenzovo pravilo ter na ta način onemogoča sklepanje o obeh
pojavih, ne da bi dijaki v svoji strukturi znanja, ta koncept tesno povezali z EMI.
Veliko je bilo namigov, ki kažejo na nepopolno in razdrobljeno strukturo znanja dijakov.
Kot je bilo že omenjeno, se zdi da dijaki med intervjuji aktivirajo različne p-prime
(fenomenološki gradniki ali osnovni elementi sklepanja) in kognitivne vire, da sestavijo razlage
poskusov. Analiza vprašalnikov je pokazala, da so se med odgovarjanjem na vprašanja, ki so
zahtevala podobno sklepanje z vidika fizika, nagibali k isti smeri razdrobljenega pristopa. Dijaki
največkrat vidijo situacijo drugače in s tem ponudijo ločeno in pogosto različno razlago za
podoben primer. Prav tako, kot se je zgodilo pri intervjujih, se dijaki ob oblikovanju razlage
nagibajo k aktivaciji p-prim, kot je preklic ali usmerjanje (angl. cancelling and guiding p-prim)
pri pojasnjevanju pojava EMI pri dveh tuljavah z vzporednima in pravokotnima osema. Kadar
jim v strukturi znanja primanjkuje doslednosti, lahko začnejo poenostavljati svoje sklepanje,
kar se pogosto pokaže kot aktiviranje manjših fragmentov znanja, to pa jih lahko vodi v vse
smeri, v kolikor ima to za njih smisel. Ta dognanja sovpadajo tudi s spoznanji v okviru modela
»delčki znanja« (ang. knowledge in pieces) [26, 31 - 38].
Študija v splošnem potrjuje, da je elektromagnetna indukcija kompleksen in zahteven
pojem. Ne zdi se, da so dijaki, ki so bili deležni klasične metode poučevanja skozi
pripovedovalni/razlagalni pristop, pridobili zadostno razumevanje teme, ki se začne z
osnovnimi koncepti elektromagnetizma. Prepričani smo, da bi bila sprememba poučevanja k
bolj raziskovalno naravnani metodi, lahko koristna za gimnazijce.
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